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ABSTRACT
This qualitative study, using an autoethnographic methodology, explores laywomen
principals in Catholic K-8 schools, and how they manage to balance their feminist beliefs and
work in concert with their priest’s patriarchal orientation. Using interviews from laywomen
principals as well as personal stories and perspectives, the study details the hidden elements of
the relationship between priests and principals, where and how discord arises, and how
laywomen negotiate the difficult terrain of balancing these relationships as they work in Catholic
schools. The study explores the personal stories of Catholic school leaders, and also a precise
examination of Canon law, Justice in Employment practices, school governance boundaries,
unsaid rules and implications and how they perpetuate an imbalance of power that affects the
performance, emotional health, and religious experiences of lay-women leaders in Catholic
schools. Using feminist and transformative learning theories to unpack negative peak
experiences or “disorienting dilemmas,” the study recommends additional training for priests and
principals, and a keener recognition of priest and principal strengths and the gifts each
contributes to the school.
Keywords: Catholic schools, lay-women principals, patriarchy, Canon law, governance model
for Catholic schools, transformative learning, and feminist perspectives in the Catholic Church
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PREFACE: ON AUTOETHNOGRAPHY
“Perhaps as the growth of this method continues to increase as critical social research, it
will have a more permanent influence on school and society” (Hughes & Pennington,
2017, p. 108).
Writing an autoethnographic dissertation is an arduous process, in part because it is a
relatively new and still emerging way of looking at educational research. Researchers using
autoethnography in their work display many applications and iterations. It is difficult to straddle
the difference between pure autoethnography, which allows the story itself to do all the
analyzing, and the traditional six-chapter dissertation which has everything clearly delineated
and explains the analysis of a situation in a manner that allows for replication of the study
(Hughes & Pennington, 2017). I chose the autoethnographical method because I was looking for
a way to make meaning for myself and other Catholic lay-women principals as to our
relationship with the parish priest. In almost every section of this dissertation readers will be
reminded about the characteristics of autoethnography and how I used them in my work.
Chapters one through three are written in traditional dissertation form which includes an
autoethnographic introduction, problem statements, literature review, theory, and methodology
sections. It is when the reader comes to Chapter Four, that they will find variation.
Autoethnography seeks to understand the relationship between self and society and is subject to a
wide range of expression (Hughes & Pennington, 2017). The narrative in autoethnography
represents the self’s distant past, near past, or projected future. “By virtue of the
autoethnographers dual role as a member in the social world under study and as a researcher of
that world, autoethnography demands enhanced textual visibility of the researchers self” (Hughes
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& Pennington, 2017, p. 103). As a qualitative method, autoethnography insists that we display
data, analyze, and theorize through the stories of study participants and self, in our own voices.
Nevertheless, this work is an attempt to combine scholarly discipline and storytelling in
an interesting fashion, which allows the reader and the writer to speculate, hypothesize, and
theorize in their own way. “Voice is not just about speaking, speech patterns, volume and
intonation, but is the whole panoply of language and ideas that is articulated in theories and texts
purporting to represent everybody’s experience” (Muncey, 2010, p. 81). Through the use of
autoethnography as a method and a creative tool, I hope my readers are able to clearly hear other
voices, puzzle through other’s experiences, come to satisfying conclusions for themselves, and
visualize a clear pathway to helping Catholic schools, priests, and principals forge ahead with
best practice. It will not be easy.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Every morning, I jump out of bed, excitedly face the possibilities of the day, and head off
to school. Sometimes, I spend the day as a learner, sometimes as a teacher, or most recently, as a
school leader in a Catholic PK-8 wealthy urban setting. Often, I perform within more than one
of those roles in a single day. As an elementary teacher for many years, I viewed the coming and
going of principals as routine. As I studied and became a principal 12 years ago, I began to
realize the extraordinary influence principals have over the culture and tone of a Catholic school.
During my most recent position as principal, I learned about a grant opportunity to
support the continued development of my school. I worked with the faculty and my direct
supervisor, the parish priest, to apply for a competitive grant. We won a large grant, enabling
our school to address issues such as declining enrollment and the lack of marketing and
development to sustain the school. I made a difference in the lives of children and their families.
I felt gratified by playing all the roles well, and especially landing my first major grant. I loved
my work and viewed myself as a capable, professional, and fulfilled principal who always looks
for the silver lining in every situation. I felt confident in this role until three years ago. At the
end of one day in February, I made a phone call to my husband to share some startling news. My
husband listened in shocked disbelief as I whispered into the phone, “I’ve been fired.”
Father Walter [pseudonym] made an appointment to come to my office in early February.
I was certain he was coming to offer praise for the effort I put into Catholic Schools Week in
January. It was a wonderful week with fun activities, prayer, and gratitude for our school. I
spoke at all three weekend Masses about the wonderful qualities of the school and the progress
we had made with the Healey Foundation grant. I was so proud of the students, especially in the
middle school. The grade 6-8 students had made remarkable improvement in their behavior since
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I arrived two years ago. Before I arrived at the school, there had been incidences of sexual
assault, sexting, and standing on furniture in the lunchroom, screaming obscenities. With a
history of four principals in five years, the climate at my school had become not only negative,
but also toxic and unstable.
Instead of praise, Father said,
This isn’t working for me. You can’t keep the teachers happy by asking them to innovate
all the time. Let them use the social studies texts from 1983 if they want to! You could
try the Justice in Employment process to handle this situation but doing so will be futile.
I have zero confidence in your ability to turn things around and be the person I want you
to be. You need to resign because I am bringing in the new guy immediately.
I sat, stunned. He did not even bother to get to know me in the few months he had been the
parish priest. “Well?” he rudely said. I gathered what little confidence I had and said something
he did not expect. “I’ll get back to you next week, after I discuss this situation with my attorney.”
I felt in shock, and furious, but also proud of myself because I did not cry, snivel, or beg.
My supervisor, the parish priest, had decided there was a better man for the job of PK-8
school principal. The actions of one parish priest ended my remarkable track record of success.
I received no written evaluation for poor performance or a hearing about the end of my
employment. I simply learned that a man had become available for my position and would take
over immediately. The parish priest shared his expectations of me for the remainder of the
school year—that I “make the teachers happy.” The new principal would begin leading the
school immediately, long distance, from another Catholic school over a thousand miles away. I
was to spend the remaining four months in my office, stripped of all decision-making authority,
present each day only in case there happened to be an emergency on campus.
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After 40 years serving in PK-12 education, I became a 63-year-old, unemployed woman
educator. I felt exhausted and demoralized by these circumstances. However, as hooks (1994) a
noted feminist scholar, once said, “I will not have my life narrowed down. I will not bow down
to somebody else's whim or to someone else's ignorance.” It was clear to me that I needed to
reassess my purpose and passion for learning and find a new path to travel.
Before I became a principal in a Catholic school, I knew little about how the patriarchy of
the church and the personality of the parish priest would impact me—body, mind, and soul.
When I was a teacher in a different Catholic school, my parish priest trusted and respected me,
and supported my work with the children of the parish. This new situation put me in a position
where the parish priest dominated every part of my life as my direct supervisor with authority to
hire or fire me at will. The priest exercised his religious authority over my professional
knowledge and experience as a licensed principal. His views and power controlled my school
and all my work there.
The Healey Grant
The story of my work with the Healey Foundation plays a distinct role in my dissertation.
In January of 2016, I received a letter from the Bishop discussing sustainability, and how a better
business model and greater school engagement by the laity could help grow our school. The
pastor and I were invited to a meeting at the Chancery in mid-February to find out more about
the foundation. On the whiteboard, was a quote from the United States Conference of Catholic
Bishops (USCCB)
Our vision is clear: our Catholic Schools are a vital part of the teaching mission of the
church. We must respond to challenging times with faith, vision, and the will to succeed
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because the Catholic school’s mission is vital to the future of our young people, our
nation, and especially our church.
Principal and pastor representatives from 16 schools in the Archdiocese all sat nervously around
the huge conference table.
The two foundation directors spoke of the foundation’s proven success in the dioceses of
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Allentown. The foundation, with the help of school and pastoral
leadership, would establish a board of specified jurisdiction, hire and train a full-time
advancement director for each school; learn about best practices in enrollment management;
implement an annual fund; and receive hands-on development and coaching throughout the three
year program. During that period, the foundation triangulated new business models, created
sustainable change, and developed strategic partnerships in each school. The program offerings
were somewhat competitive because they only invited 16 of 90 school leaders in our
Archdiocese and would choose only six schools for the grant. Each school that applied received
site visits by the Healey directors in March, where the two vice presidents of operations for
Healey took a tour with the principal and pastor and had a lengthy conversation about the
school’s mission, vision, and current reality.
Also, in March, the pastor and I discussed the program parameters with the new incoming
priest, Father Walter, and gained his approval to proceed. In mid-April, I received a phone call
and an email inviting my school to be part of the grant process. I hurried back to school after my
Archdiocesan principals meeting to share the great news with faculty, staff and families. I also
sent an email to the priest who would be leading us as of July:
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Father,
This morning I received a call and email from the Healey Foundation, inviting our school
to be a part of their grant program for the next three years. I am thrilled, of course, and
believe this will have a tremendous influence on building our church and school
community. I’ll have more details next week about the first steps. Theresa and I plan to
present it to the finance council and the parish council for their approval as well. I’ll
keep you up to date. Have a wonderful weekend, Lynn.
His email reply came within half an hour. “That’s fantastic news Lynn. Congratulations!!” We
were all ecstatic, or so I thought.
Throughout April and May, the pastor and I attended next step meetings with the
directors, began the search for an advancement director, and held focus group meetings with
school staff, school parents, and the school advisory council. The school was asked to take
several action steps to implement the Healey methodology for advancement:
•

With the help of the Foundation: put in place a full-time advancement director whose
specific responsibilities are enrollment management, development, governance and
strategic planning, communications, constituent relations, and operations;

•

Implement a board of limited jurisdiction;

•

Maintain a separate school budget (not just one line- item on parish budget);

•

Include in the budget line items for the advancement office operations;

•

Implement mission-driven fundraising focused on an annual fund;

•

Participate in regular meeting/workshops; and

•

Provide Healey with access to key data.

In turn, the foundation would provide:
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•

A dedicated Healey Director of Schools;

•

A hiring process for the full-time school advancement director;

•

Ongoing training, coaching, quarterly and custom workshops;

•

Bi-weekly visits;

•

Implementation of methodology and tools;

•

Board implementation and;

•

Provide incentive grants—year one, school receives $25,000; year two, school
receives $12,500; and year three, school receives $12,500.

In the first year of the program, we aspired to make all decisions about the school driven
by our mission, customer satisfaction, and informed by data. The new advancement director and
I held several focus groups on creating a brand that would reinforce our mission of excellence.
With the help of stakeholders and school staff, we created a new logo, tagline, and key messages
about the school to make us more visible in the community. We also studied marketing tools to
boost enrollment through recruitment and retention. We looked at the large Latinx Catholic
population in the area and thought about why they were not sending their children to Catholic
schools and what we could do to be more welcoming and inclusive. Finally, we began selection
and training of board members.
In year two and three of the program, we would decide on things we might do differently
and create annual goals and work plans regarding target marketing and enrollment management
for staff, faculty, stakeholders, and volunteers. We would also lay the groundwork for an annual
fund with mission-based fundraising goals, further the development of board of limited
jurisdiction, and expand on branding and key messaging for the school.
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Several requirements guided us in choosing and implementing the board. In the past, and
as I describe further in my literature review, most Catholic schools had advisory-only councils.
These councils were usually made up of volunteer school parents to whom the principal brought
issues and ideas and asked the Council members to weigh-in on those issues. In many schools,
this practice created obstacles for the principals who served in schools where the power of the
council was overbearing, and the members wished to assert undue influence on the principal
based on their own individual wishes. These boards rarely had trained or experienced educators
on them, which created conflict, unrest, and occasionally a coup de maître of the principal.
To avoid these anxious over-throws, several rules and requirements for board members
were put in place by the Healey Foundation. They included the following requirements for the
board and members:
1. Only 15-21 members of which one third or fewer can be school parents;
2. Must have genuine interest in Catholic School education, the mission of the school
and archdiocesan vision;
3. Give witness to the Roman Catholic Church’s teachings, moral truths and values;
4. Maintain high levels of integrity and confidentiality;
5. Complete Virtus training;
6. Be objective and free of self-interest;
7. Participate in ongoing training;
8. Actively and generously support with all available personal resources, the programs
and operations of the school;
9. Make the school one of their philanthropic priorities and contribute to the Annual
Fund;
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10. Shall not be employed by the parish or school or be spouse of employees;
11. Maintain regular attendance at meetings;
12. Abide by the operating principles and policies of the board;
13. Deliberate on all matters in good faith and for the common good; and
14. Be open to board training in their role by the pastor, canonical administrator, or the
Archbishop.
In addition, the board fosters the highest possible standards of academic and religious
education for all students and provides policy direction to the school in five distinct areas:
1. Financial oversight: budget creation, setting tuition, financial planning;
2. Advancement: works with advancement director in the development of a
comprehensive school advancement plan including enrollment and development;
3. Strategic planning: Drives and participates in the development of the school’s
strategic operational plan, complete with goals and responsibilities;
4. Board education/evaluation: Annually determines its own effectiveness in light of
the school’s mission, board goals, and responsibilities; and
5. Principal selection/evaluation/termination.
When the new priest arrived that summer, we were well into meetings with the regional director
and our new advancement director. In spite of my positive preparation and explanation to the
advisory commission and staff, rumblings of discontent had begun. The council did not want to
forsake its practice of “bossing” the principal, and staff had begun to see they would have to
make changes in how our school presented itself to the world. I had talked at length about
recruiting from the large Latinx population in the neighborhood, and how this practice would
ensure larger enrollment numbers, and greater diversity in the school community. I was horrified
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when a student came to me and relayed what his mother and father had said at a school parent
party, “Mrs. Volkenant is ruining the school by inviting poor Mexican kids to come here.”
In the four months between my dismissal and the end of the school year, many of the council
members overtly dismissed anything I proposed and went behind my back to the new priest,
telling him our school was too elite, and too entrenched in past practice to make any changes
successful. There became a clear divide between me, the advancement director, Healey practice,
and some of the more volatile members of the school and parish community. While I continued
my efforts to adopt Healey practices, my heart was no longer in it because I knew the changes I
sought, which had the potential to transform the school in a positive way, could never sustain
themselves after I left.
Finally, in late March, I had a meeting with the Healey regional director who told me
they were going to sever the relationship with my school due to pastoral resistance. The director
was clear that this was not about my leadership, rather the priest’s and council’s refusal to allow
me to continue my work with them. The foundation members were convinced they would not be
able to move forward through all the controversy at my school. In a scathing letter to the bishop,
the priest, two large donors, and the parish trustees, the foundation stated:
We have been experiencing pushback in our efforts to implement our program on a
number of fronts. With regard to leadership, the current dual leadership model of not having
clearly delineated roles between the outgoing and incoming principals presents a variety of
issues for accountability and authority. In our ongoing preparation for a new governance model,
we are no longer confident that the school fully embraces the intent and spirit of empowering the
laity at the school through a board of limited jurisdiction. The decision to not engage in
recruitment events in the immediate term is troublesome and not in alignment with implementing
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a comprehensive recruitment and retention strategy, which is a year-long process” (Volkenant
personal files, Healey letter dated March 29, 2017).
The letter devastated me. All my hopes and hard work had been for nothing and I was
worried that this would negatively reflect on my long professional career. I confronted Father
about the repercussions on my future work that could occur because of the letter. He said, “Well
your husband has a job, doesn’t he? He will just have to take care of you.” Once again, I was
emotionally leveled by a man who did not know me at all. I was also furious. In this very
moment, I decided I would attend the upcoming school auction and fundraiser. I would put on
my best dress and heels, hold my head up high, and end my time at the school with a smile and
all the grace and dignity I could muster. I would not be taken down by these people. At least not
that they could see.
For the next few months, I searched for another principal job to no avail. Other Catholic
principals told me that my name was out there in a negative way. Father Walter had undermined
me, and I felt hopeless in the face of his power. I cried every day as soon as I got home from
school. It was everything I could do to put on a brave face each morning and go to school to sit
alone in my office. The children were the only thing that kept me from falling apart completely.
Their kind words and generous spirits were the only bright spot in my day as the sky hung
leadenly above me. As I worked with my employment attorney, I railed at the injustice of
having one man in charge of everything, cruelly holding his power over me. The situation was
almost unbearable, and I was so angry, not just at Father, but at the Church which allowed him
such power. I stopped attending Mass on the weekends, and turned to my only solace, my
doctoral work. Perhaps here, I could regain my balance and grow in my leadership. Maybe by
writing about the situation, and rereading my journals, kept since I was nine-years-old, I would
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someday lift the dark smothering cloth and be brave enough to move ahead. “Courage is both
the innate and the learned ability to bend when all forces of gravity say you should have broken”
(Nash & Viray, 2013, p. xi). I have not been broken. Surely, I was not alone in my experience,
right?
My personal narrative, woven throughout this study centers on my own local level
experience within the Archdiocese, and how the events that occurred during my time as a layleader in Catholic PK-8 educational settings deeply affected both my professional life and faith
life. As I tell my own story about futile attempts to tell truth to power and how I lived in fear of
tyranny, uncomfortable moments will inevitably arise. As the reader hears my difficult story and
the challenging stories of other principals, I hope they are also inspired by the passion and
dedication to children’s learning that each tale tells.
During my employment, I struggled to understand the priest’s expectations of me in my
role as principal, while at the same time working to satisfy the needs of my colleagues and
students. I felt pulled in many directions and spent much time reflecting on my experience. I
often wondered if many of the other women principals in the Archdiocese faced the same issues.
Did they experience positive relationships with their parish priests or experience the same types
of bias and discrimination based on their role as women principals? Did they perceive conflicts
between the priest’s decisions and professional practice? How did women principals navigate
the delicate balance between leading their school as professional women educators and respond
to the authority of the parish priest? My study concerns my experience, and the experiences of
others as women K-8 principals working in a patriarchal Catholic school and system. The
purpose and need for this study appear below.
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Problem Statement, Purpose, and Significance
My study emerged from the need to make meaning from my experiences as a Catholic
school principal, to acknowledge and understand what happened in order to transform my
practice and resolve my questions. This study examined the relationship between lay-women
principals and parish priests, including women school leaders’ experiences leading a Catholic
elementary school with Pre-Kindergarten through eighth grade students. In the study, I
examined the preparation of lay-women administrators and parish priests for their respective
roles in the school, and how those role expectations, expressed by school boards, school parents,
students, and the parish community, informed their experience of leadership. Furthermore, I
specifically explored and examined the causes of conflict between women principals and parish
priests in an urban PK-8 setting, including my own experience.
Few published studies address the issue of how to build and maintain a positive
relationship between priests and lay-women principals in a parish PK-8 school. Weiss (2007), a
principal and member of a religious community, explained the importance of roles and
relationships and their design. Weiss argued, “Effective leadership is needed from the pastor and
the principal in guiding the parish school toward academic excellence and faith development” (p.
9). However, Weiss (2007) also urged collaboration and cautioned that principals must always
defer to the authority and power of the priest and his final decisions regarding the school and its
governance (p. 22).
The face of Catholic school leadership has changed vastly over the years following its
founding in the United States (U.S.), after the Revolutionary war (James, 2007). In the early
days, Catholic schools were run by religious organizations and led by sisters, priests, and
brothers. Members of religious communities founded and formed the leadership for Catholic
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schools in the U.S. to counteract any Protestant notions and accommodate the new immigrants
settling in American communities (James, 2007).
Early in their history, Catholic schools were staffed largely by Religious (nuns and
priests) 90% at their inception and through the 1950s (National Catholic Education Association
[NCEA], 2018, para. 12). By 2018, the number of Religious serving as principals and teachers
had dropped to between 2% and 5%. This increasing lack of Religious willing to serve in
Catholic schools at a very low cost had a grave impact on both the finances and future of
Catholic education.
Jacobs (1998) contended that the trend in lay persons in Catholic education, particularly
in administration, began as early as the 1920s. Further, Jacobs believed that concerted effort
toward providing training for lay Catholic leaders and teachers was imperative by 1950, before
the convening of Vatican II. However, this training, provided by the Church, which would have
better enabled lay-women to serve and control United States Catholic schools, was not provided
(Jacobs, 1998). The loss of religious sisters, who worked as school principals, at less than
minimum wage, added to the financial burden by substantially increasing the cost of
administration in Catholic schools (Meyer, 2007). This led to an increase in lay-women
principals serving in Catholic schools.
The Next Wave
Perhaps lay-women have replaced religious principals, but the definition of the
principalship has not changed to accommodate the current realities of laypeople in that role
(Hansen, 2001). Some of the realities encountered by laypeople relate to balancing work and
family, childcare, the long hours including night and weekend events of a principalship, and
becoming adept at skills related to marketing, budgeting, development, fundraising, recruitment,
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discipline, school sustainability, communication, technology, curriculum choices, and human
resources (Hanson, 2001). The Catholic school principal must also add critical strategies for
leading school efforts in faith formation and Catholic identity to their repertoire (Boyle, Haller,
& Hunt, 2016).
Women lay-principals have identified gender issues as impacting their roles and revealed
the perception that priests viewed women in a limited traditional sense, as mothers and
caregivers (Powers, 2002). Studies examining the gender issue in the Catholic Church suggest
that issues surrounding power and authority have become key symptoms of division in Catholic
education (Manning, 1997). Manning suggested that the opposition between and within liberal
and conservative Catholic women, only serves to further fragmentation of the Church. Vacek
(2005) encouraged us to examine the differences between “equality and sameness” (p. 163).
Vacek (2005) argued that attention should be paid to the fact that millions of women now
perform tasks such as running major companies or joining the military, while a “growing number
of men have taken on formerly feminine roles” (p. 163). For many lay-women leaders in the
Church, the new roles men may have taken on do not sufficiently balance the power of the male
priesthood in schools (Bigelow, 2014, p. 22). Bigelow (2014) asked the question, “Where have
all the Catholic school principals gone? And why?” (p. 2). Perhaps they have moved to the
public arena where they have better working hours, a clearly defined job description, and higher
pay.
A recognition of the conflict between pastor and principal should have high priority
(Hankins, 2007, as cited in Weiss, 2007, p. 27). Hankins (2007) insisted that poor
communication between pastor and principal may be the primary reason for dissension.
However, if basic recognition of the inherent problems has not occurred on a large scale, across
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dioceses, principal and pastor are unable to fully collaborate in the running of the school
(Hankins, 2007, as cited in Weiss, 2007, p. 27).
Schafer (2004) agreed that conflicts between pastors and principals exist and are more
common than one might think. Schafer also suggested that these conflicts place “a great deal of
stress” on the entire school community and that the nature of these conflicts also affect the staff,
the children, and their parents, and “even the larger parish community” (Schafer, 2004, p. 234).
The stress caused by conflicts among school and Church leaders can overpower the smooth daily
running of the school and parish, and fracture relationships, leading to an unstable environment
for student learning.
The hierarchal structure of the Catholic church promotes top (priest or bishop) down
management strategies which prohibit or challenge a sense of collaboration between principal
and priest (Powers, 2002). Even more modern priests have not typically changed their view
about the role of the principal from the inception of Catholic schools, and do not recognize or
accommodate the functions of family life and availability of laypersons, particularly women
(Powers, 2002). Childcare, family illness and obligation, aging parents, ferrying children to
lessons and events, and sharing cooking and cleaning responsibilities with a spouse or partner,
are just some of the key issues the lay-principal encounters as they seek to balance work and
family requirements.
Schafer (2004) relayed a story about a lay-woman principal who was fired by the parish
priest, after 19 years of service to Catholic education. According to school families who spoke
with the pastor, the only reason the priest gave for the firing was “philosophical differences”
(Schafer, 2004, p. 234). Only after supporters of the principal united in her defense, was the
decision overturned by the priest, and only then reluctantly. Many more stories like these exist,
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most of them silenced by the machinations of the Church. It is time to bring them into the light,
in order to find a better way for priests and principals to collaboratively lead Catholic schools.
Although my study primarily entails the use of qualitative methods, it also contains
contextual statistics regarding women Catholic principals, their academic standing, longevity in
the profession, and their visible and measurable commitment to innovation in the field of
education. A dearth of research exists in this area; however, I have included in my literature
review the few formal studies of lay-women leaders in the Catholic Church that have some
correlation to my experience. This leads to my basic research questions, outlined in the next
section.
Research Questions
1. How do I, and other women elementary principals describe our role as leaders of Catholic
elementary schools?
2. How have my, and other women principal’s relationships with Catholic priests, school
boards, parents, and community members informed and influenced our leadership?
Definition of Terms
Key terms in this study may have multiple meanings depending on the contexts in which
they are used. For the purposes of this study, I adopted the following definitions or terms:
Autoethnography: The study of the self; related to autobiography, narrative, and
ethnography, unique from a research perspective in that the researcher is the subject of
study (Hughes & Pennington, 2017). I define this method of study in more detail within
the methods section.
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Analytic autoethnography: A form of autoethnography, legitimized in the social
sciences, which focuses on analyzing the experience of self and others in culture. Also
called meta-autoethnography (Anderson, 2005, p. 374).
Canon law: The usually codified law governing a church. Canon law covers such things
as the process of religious service, criteria for baptism, funerals, prohibited conduct,
church property, and internal boards which have jurisdiction over Church matters
(ecclesiastic courts; Duhaime Law, 2018).
Catholic schools: Parochial schools or education ministries of the Roman Catholic
Church. Catholic schools participate in the evangelizing mission of the Church,
integrating religious education as the core subject within their curriculum. A school that
is established, conducted, and primarily supported by a nongovernmental agency
(Merriam Webster, 2018).
Catholic social teachings: Church teachings about seven major principles including:
1. Life and dignity of the human person,
2. Call to family, community and participation,
3. Rights and responsibilities,
4. Option for the poor and vulnerable,
5. The dignity of work and the rights of workers,
6. Solidarity,
7. Care for God’s creation. (USCCB, 2018; for a full explanation, see Appendix A)
Church: When I capitalize the word church, I am referring to the Catholic Church.
Feminism: “Feminism is a movement to end sexism, sexist exploitation, and oppression”
(hooks, 2015, p. 5).
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Hegemony: When socially powerful people use their influence to convince less powerful
people it is in their best interest to do what is actually in the most powerful people's best
interest (Sociology in Focus Website, 2012).
Insider research: When a researcher is part of the community they are studying.
Pall: A black cloth covering a coffin or tomb; a dark heavy cover; a depressing or
oppressive cover; to become distasteful or unpleasant (Merriam Webster Online
Dictionary, 2018).
Parochial schools: Catholic schools that are part of a parish.
Patriarchy: For the purposes of this study, I have adopted hooks’ (2004) definition of
patriarchy:
Patriarchy is a political-social system that insists that males are inherently dominating,
superior to everything and everyone deemed weak, especially females, and endowed with
the right to dominate and rule over the weak and to maintain that dominance through
various forms of psychological terrorism and violence. (p. 2)
Principal: The chief executive officer of an educational institution.
Religious: Refers to Sisters, Brothers, Priests, Cardinals, and Bishops in the Catholic
Church.
Transformative learning: Mezirow (1991) used this theory to describe how people
develop and use critical self-reflecting to consider their beliefs and experiences, and over
time, change dysfunctional means of seeing the world. Mezirow (1991) believed that the
way learners interpret and reinterpret their sense experience is central to making meaning
and learning.
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Vatican II: The 21st Roman Catholic ecumenical council (1962–65) convened by Pope
John XXIII. Its 16 documents redefined the nature of the church, gave bishops greater
influence in church affairs, and increased lay participation in liturgy (USCCB, 1965).
Women lay-principals: Women principals who are not members of a religious order.
In the preceding chapter, I outlined the problem of conflict between priest and pastor,
using my own experiences, and I examined some of the literature on the topic of preparing for a
healthy relationship between the two. I also stated the purpose and need for my study, along
with my research questions. Finally, I defined key words and terms used in my study. Next, I
examine relevant literature about Catholic schools and the tensions between lay-women leaders
and priests.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
My study concerns the relationship, tension, and conflict between the parish priest and
the lay woman principal in parish elementary schools. Existing scholarship does discuss
Catholic school leadership at length, but a dearth of literature exists about the relationship
between priest and principal. In reviewing over 100 pieces of literature, I found only a few
studies specifically directed toward my exploration of this critical relationship. Most of the
sources were written by religious priests and nuns. Clearly, more research is needed to pave the
way for current and future lay principals of Catholic schools to develop and maintain healthy and
productive relationships with parish priests and effectively manage Catholic schools. I searched
databases, such as ERIC, NCEA, ProQuest, Academic Search Premiere, Catholic News Archive,
Education Full Text, Google Scholar, and Sage Publications. I used different search terms in
many combinations, for example: lay-women leaders, priest and principal, Catholic school, and
school leadership. I created a literature review table and sorted the literature into major themes
(see Appendix B).
The literature review provided background knowledge on some of the topics: leadership,
work relationship between priest and principal, Catholic school governance, Canon law on
Catholic schools, civil law, canon law informing my research and autoethnographical writing. I
organized my review into the following themes: (1) history of Catholic elementary schools; (2)
canon and civil law on education; (3) justice in employment; (4) governance of Catholic schools;
(5) priest preparation for leadership in Catholic schools; (6) Principal preparation for leadership
in Catholic schools; (7) differences between public school administrator and Catholic school
administrator; and (8) women lay-leaders in the Catholic Church; and (9) women and the
patriarchy of the Catholic church. The topics in my review inform the way I view the world of
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lay-women principals working as leaders of Catholic schools. I begin with the history of
Catholic elementary schools.
History of Catholic Elementary Schools
The first Catholic parish school opened its doors in 1783 in Philadelphia in an attempt to
avoid the “efforts made to poison the fountains of public education by giving it a sectarian hue”
(Walch, 1996, p. 31). Catholic elementary schools grew rapidly between 1880 and 1965 after
the bishops and priests of the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore (Russo, 2009) identified the
parish school as an important goal for all Catholic parishes in the United States (Russo, 2009).
However, despite a growing Catholic population, enrollment in Catholic elementary parish
schools has fallen steadily since the late 1960s (James, 2007).
According to a report from the U.S. Census Bureau (Ewert, 2013) several reasons may
serve to explain this decline in Catholic schools. One reason for the decline involves the
changing demographics of the Catholic population with many middle-class families moving to
suburban areas where they have access to better public and fewer Catholic schools (Ewert,
2013). Furthermore, urban Catholics are increasingly Hispanic, a group that does not tend to
send their children to Catholic Schools (Buddin, 2012). The economic downturn of the most
recent recession in 2007-2008 has made it difficult for some families to pay tuition. To
accommodate the loss of students, many Catholic elementary schools changed staffing and
programming, particularly in the urban schools within the 12 major diocese in the United States
(Ewert, 2013).
The National Catholic Education Association (NCEA) publishes data on Catholic schools
annually. The NCEA solicits the demographic data from each school principal in the United
States as of October first of every school year. Additionally, the NCEA also compares the data
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compiled over each 10-year segment (NCEA, 2018). United States Catholic school enrollment
peaked during the 1960s when more than five million students attended 13,000 elementary
schools that enroll students in pre-kindergarten through grade eight, and secondary schools,
which enroll students in grades 9 through 12. During the 1970s and 1980s enrollment steeply
declined, and by 1990 only about 2.5 million students attended Catholic Schools in the United
States (NCEA, 2018).
In the 10 years between 2008 and 2018, more than 1,336 schools closed, and student
numbers again declined by 19.2% (NCEA, 2018). In 2018, only 1,835,376 students enrolled in
Catholic schools, of whom 1,274,162 were elementary students. Currently there are 6,353
Catholic elementary schools in the United States, many of which lack sufficient students to be
considered at capacity. Laypeople comprise about 98% of the professional staff. This is
compared to the 1950s when religious comprised 90% of staff. In 2018, only 2% to 4% of staff
were from religious orders (NCEA, 2018). Table 1 contains an NCEA chart which shows the
distribution of Religious and lay person leaders in Catholic education.
Table 1
Full-time Equivalent Professional Staff
Elementary

%

Secondary

%

All Schools

%

1,720

1.7

746

1.4

2,466

1.6

Brothers

185

0.2

554

1.1

739

0.5

Clergy

279

0.3

561

1.1

840

0.5

Lay-Women

86,701

85.4

27,913

53.9

114,614

74.8

Lay-Men

12,600

12.4

22,030

42.5

34,630

22.6

*Total

101,485

100.0

51,804

100.0

153,289

100.0

Sisters

Note. *Totals: Lay 97.4%; Religious/Clergy 2.6% (Source: National Catholic Education
Association)
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The loss of minimum wage labor, which had been provided by the nuns, was only one
part of the problem (Meyer, 2007). Other demographic changes, such as the “flight to the
suburbs,” (Meyer, 2007, para. 13) contributed to the decline because the priests who ran the
school and parish failed to respond to this shift. Because the Catholic school system is actually a
“loose and decentralized confederation” (para. 15) of thousands of schools supported by parishes
in more than 150 dioceses, it took the Church quite some time to see the trends and develop
strategic responses.
Rising costs of tuition have also contributed to the trend. In the 1930s and 1940s, tuition
was around $1.00 a month for each student (Volkenant-Kaufenberg family archives, 1929present, tuition receipt, in possession of Diane Kaufenberg Volkenant). In 2018, the average
tuition per student was between $4,900 and $7,770 annually (NCEA, 2017). This tuition revenue
covers only a portion of the per-pupil expenses for which the school is responsible (NCEA,
2018). Schools obtain the rest by subsidy from the parish, archdiocesan resources, other
development programs, and fund-raising.
In addition, recent events such as priest abuse scandals and world-wide skepticism about
the Catholic Church may cause families to question whether a Catholic education is appropriate
for their children (Dills & Hernandez-Julian, 2010). In their study of how negative publicity
affects the Church and its schools, Dills and Hernandez-Julian (2010) reported distinct
consequences. In their view, not only does negative publicity affect perceptions of the Church,
but it also contributes to “reducing adherence to the Church, dampening donations, and reduced
tuition revenues,” due to families removing their children from Catholic schools (p. 147).
Today, with many excellent charter, private, and public-school options available to families,
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Catholic schools are seeing a dramatic decrease in student enrollment, financial resources, and
committed teachers and staff.
In summary, Catholic school enrollment has declined steadily since at least 1970. A
variety of reasons may explain this decline which should concern parents, students, and
educators in the system of Catholic schools. Next, I explore Canon law and civil law to provide
a baseline for the priest and principal roles and responsibilities in the Catholic schools.
Canon Law and Civil Law
It has only been 35 years since the Catholic Church established, through Canon Law, its
right to operate Catholic schools. Canon Law regarding Catholic schools was promulgated in
1983 and is faithful to the teachings of the Second Vatican Council (Shaughnessy, 2009).
According to Grocholewski (2008), “in the Code of Canon Law, the Catholic School appears as
the result of two interlocking requirements” (p. 151). The first sets of rights and duties, or
requirements, instill the obligation of parents to educate their offspring, preferably within
Catholic schools. The other obligation falls on the Church to offer parents “the help needed to
carry out this task of theirs” (p. 151). If Catholic school principals and parish priests are to guide
this critical work with parents and for children, it is imperative that each be aware and adept at
navigating and innovating within current best practice in the field of education.
Two primary Canons speak to Catholic schools (Shaughnessy, 2009). Canon ~ 803
(Grocholewski, 2008) states that a Catholic school must be directed by a priest, bishop, or
religious order and should be recognized in a written document by ecclesiastical authority. It is
the responsibility of the Catholic school and parents to offer the right and obligation to provide a
Catholic Education for their children. In the Canon law documents, parents are recognized as the
first and primary educators of their children. It is also the responsibility of the school to give
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“an integral education of the human person” (Grocholewski, 2008, p. 150). This particular
statement implies that religious education is of primary importance. According to Canon Law ~
795:
True education must strive for complete formation of the human person…children and
youth are to be nurtured in such a way that they are able to develop their physical, moral and
intellectual talents harmoniously, acquire a more perfect sense of responsibility and right use of
freedom, and are formed to participate actively in social life. (Grocholewski, 2009, p. 157). This
means that, in addition to a focus on reading, math, and sciences, Catholic schools have adopted
the whole-child education precepts which stress attention to students’ physical health and safety;
engagement and connectedness in curriculum; access to individualized learning; appropriate
academic challenge; and spiritual development.
When Catholic schools were first established in the U.S., they were as a “kind of parallel
system, largely free from civil laws, as bishops, pastors, and other religious leaders were free to
operate their schools largely under the churches own internal juridical system, the Code of
Canon Law” (Russo, 2009, p. 185). During the 1960s, these Church leaders led efforts to ensure
that Catholic schools would remain under their significant governance authority, “even as
Congress enacted federal anti-discrimination statutes, most notably Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964” (p. 185). The Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibited discrimination with regard to
employment and other privileges because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex or
national origin; however the law did not apply to private Catholic schools because the authority
of the Church overrides the authority of public law (Russo, 2009).
According to Brown (2013), one of the most important concerns of the Church should be
to find accord between Canon Law and civil law, especially in Catholic schools. Canon and civil
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law also conflict in other statutory issues. While a Catholic School may not violate federal
antidiscrimination laws, it may give preference in hiring to Catholics (Shaughnessy, 2009).
Disciplinary issues of a private school are not governed by the 14th amendment of the U.S.
constitution. Enrollment in a Catholic school means one must follow the written rules for that
particular school. No matter how unfair a written rule might seem, a civil court will uphold the
rule (Shaughnessy, 2009).
In contrast to public education, the scope of Canon Law states that Catholic school
administration may prohibit behavior that public education cannot, including behavior by
students, parents, volunteers, faculty, and staff (Shaughnessy, 2009). “A private institution is not
required to recognize and protect the constitutional rights of employees, students, parents, or
volunteers” (Shaughnessy, 2009, p. 521). This means that neither students nor teachers in
Catholic schools and programs have the same rights they would have in public schools and
programs. This can be problematic when issues of civil rights occur in the Catholic school
setting.
Another issue surrounds teacher and all staff contracts in Catholic schools. An employee
is only entitled to employment one year at a time and can be dismissed if the bishop or priest
deem the employee to be even vaguely immoral. Often, after a long legal process and “even in
successful breach of contract cases, reinstatement is generally not a possibility” (Shaughnessy,
2009, p. 525). In addition, Catholic parish and school employees may be said to be
representatives of the Church and available 24 hours a day. They must “live a life consistent
with the teachings of the church, regardless … [of their religious faith]” (Shaughnessy, 2009, p.
528). This applies to employees on or off campus, in any setting, and covers all internet use,
posts on social media, fraternization, cohabitation, sexual abuse, and abortion. This means that
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every moment of a Catholic layperson’s life is monitored for error by the Church. The tension
between civil law and Canon Law caused the Church to create a Justice in Employment (JIE)
document to further govern employment in this Archdiocese.
Justice in Employment
In the Archdiocese of “X,” a clergy bulletin called Justice in Employment (JIE) governs
all employees (Archdiocesan Clergy Bulletin, 2007). Written originally in 1999 by Archbishop
Harry J. Flynn, JIE applies to all employees of the Archdiocese. As a condition of employment,
all employees are required to review and sign this document each year.
In order to be clear about the teachings of the Church on labor, Justice in Employment
policy is based on four key principals enunciated in papal encyclicals. The four areas include:
1. (Laborem Exercens) The Value and Dignity of the Human Person, in which Pope
John Paul II stated that “through work people not only transform nature, adapting it to
their needs, but they also achieve fulfillment as human beings and indeed in a sense,
become more fully human.”
2.

(Mater et Magistra) The Common Good which “embraces the sum total of those
conditions of social living whereby people are enabled more fully and readily to
achieve their own fulfillment.”

3.

(Economic Justice for all) Justice whereby “in the workplace, where workers
contribute competently and conscientiously to the mission of the Church and
employers provide wages and benefits to support a family in dignity.”

4.

(Gaudium et Spes) Participation in a “system in which one has membership is a
legitimate expectation of individuals which has been demonstrated to lead to greater
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efficiency and service to members of the Church” (JIE, 2007, pp. 210-11 bold in
original)
In addition to the above policy statements on equal opportunity, JIE (2007) offered
definitions of probationary and regular employees, and orientation requirements. All employees
are designated “at will” (JIE, 2007). This means any employee may be terminated without
cause, at any time. JIE outlined a structure for progressive discipline which includes oral
warning, written warning, final warning, suspension without pay, or immediate dismissal.
Discipline is at the discretion of the parish priest who can skip any or all steps in the process if he
would like. This tension, combined with the individual will of the parish priest, explains some of
the challenges in lay leadership of Catholic schools. The Church and the parish priest possess
and may exercise full authority to dismiss any employee “at will.” When conflicts arise, JIE
provides a rationale for control over all employees. This leads to discussion of the governance
structure in the Archdiocese, common to all Catholic schools, other than merged or multi-parish
schools.
Governance Structure in Catholic Schools
Archdiocese X does not have a central office for schools. Each school is somewhat
autonomous, which contributes to startling differences between school’s governing bodies and
the way they function. An “advisory only” or “consultative only” council is the only acceptable
form of school governance in Archdiocese X. The advisory council is made up of school
parents, principal, and pastor, and meets monthly to advise the principal and pastor on matters
brought before them.
The consultative council should not be mistaken for a legal school board. The
Archdiocese lays out the responsibilities of the council by stating: “the Council’s responsibility
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is solely for policy matters; it has no authority for the school’s administration or daily operations,
including employment-related matters for school administration, faculty, and staff” (School
Advisory Council, 2015, para. 3; see Appendix C for the complete recommended bylaws).
Although the Archdiocese forbids council interference in employment matters, council members
often attempt to exercise power in this regard.
The advisory or consultative-only nature of the council makes the group of council
representatives delicate to handle in many schools. Church leaders have been slow to take hold
of best practice governance changes being recommended by national grant groups and
independent Catholic school funding sources, such as the Catholic School Center for Excellence
(CSCOE). Although CSCOE has supported schools in the X Archdiocese, it has little control of
how consultative groups exercise their power.
National interest in changing Catholic school governance practices from consultative to
limited-jurisdiction models has increased. The Healey Education Foundation supports the new
model (Geruson & Healey, 2013). In their presentation at the 2012 School Boards and Effective
Catholic School Governance conference, Geruson and Healey (2013) described their experiences
with establishing boards of limited jurisdiction which are accountable for the governance and
financial health of schools. In their nationwide funding program, they argued that limited
jurisdiction boards “fostered greater engagement and long-term sustainability” than consultative
only councils (p. 188). This new model was offered “in stark contrast to the days when members
listened and discussed but stopped short of implementing real change” (Geruson & Healey,
2013, p. 188). The Healey Education Foundation model establishes clear purpose for entrusting
governance to a limited jurisdiction board. The foundation believes that the work of the board
may be enhanced through “a clear focus on sustainability, a mindset open to innovation, and a
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commitment to mission-driven leadership and decision making” (Geruson & Healey, 2013, p.
189). This model and other proposed reforms in governance may potentially affect the role of
the board, parish priest, and school principal.
In a study on Catholic school principal attrition, Durow and Brock (2004) found Church
bishops, who hold ecclesiastical power over all schools in the Archdiocese, and pastors of
individual parishes, left principals feeling unsupported and isolated in matters of governance.
Durow and Brock (2004) conducted a survey of 22 principals, who had left their position as
principal. The study revealed some of the reasons they left Catholic schools, including power
struggles with school parents and “the inability to work with an autocratic pastor, or a pastoral
change that altered school governance procedures regarding parents” (Durow & Brock, 2004, p.
200).
Durow and Brock’s (2004) study also reported that serious conflicts between pastors and
principals arose during disagreement about school governance and changes in the school’s
“vision and politics” (p. 200). Durow and Brock wondered why principals left their positions,
and when they asked participants, the researchers found priests often played central roles in
conflict. Participants described conflicts with priests as the main reason for leaving Catholic
education altogether. In their findings and recommendations, Durow and Brock noted that
“priests should have more formation and supervision in the role they play as administrators of
the parish school, prior to assignment” (p. 203). In the next section, I describe the preparation of
priests for parish and school pastoral duties. The differences in the type and quality of
preparation and the different values and goals inevitably leads to conflict and discord between
priests and principals.
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Priest Preparation for Leading Catholic Schools
Little attention has been paid to the need for priest education and preparation for running
Catholic schools and supporting the principal. “Pastors [priests], whose educational preparation
is usually in theology, delegate the operation of the school to principals and rely on the
principal’s professional competence in operating the school” (Brock & Fraser, 2001, p. 85).
While ideally, the principal retains authority over the day-to-day operations of the school, the
pastor is responsible for maintaining involvement, providing financial support, and being
appropriately visible for school functions. To some degree a Catholic school’s success may
depend on the priest’s preparation and attitudes.
Although many priests feel they are fully prepared to lead Catholic schools by virtue of
their status, Catholic school supporters are not so certain. “On a national level in the U.S. there
is a perception of a lack of preparation of priests in the area of effective leadership and
management of Catholic schools” (Boyle & Dosen, 2017, p. 109). In an article about priestly
preparation for working with Catholic schools, Boyle and Dosen (2017) analyzed the current
(and available) seminary curriculum provided to new priests during training. Their study
included a review of course descriptions, goals and outcomes, and assignments. In this study of
curriculum, the researchers found that of the 38 course syllabi collected from priest preparation
programs in the U.S., only 10.5% had any mention of working with Catholic schools. However,
Boyle and Dosen (2017) contend that no current research exists to “systematically analyze the
programs of Catholic seminaries to identify specific course work that would prepare future
priests” (p. 110). Given the many and varied tasks of operating a school within a parish,
combined with the lack of preparation for priests to participate in and support this work, it
appears there is a large knowledge gap waiting to be filled. This research clearly shows the need
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for better and more thorough preparation so that priests can be effective as they administer
Catholic schools.
The importance of the relationship and respectful attitude between principal and priest
cannot be underestimated. As a Catholic school principal Weiss (2007) described the need for
collaboration between pastor and priest, stating:
The shared leadership between these two key players, the parish pastor and school
principal, is essential for the life and future of Catholic Education. The basic assumption
in this critical relationship is that the pastor and principal work as a collaborative team for
the effective operation of the school. (p. 9)
When pastor and principal work collaboratively, employing their individual gifts for the common
good of the parish and its school, the entire community benefits from their shared vision and
emphasis.
Hankins, a Catholic school principal and participant in the Weiss (2007) study, described
differences between the clear roles of public educators as compared to parochial educators:
As part of the laity, I have by virtue of my baptism, ministerial roles in the life of my
parish. Using the gifts God has given me, I am called to serve in my community that
helps to bring about the kingdom of God. As Principal, I am called to serve not only as
educational leader, but also as the spiritual leader of the school. The unique roles of these
callings, pastor as ordained minister and principal as lay school leader-is what puts this
relationship in conflict. (p. 25)
Hankins stressed the importance of the education of priests to assist in their calling. Hankins’s
suggestions included seminary training in school operations and mentoring relationships with
experienced pastors who have schools on their campuses.
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The National Catholic Education Association (NCEA) published an assessment tool for
the work of priests in 2008 (Ippolito, Latcovich, & Maylan-Smith, 2008). Surprisingly, this tool
does not mention the management of a parish school, although it does address the teaching duties
and evangelization of the community and culture. Boyle and Dosen (2017) reacted with
disbelief and confusion to this document, published by what is considered the national authority
on Catholic education. The authors used Vatican documents to support their claims:
The pastor possesses both the responsibility and the authority within the parish for the
establishment and operation of the Catholic school. The pastor also possesses the
canonical authority to hire a principal, teachers and staff to run a school. When the pastor
does not possess knowledge related to the educational process, the situation becomes
difficult for both the principal and the pastor. (Boyle & Dosen, 2017, p. 116)
As this quote exemplifies, without proper training, some priests are unable to effectively partner
with lay-women principals to support the day to day operations of the Catholic school.
With declining enrollment impacting Catholic schools across the nation, causing many
schools to shutter their doors permanently, it seems imperative that priests be well-prepared to
adjust and attend to the requirements of the modern-day school. School parents and students
deserve, and in fact demand, the best education possible in return for their tuition investment.
Even more so than their own education, the attitude priests hold about their companion Catholic
schools is critical. Geelan (2000) stated in an article for the National Catholic Education
Association:
Some (priests) believe schools are unnecessary and a waste of resources that should be
used elsewhere. Some pastors hold such a tight rein on the school that the board and
principal may be heard complaining that they cannot get anything done. The pastor
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wants to make all the decisions and shows little respect for the expertise and judgements
of the board and the administration, especially in the areas of finance and catechesis.
Unlike the control man, some pastors are simply indifferent. They show no interest in the
school. (pp. 5-6)
Differences in attitudes, and sometimes even indifference about the value of Catholic education
may cause recurring conflict between priests and principals. In contrast to the parish priest, for
whom no training is required to lead a school, Catholic principals must complete a rigorous
preparation program as explained in the next section.
Principal Preparation for Leading Catholic Schools
The National Policy Board for Educational Administration (NCBEA, 2015) published a
28-page list of standards for school administrators in 2015, stating that, “for learning to happen,
educational leaders must pursue all realms of their work with unwavering attention to students”
(p. 3). The standards are organized around the domains, qualities, and values of leadership that
research and practice say contribute to student success. The ten domains pertain to widely
adopted best practices for professional preparation:
1. Mission, Vision, Core Values: Leaders develop, advocate and enact a shared mission,
vision, and core values of high-quality education and academic success and wellbeing of each student.
2. Ethics and Professional Norms: Leaders act ethically and according to professional
norms.
3. Equity and Cultural Responsiveness: Leaders strive for equity of educational
opportunity and culturally responsive practices.
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4. Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment: Leaders develop and support intellectually
rigorous and coherent systems of curriculum, instruction and assessment.
5. Community of Care and Support for Students: Leaders cultivate an inclusive, caring,
and supportive school community.
6. Professional Capacity of School Personnel: Leaders develop the professional capacity
and practice of school personnel.
7. Professional Community for Teachers and Staff: Leaders foster a professional
community of teachers and professional staff.
8. Meaningful Engagement of Families and Community: Leaders engage families and
the community in meaningful, reciprocal and mutually beneficial ways.
9. Operations and Management: Leaders manage school operations and resources; and
10. School Improvement: Leaders act as agents of continuous improvement (NCBEA,
2015, pp. 9-18).
When these best practices inform leadership in schools, a professional preparation program helps
aspiring principals to establish a professional identity.
The requirements for becoming a principal in Archdiocese “X” involve a minimum of
two advanced degrees, participating in a 280-hour internship, creating and defending an
extensive portfolio, and qualifying and gaining state issued licensure in K-12 administration
(University of St. Thomas Murray Institute, 2018). The state licensure also requires a minimum
of an additional 125 hours of specific training in school leadership every five years.
The NCEA publishes an extensive list of articles for Catholic school principals, outlining
in detail, the responsibilities and duties of all lay leaders. In addition, and of primary
importance, is the imperative of the principals’ full and participatory relationship with the
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Church. Full and participatory implies that a principal attend Church a minimum of weekly,
receive sacraments, fast and tithe appropriately and uphold the Holy Days of Obligation and their
requirements. Principals must also be well-versed in the components of Mass, and plan and
provide opportunities for staff, faculty, and students to attend Masses and prayer services during
the school day. The next section discusses some differences in the tasks between school
principals in the public and parochial sectors.
Distinctions Between Public and Parochial School Principals
Although many exist, two primary differences between public and parochial school
principals involve salary and job description. The differences in salary challenge the patriarchy
of the church and call for reform. The average school principal salary in the state where the
study took place, is $114,600 as of school year 2019-2020, but the range typically falls between
$100,447 and $127,932 (Local Public Schools, 2019). A Catholic school principal with
comparable education, experience, and skill makes between $55,000 and $80,000 (Archdiocese
X, 2020). This gap can mean the difference in quality childcare for the Catholic school
principal’s own children, as well as curtailing affordable housing and cutting back on any extra
expenses.
“Catholic leaders are required not only to be adept in areas associated with operations,
curriculum, and management but to also possess the ability to strengthen the school’s
Catholic identity by building a Catholic culture and community, fostering faith
development, and integrating the Church’s traditions and doctrinal practices into all
aspects of school life.”(Arthur et. al, 2018)
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When Catholic school principals accept the salary and duties differences, they are clearly
indicating their devotion to the Church and the idea that their work is more a calling than a
career.
Catholic school principals have a less defined job description than their public-school
counterparts and expectations can even differ between Catholic schools (CSCOE, 2019).
Catholic school principals are responsible for maintaining and financing their individual
buildings. Further, Catholic school principals make their own school curricular decisions,
incorporate religion, provide lunches, oversee special education for students, set building
schedules, provide all professional development for their teaching staff, monitor recess, handle
all discipline matters, do marketing, recruiting, and development, administer school standardized
assessment, report to the accrediting institution, gather and communicate data to stakeholders,
run childcare, extended day services, and preschool, work all summer, and more (Archdiocesan
job description, 2014). Public school principals primarily rely on the central office staff for all
these things (MPLS, ISD#1, 2019).
In Catholic schools, where faculty and staff do not have access to unions or bargaining
for the rights of workers, the priest serves as the ultimate authority and he maintains not only the
hierarchal structure, but also the patriarchal overtones as well. Catholic school employees have
no reassurance or employment guarantee should they take issue with the things they are required
to do, or the hours they must keep (JIE, 2007). With no one to bargain for fairness in the
workplace and in adequate compensation, school staff are left to advocate for themselves.
Women Lay Leaders in the Catholic Church
It was not until 1982, when it was first stated in a Roman pronouncement, that
administrative positions in Catholic schools could be held by lay-men and lay-women (Hansen,
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2001). As late as 1988, the leadership was still almost exclusively religious men and women.
Then came the first overt acknowledgement of the possibility for lay-men and lay-women to
administer Catholic schools, but with the proviso that “the recognition of the school as a Catholic
school is, however, always reserved to competent ecclesiastical authority” (Congregation, 1998,
p. 38). The proviso controls any new schools opened in the Archdiocese which may want to call
themselves Catholic.
In 1988, the Church announced its official position in church documents called The
Religious Dimension of Education in a Catholic School (Arthur, Donohue, & Guernsey, 2018).
In these documents, the Church finally acknowledged the movement of laity into leadership
positions in Catholic schools. Many Archdiocese in the U.S. determined that formation
programs were necessary to ensure that lay-persons obtained principal training comparable to
what religious persons received. It was also stated that the profession of principal in a Catholic
school setting should be embraced as a vocation, rather than a profession (Arthur et al., 2018).
Three documents pertain to Church and school leadership. None of the three
Congregation documents contains any recognition of the differences between the lives of
laypeople and religious men and women. Hanson (2001) observed there is no mention of family,
career, tenure security, academic qualifications, or awards in the documents. Catholic school
lay-principalship goes almost completely unrecognized as an aspect of Catholic schooling and
when it is alluded to, it is usually buried in “spiritual and theological jargon” (Hanson, 2001, p.
34). The documents guiding the principalship must be updated to clarify and include the lives of
lay people who serve the Church in this role.
In March 2013, the Church was granted a new Pope. Lay-women, and religious women
alike, were encouraged by his seemingly progressive ideas and words about women in the
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Church, including lay-women who faithfully serve in a variety of ways. In his first days in
office, Pope Francis said in an interview, “We must investigate further the role of women in the
church. We have to work harder to develop a profound theology of the woman. The feminine
genius is needed wherever we make important decisions” (O’Connor, n.d., Catholic Church
Archives, 2016, audio file). In response, Sanchez (2016) accounted for all the women who are
present and active in the life of the Church but their contributions to wisdom are still hampered
by patriarchal thinking. “Because of this, women’s capacity to think for themselves, become
leaders, and innovate for the church is curtailed” (Sanchez, 2016, p. 31). Many lay-women
leaders in the Church continue to be frustrated by the antiquated and condescending attitudes of
Catholic men leadership which dictate they may not hold valuable and innovative office among
the people of their Church.
In the early days of Vatican II, when the transition from religious school leader to layperson leader began, school principals were often teachers who had already devoted much of
their lives to Catholic education (Fraser & Brock, 2006). These teachers, mostly women, looked
upon the position as vocation rather than career, and wanted to continue with their aspirations of
serving the church. Fraser and Brock (2006) contended that in the early 21st century, fewer
teachers are interested in the job of principal with its many demands on time, energy, necessary
skill, and knowledge. Catholic school principals are observed among their professional
colleagues as overworked, underpaid, stressed out, and overloaded with many details to manage
that have almost nothing to do with educating students. Fraser and Brock (2006) observed that
because of this disconnect between real education and management tasks, “commitment to
Catholic education as a singular incentive, may no longer be adequate motivation to aspire to the
principalship” (p. 426). Gone are the times when lay-women accepted lower compensation, less
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authority in their schools, and lack of attention to the capabilities they brought to the office of the
principal.
The road to the Catholic school principalship is filled with obstacles obstructing sight of
the end in view and the end in mind. Some of the leadership consequences, such as personal and
family impact, an unsupportive environment, long hours, the necessity to wear many more hats
than their public-school counterparts, and demands of religious identity, make the exclusion of
women applicants more prevalent (Powers, 2002). Powers (2002) contended that the entrenched
hegemony of the Catholic Church lends itself well to creating barriers for women principals
stating, “It is useful in explaining the situation in which lay-women find themselves in Catholic
schools where oppression is perpetrated in a male-dominated hierarchal organization” (p. 92). In
discussing the findings from a 2003 study of schools in Australia, Neidhart and Carlin (2003)
claimed that this imbalance is bound to the way an organization relates to the definition of power
and authority. Women in the Neidhart and Carlin study overwhelmingly identified the demands
of home and school, the lack of real authority, the isolating inability to share leadership with
faculty and staff, and the professional cost of losing themselves as feeling, caring leaders.
Neidhart and Carlin (2003) also stated that the traditional notions of men in the workplace and
woman’s work inside the home such as cleaning, cooking, and childcare, prevent women
principal applicants from maintaining the capacity to “remain authentic and build cultures of
shared leadership” (p. 6). Building a school culture takes time and much effort. However, if the
principal and priest are able to define and agree on what that culture should look like, it will
enhance the process, making it more equitable and comfortable for all concerned.
In a qualitative study of the largest diocese in Australia, where the Catholic school
system compares to that in the U.S., Belmont and Cranston (2009) examined school and parish
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relationships and found these relationships lacking. The principal participants in this study, all
noted that their collaborative approaches to leadership, “often clashed with the priest’s traditional
understanding of leadership” (p. 301). With little training or preparation, many priests overtly
micro-managed the day-to-day work of the schools and in some cases, prevented authentic
learning. The survey respondents also noted that the “interference and control by some priests
was excessive, especially when principals’ future careers were at risk” (Belmont & Cranston,
2009, p. 302). In their own efforts to collaborate and share leadership, Belmont and Cranston
(2009) proposed that priests must ignore their hierarchical beliefs and look at the principal as an
equal in the administration of the school. Since the priest has the power and authority for the
parish and spiritual leadership, he should focus on partnership, trust, community, and
collaborative decision-making. “They [priests] should see themselves as leaders who do not
misuse their power but share it with other members of the community and thus take the lead in
affirming, encouraging, and supporting the lay principal in his or her ministry” (Belmont &
Cranston, 2009, p. 302). Clearly there is room for growth and a breaking down of ineffective
power structures in the Church and its schools.
The changing demands of the modern principal have made the job daunting to many
(Fraser & Brock, 2006). With educational reforms such as higher standards, greater
accountability, and more requests and demands from parents, principals have had to play the
roles of accountants, bookkeepers, curriculum designers, human resource managers, assessment
experts, child psychologists and welfare workers, safety experts, accreditation reporters, lawyers,
professional development directors, nutritionists, behavior specialists, and playground and door
supervisors and still find time each day to interact positively with students interests and learning
(Fraser & Brock, 2006).
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In another study of shared school leadership, Brock and Fraser (2001) found conflict
between principals and pastors played a significant role in the retention of principals,
emphasizing that principals viewed a harmonious working relationship with the pastor or
governing board as the most important factor in job satisfaction. Brock and Fraser also listed the
qualities of the ideal principal position. These qualities included a supportive employing
authority, clearly defined expectations for principal and priest roles, and recognition for a job
well done (p. 91).
If lay-women principals already experience strife in their working environments,
disenchantment with their roles as leaders can result in a total separation from their Church and
the schools they lead. In an Australian study, Powers (2002) referred to feelings of being an
“outsider” in a man’s world as a Catholic School principal:
I experienced a landscape to which I was truly a stranger; a landscape dominated by a
culture of privileged, white male leadership which sets the standards and norms of the
education profession with the added dimension of the male-dominated Catholic Church
hierarchy as an overlay. (p. 13)
As I struggled to make sense of my own situation, Powers’ (2002) words reassured me that I was
not alone, and that my research into the troubling phenomena of priest and female principal
conflict could prove fruitful, certainly to me, and perhaps others. Next, I examine some Catholic
women’s response to the patriarchal structure of the Church.
Women and the Patriarchy of the Catholic Church
In this section, I examined the literature regarding Catholic women’s navigation of the
patriarchy of the Church and how this may impact women’s understanding of their leadership
roles. The word patriarchy refers to the institutionalization of male dominance over women and
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implies that men hold power in all “the important” institutions of society and that “women are
deprived of access to such power” (Lerner, 1986, p. 239). Lerner (1986) intimated that the very
structure of the Catholic church requires oppression of women. However, Lerner (1986) felt that
the term patriarchy is inadequate in describing paternalistic dominance, “which, while it has
oppressive aspects, also involves a set of mutual obligations and is frequently not perceived as
oppressive” (p. 233). The requirement of oppression and the resulting deprivation of power
keeps women from fully articulating their roles in many aspects of life, including leadership.
Such is the case in the Catholic church and its schools. In Powers (2001) study of
Catholic administrators in Australia, the author noted that the “implicit inferiority of women is
often taken-for-granted by Christians” (Powers, 2001, p. 50). Powers (2001) purported that
maleness has been “dignified by theologians as the only genuine way of being human, thus
making Jesus embodiment as male an ontological necessity rather than an historical option” (p.
55). This idea places women in a marginalized position and affects the way priests view women
leaders. This has important ramifications to the perceived professionalism of women leaders in
the Church. The all-powerful hierarchy of the Church means that more often than not, men are
chosen to be leaders of Catholic schools, simply by virtue of their gender, and based on the
priest’s sustained belief that men should be in charge (Powers, 2001).
Ecklund (2005) researched how women negotiate their personal religious identities
within patriarchal religions, and how such identities were reflected in differing action strategies.
Ecklund (2005) stated two major questions in this article: “First, how do women understand their
religious identities in light of official Catholic teachings that limit their role? And second, how
are such identities reflected in different action strategies?” (Ecklund, 2005, p. 135). Women in
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leadership positions within the Church are seeking enlightenment to eradicate the divide between
Church teachings and how they overtly practice their faith.
Ecklund (2005) hoped to understand how lay-women make meaning of their religious
experiences and define themselves in actional commitment to their religion, and that study
findings will broaden research on “religious identity, religious individualism, and have
implications for eventual changes to Catholic institutions” (p. 136). The author’s qualitative
methodology included interviews with 32 active women members of a Catholic parish, and five
women who had been active members of the Church yet chose to leave the Church because of a
“perceived lack of opportunities for women in leadership” (p. 138). The researcher used data
collection activities, such as a questionnaire, with questions generated from a focus on how
individual women construct identities. Ecklund (2005) believed that the only way of obtaining
this information was through listening to respondent discourse. Ecklund (2005) coded and
analyzed the questionnaires to reflect religious history, experiences in prior parishes, and
dissatisfaction with or affirmation of Catholic teachings and observed that the opportunity to find
and use a personal voice led respondents to greater loyalty to the Church, and agency within their
parishes. Ultimately the research could lead to a deeper connection between identity constructs
of women and the larger issues of change within traditional religion.
In another study, Gervais (2012) investigated how nuns and sisters in the Canadian
Catholic church embrace both Catholicism and feminist thought (Gervais, 2012). In the article,
Gervais, (2012) hoped to shed light on women religious “whose engagement with feminism and
whose struggles within the patriarchal Roman Catholic Church are relatively unknown” (p. 385).
Gervais (2012) examined the question of how women religious both “struggle and succeed while
attempting to negotiate and integrate their feminist consciousness and activism with their
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Catholic faith” (p. 386). Gervais (2012) drew on scholarship, study, and the testimony through
interview and case study of women leaders, to draw conclusions. In addition, the study was
conducted just after the Vatican went beyond the “long-standing prohibition of women’s
leadership and actually criminalized women’s ordination” (Gervais, 2012, p. 387). Participants
in Gervais’ study revealed they were still reeling from the language of that reality.
Notably, Gervais’ (2012) research was part of a larger project examining gender-based
challenges and ongoing spiritual and societal contributions of women religious. In the larger
study, Gervais (2012) collected data through in-depth interviews and written questionnaires of 26
Catholic sisters, aged 49-91, from eight Religious communities in Ontario. Respondents
overwhelmingly listed patriarchal constraints as a source of tension and noted that they all had
faced pervasive disrespect in their ministries. The results section stated the percentages of
response offered, with 67% of women refusing to go to confession, 66% of women not attending
weekly Mass, and 78% of respondents indicating avoidance of Chrism Mass. Gervais (2012)
labeled all of these responses as a “form of protest against the male-dominated altars” (p. 400).
By refusing to practice the religious conventions of the Church, women took a silent, yet
meaningful stand against patriarchal oppression.
Gervais (2012) proposed that “when women religious adopt a feminist Catholic approach
as they reveal, contest, and address the tensions, they manifest a ‘loyal opposition’ to the
Church” (p. 405). This opposition afforded the participants considerable satisfaction as the result
of meaningful and transformative opportunities that came from their “own efforts to integrate
feminism and Catholicism within their spiritual, governance, and activist enterprises” (Gervais,
2012, p. 405). Gervais found that women who worked to combine their feminist and Catholic
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ideation, created a transformative community in which they could live, work, and pray
contentedly, in spite of the patriarchy of the Church.
Ozorak (1996) conducted a quantitative study questioning why women invest in
institutions of faith which are patriarchal in their beliefs, and that systematically devalue them.
Participants in Ozorak’s (1996) study consisted of 61 women between the ages of 18-71 and
from varying religious backgrounds including Catholic, United Methodist, UnitarianUniversalist, and Jewish. “The religious groups were chosen to provide a range of patriarchal
structure, from highly patriarchal (Catholic) to minimally so (Unitarian Universalist)” (Ozorak,
1996, p. 19). Keeping in mind this study was done more than 20 years ago, valuable insights still
apply today in terms of gender inequity within religion. Ozorak (1996) acknowledged the
potential rewards for participation in the Church, as “comfort, security, a sense of belonging,
and/or personal growth” (p. 17). However, Ozorak (1996) argued that when prejudice against
girls and women is embodied and embedded in the fabric of the religious establishment, it is
difficult to understand how women could be empowered by it (p. 17).
Women participants in the Ozorak (1996) study were interviewed and asked about their
past and present religious beliefs and practices and how those affected their self-esteem. In
addition, toward the end of the interview, if the issue of gender had not yet come up, the
participant women were asked whether they believed that their church or synagogue treated men
and women equally, or not (Ozorak, 1996, p. 20). The response was a resounding no. The
researcher categorized and clustered the participants response to the gender question into
“behaviors” (e.g., requesting that others use gender-inclusive language) or cognition (e.g.,
focusing on other aspects of the church or faith)” (p. 20). Ozorak (1996) hoped that this
distinction could lead to better action and understanding.
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Ozorak (1996) analyzed responses as to their expressions of individuation or relationship.
The author further broke down individuation into the subcategories of autonomy, reason,
understanding, abstract principles, rights, God is just, God controls, and God is distant (p. 24).
Relationship was divided into subcategories of connection, intuition, emotional support,
principles in context, responsibility, God is caring, God gives guidance, and God is personal (p.
24). According to a review of the data, participants mentioned the relationship alternative far
more often than the individuation. One study participant put it succinctly when they stated, “I
couldn’t love a God that was lying in wait to punish me if I made a mistake” (Ozorak, 1996, p.
23). Notably, work situations were the most commonly offered examples of the worst gender
discrimination. This work-place conflict was particularly painful for Catholic laywomen
working in the ministries of the Church. Ozorak (1996) stated that conflict requires women to
cognitively reframe their religious experiences, however, “being less glorified or less well
represented is only of critical concern if the religious community is perceived primarily in terms
of its hierarchy” (p. 27). The findings of this study suggested that there is no other way to
perceive the patriarchy of the Catholic Church, than as an environment that honors and respects
men, while subjugating women. Thus, conflict is inevitable between male priest and woman
Catholic school principal.
In a more recent phenomenological study, Bungert (2017) detailed the experiences of
women lay-leaders in Catholic parishes. Bungert (2017) contended that women leaders have
created new ways in which to provide ministry in their parishes by integrating “mission, story,
and their experiences as women leaders to both convey and create meaning for their leadership”
(p. ii). Bungert (2017) was influenced and guided by the traits of feminist phenomenology and
grounded theory. In this study of laywomen ecclesiastical leaders, the researcher collected data
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in the form of group interviews (focus groups) and semi-structured personal interviews. Both
groups included 12 women engaged in “direct ministerial service in their parish community” (p.
47). The author was most interested in knowing how women leaders in parishes ascribe meaning
to their leadership in the Roman Catholic Church (Bungert, 2017, p. 7). None of these women
were Catholic school principals, but instead served in capacities such as catechesis, youth
ministry, pastoral care, and liturgy. However, the women’s stories indicated challenges and
conflicts with the parish priest similar to those of Catholic school principals. A key finding in
the study involved the idea of making meaning from personal experience.
A sense of personal and professional mission was deemed highly important to the women
in Bungert’s (2017) study, and many of the women interviewed indicated mission as a
“significant frame to explore how the intersection of purpose, belief, and action gave meaning to
their leadership” (Bungert, 2017, p. 55). This statement about mission was critical as I examined
the stories of women principals. Personal mission includes finding meaning, purpose, and
satisfaction in leadership. Professional mission would be exemplified as the successes of the
school, fiscal responsibility, becoming increasingly skilled in administering a school, student
learning outcomes, and creating a culture which answers to the needs of all students and their
families.
In summary, in the literature review, I explored the history of Catholic schools,
differences in work expectations for priest and principal, and some of the stressors that could
lead to discord between priest and principal. Also, I provided an overview of lay-woman
principalship in Catholic schools, and some of the obstacles to success for women in leadership
in the Church. Next, I observe some of the gaps and tensions I discovered in the literature.
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Gaps and Tensions in the Literature
The review of literature provides an overview of the Catholic education system in the
U.S. and possible reasons for a common, yet mostly hidden struggle between women lay
principals and their priest supervisors. The contrast between the training priests receive to be
heads of schools, and the training of principals demonstrates an instability in the knowledge and
skill needed to manage an effective school. With the lack of Catholic school management
training that is only a small part of the seminary curricula, if it exists at all, it also becomes clear
how the Catholic school leadership imbalance of power and authority can lead to a volatile
administration, where lay-women leader’s decision-making and wisdom are subordinated to the
will of the parish priest, Canon law, and the patriarchal nature of the Church.
Men in many organizations take their “behavior and perspectives to represent the human,
organizational structures and processes are theorized as gender neutral. This view of
organizations separates structures from the people in them” (Acker, 1990, p. 142). This thinking
is highly visible in the Catholic church, where men were taught that God is male. This belief is
founded on the idea of blind obedience, “the foundation upon which patriarchy stands; the
repression of all emotions except fear; the destruction of individual willpower; and the repression
of thinking whenever it departs from the authority figure’s way of thinking” (hooks, 2004, p. 2).
Blind obedience allows priests to dismiss the contributions of lay-women in Catholic schools, in
effect obumbrating innovation, creativity, and passion for learning with their own iron will.
Gender is considered one of the main barriers to success in leading Catholic schools
(Ozorak, 1996). In my own situation, the new priest came in expecting to replace me with a
man. Even though the change over from Religious to lay-leading schools began occurring as
early as 1960, the loss of religious sisters, who worked as school principals at less than minimum
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wage is still felt today (Meyer, 2007). Once looked upon as the ideal, the use of subordinate
Sisters to lead Catholic schools made opportunity for the priesthood to maintain its grip and
authority in school organizations by affirming priestly power in all areas of the parish and
school.
Lay-women principals continue to be seen as “not valuable or worthy” (Powers, 2001, p.
270). The Religious (nun) school leader had an unquestioned devotion to all things Catholic,
while today a women lay-leader must usually “prove” herself as being devoted to church, school,
and home. In addition, the nun principal has her Sister community to depend on for support,
counsel, and friendship. The pressure that lay-women feel to “keep all the balls in the air” and
do it alone, exacerbates the isolated and lonely condition of holding such a position. This is an
added pressure that lay-men principals do not often feel. While a male principal would be
viewed as stable when he has a family, this same family for a woman is seen as a distraction to
her “real” work of leading a school (Powers, 2001).
I also identified a large gap in narrative from lay-women Catholic principals, which could
serve to support meaning-making and transformative learning for the current generation, and
those generations of lay-women principals of the future. I found very few stories about actual
experiences or causes of the conflict between priest and principal. The absence of relevant
narratives may suggest women are afraid to talk, do not have words to describe, or have been
silenced by the patriarchy of the Church.
My autoethnographical study emerged from the need to make meaning from my
experiences as a Catholic school principal, to acknowledge and understand what happened to me
in order to transform my practice. My study addresses some gaps in the literature about listening
to women’s voices and honoring women’s contributions to Catholic education, including the real
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story of how lay-women perceive their value in Catholic schools. This study examined the
relationship between lay-women principals and parish priests, including women school leaders’
experiences leading Catholic elementary schools with pre-kindergarten through eighth grade
students. In the study, I examined the preparation of lay-women administrators and parish
priests for their respective roles in the school, and how those role expectations, expressed by
school boards, school parents, students, and the parish community, inform their experience of
leadership. Furthermore, I specifically explored and examined the causes of conflict between
women principals and parish priests in an urban PK-8 setting, including my own experience.
The findings from my study may highlight the voices of women and encourage women
lay-leaders in the Church, to open new avenues of dialogue between priest and principal and
pave the way toward professional and collaborative relationships between leaders in the Catholic
school. Finally, my study may open the doors for future laywomen in finding fulfillment in their
Catholic school leadership. These gaps and tensions led me to explore analytical theory which
provides a framework to explain the experiences of my participants. In the next section, I
examine feminist theory and transformative learning theory.
Analytical Theory
Hughes and Pennington (2017) contended that all scholarly pursuit, in all disciplines,
requires dependence on certain theories “to explain processes and phenomena” (p. 51). For the
purposes of analyzing my work, I adopted two major theories, feminist theory and transformative
learning theory. Although feminist theory can be channeled into several foci, such as liberal,
radical, Marxist, socialist, psychoanalytic, existentialist, post-modern multicultural and global,
and eco-feminism, my paper uses the lens of feminism in a broader sense, encompassing any
form of gender bias affecting and oppressing women in the workplace. The traditional
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understanding of transformative learning is a “process that leads to a deep shift in perspective”
(Cranton, 2006, p. 2). In this section, I present the rationale for using these theories to analyze
and contribute to my study. I used the lens of feminist theory and transformative learning theory
to guide my research, and to examine minutely, the experiences of lay-women Catholic school
principals. Patton (2015) proposed that the patterns and motifs of transformation “run through
qualitative analysis like golden threads in a royal garment” (Patton, 2015, p. 521). The fabric of
my own experience, and insight from other women principals have the potential to weave a
garment threaded with gold.
Feminist Theory
Feminist theory is a branch of sociology that sheds light on social problems and issues
which may be misidentified by a dominant male focus (Gervais, 2012). It considers how
systems of power and oppression interact. The purposes of feminism, according to hooks
(2015), are to “overcome oppression, understand power, develop strategies for changing
patriarchy, and to create social theory that is inclusive” (p. xii). Ropers-Huilman and Winters
(2011) contended that feminist research can “offer different interpretation of social interactions
and potentially provide possibilities for change” (p. 668). In my study, I focused specifically on
the social interactions between the parish priest and lay-woman principals, as part of the process
of making meaning out of this unique experience.
Beginning in the 1960s, women have increasingly perceived themselves in leadership
positions. Andrews and Ridenour (2007), who redeveloped a gender studies program at the
University of Dayton in Ohio, suggested that stereotypes of women in the workplace produce
grave obstacles in the differences in “expectation, salary, prestige, and opportunities” and urged
gender awareness courses to be added to the curriculum for pre-service school administrators ( p.
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37). As explained in a previous chapter on differences between public and parochial principals,
many of these obstacles are evident in the Catholic school. My hope is that analyzation of the
facts I find in my research, and my examination of them through the lens of feminist theory, will
be revelatory and lead to change for Catholic lay-women principals.
As I began to try and make sense of my experience as a Catholic school principal, I was
struck by hooks’ (1997) passion and honesty in describing coming to theorize personal
understandings as a young person. hooks’ reasons were much the same as mine are now as I
write my autoethnography. In Teaching to Transgress, hooks (1997) revealed the why and how
of choosing feminist theory:
Because I was hurting—the pain within me was so intense that I could not go on living. I
came to theory desperate, wanting to comprehend—to grasp what was happening around and
within me. Most importantly I wanted to make the hurt go away. I saw in theory then a location
for healing. (p. 59)
I believe there is a location for healing, and I am headed there now, through this work on
my dissertation. In chapters four through six, I use autoethnographic methods to build my
dissertation stories. The following subsection is an example of the process of story-building I
underwent to heal through use of autoethnography, outlined in the methodology section, and to
describe and examine my experiences.
From my journal. I have not always been Catholic. In fact, my religious upbringing
could be considered quite eclectic. My siblings and I were raised in the Unitarian church, where
the message was “each person should find the truth for themselves.” I sang in the youth choir
and smoked pot with the associate pastor and his wild long-haired daughters in their disorderly
mansion on Summit Avenue. We lived in a neighborhood which was primarily Jewish, so on
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Friday evenings, I often attended synagogue with my friends and joined in their family traditions
and expressions of their culture and religion. I loved being at synagogue with the sounds and
fast pace of Yiddish tumbling around me. Saturday afternoons, my maternal grandmother
sneaked me off to Catholic Mass where the priest spoke only Latin and faced away from the
parishioners. I felt very holy, wearing a clean white handkerchief on my head, or sometimes just
a Kleenex from Gramma’s purse. The incessant kneeling and standing seemed odd, and the
incense always made me sneeze. On Sunday mornings, we alternated between the Unitarians
and the Episcopalians where my paternal grandparents worshipped. After services, we ate a
huge German meal of Wienerschnizel and red cabbage, followed by Grandma’s heavy lard and
vegetable pudding. I asked about Jesus. Was he a man or God? To say the least, I was entirely
confused about religion and what the practice of religion should look like.
At age 15, I was sent to an all-girls Catholic boarding school. Smoking, drinking, and
drugs all took place in the igloo we built in the woods behind the convent. I made friends with
the Black girls from Chicago and got used to the taste of menthol Newport cigarettes. As a nonCatholic, I was made to sit on the uncomfortable wooden bench outside the chapel while the
other students attended daily morning Mass. Sometimes tiny, ancient, Sister Dory would come
by and remind me that I was headed for Hell because I was not of the faith. As a rebellious teen,
I was pretty sure I was headed for hell, but for different reasons.
As my own children were born, my husband (a lapsed Catholic) and I sang and
worshipped among the Presbyterians with our five boys. We performed with a global Christian
music group called “Take Wing.” It was not until the boys were almost all raised and gone, I
joined the Catholic Church at the age of 50 years old. I had a million questions about what
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constituted faith, what religious meaning to extract from my vastly differing experiences with
faith, and how these experiences might all work together to make me a faith-filled person.
Noddings (2016) asked why we study questions that never go away? Noddings explained
“every society must answer them, not once and for all time but as well and conscientiously as it
can for the benefit of its people and the future of the earth” (p. 1). You might ask me, why join
the Catholics, when truths and fury over the sexual behavior of priests were brought to the light,
and parishes and Archdiocese were struggling mightily? Here is what happened: While I was
working on my second degree from St. Catherine University, I began substitute teaching in
Catholic schools around the Archdiocese. For the previous 12 years, I taught in public
elementary schools in several states. It was my good fortune to be hired to teach full-time at a
Catholic school in my own neighborhood, the West side of St. Paul, a largely Latinx area. Our
family purposefully moved to that neighborhood to give our very Caucasian sons an opportunity
to be in the minority at school, in sports, in Scouts, and their various musical endeavors.
Additionally, I wanted to work with the Parish priest, Father Stan, because I heard he was
genuinely interested in promoting the common good, provided opportunities for social justice
exploration, and most importantly, believed that financial or racial status should never be a
barrier to an excellent Catholic education. I innocently thought that all priests were engaged in
the work of providing critical support for the people of God, no matter how disenfranchised or
marginalized they might be.
I admired Father Stan. Forced to spend an extra year in training because of a speech
impediment, Father memorized the complete gospels from the Bible. Week after week, he stood
in front of us, creating pictures with words, and inspiring us to live meaningful lives. Never once
did I hear him stutter. I attended Mass regularly with my students and began to feel there was a
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home for me there. In awe of Father Stan and impressed with the religious ease of fellow
teachers at the school, I began to study Catholicism.
The preceding journal excerpt exemplifies storytelling as a form of healing because it
examines the meaning of my personal experience with religion, as it lives in my memory.
According to Ellis and Bochner (2016), this piece would be called “narrative truth” because it
merges the “aesthetic dimensions of storytelling with the investigative spirit of an ethnographer
interrogating personal experience (Bochner & Ellis, 2016, p. 232). There are many kinds of truth
for people and autoethnography has the capability of examining each form; “truth of interest,
factual truth, happening truth, story truth and lifelike truth” (p. 232). So, how do we judge
whether autoethnography makes a significant contribution? If your reader becomes emotionally
invested or finds generalizability to their own life in the story, there is resonance. Resonance, or
the ability of readers to relate to your story can also be regarded as “evidence of validity” (p.
236).
Could we do both? It is certainly possible to be both a feminist and a Catholic. In a
study of religious’ negotiation of feminism and Catholicism in Canada, Gervais (2012)
contended that while Catholic women may experience “considerable tension” between their
feminist views and Catholicism, they also “manage to integrate the two practices” by changing
and transforming their “spiritual, governance, and activist practices” (p. 384). Gervais provided
many examples of women religious who have called attention “to the distressing experiences of
patriarchy” among Catholic women Religious and lay-women that take the form of “deception,
disregard, and degradation in religious and educational contexts, resulting from gender-based
marginalization and blatant exclusion from pastoral and leadership roles” (p. 387). Deception,
disregard, and degradation describe exactly what I felt in the last months of my job as a Catholic
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school principal. However, over two years later, I am just beginning to voice and examine the
harsh reality of those three words and the part they played in what felt like a complete
disintegration of my professional life. I found my own story was not unique and that other
women leaders had experienced negative and sometimes traumatic interchanges with the parish
priest, their boss.
Although the Church purports to follow and implement Catholic social teachings around
the rights of workers and the dignity of each human, the actions of the Church often say
otherwise, as elucidated in a number of the findings discussed in the literature review above.
Using feminist theory to delve deeper into the Archdiocesan contrast of word and behavior, and
building alliance between principals in the Archdiocese, could serve to support all women who
work devotedly for the Church. Feminist theory suggests that the Catholic Church creates
injustice for women lay-principals. As Heyer (2007) argued:
Just as women’s issues should not be narrowly construed by our tradition, (Catholicism)
as merely sexual, justice for women in this fullest sense must not be marginalized as the
concern of a few, much less incompatible with the Catholic social mission to safeguard
dignity and promote genuine solidarity. (p. 10 emphasis added)
Heyer (2007), a scholar of feminism and Catholicism, urged the accommodation of
women’s voices in all matters of the Church. Heyer also contended there have been too few
examples of the Catholic bishops working in a consultative manner with laypeople, especially
women. Although the Church provided a good example of consultation while drafting the peace
pastorals in the 1980s, listening to the voices of ethicists, public policy experts, laity, priests, and
religious, they have since failed to further develop this process. Heyer (2007) remarked,
“feminists and others have pointed out how the collegial consultation of a listening hierarchy
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puts into practice key Catholic social principles like human dignity, participation and
subsidiarity” (p. 7). Feminist theory frames this study because it focuses on the woman school
leader within the patriarchy of the Church.
Every woman can stand in political opposition to sexist, racist, heterosexist and classist
oppression. While she may choose to focus her work on a given political issue or
particular cause, if she is opposed to all forms of group oppression, this broad perspective
will be manifest in all her work irrespective of its particularity. (hooks, 2015, p. 64)
As long as the social principles of dignity and participation are regularly denied to women who
serve the Church as school leaders, their voices will be absent in critical decision-making for
their students and teachers. This could also impact all girls and young women students, by
setting an example of male dominance and authority overpowering their own capabilities. Next,
I turn to transformative learning theory to attempt to create balance and make meaning of the
individual and the group experiences of Catholic school principals.
Transformative Learning Theory
Many scholars have written about the idea of taking a peak experience, and critically
reflecting and reframing it, in order to make meaning. Mezirow (1990), the founder of the idea
of transformative learning, defined learning as the “process of making a new or revised
interpretation of the meaning of an experience, which guides subsequent understanding,
appreciation and action” (Location 162). Transformative learning is characterized by altering
one’s frame of reference by participating in critical reflection and dialogue and taking action
(Hughes & Pennington, 2017, p. 49). This study asked participants to review their negative peak
experiences mentally, share their unique stories and have them made public, and describe how
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those experiences have changed the way they look at and respond to Catholic education, gender
division, and oppression in their workplaces.
Cranton (2016) defined transformative learning as a “process by which previously
uncritically assimilated assumptions, beliefs, values, and perspectives are questioned and thereby
become more open, permeable, and better validated” (p. 1). Cranton believed that it is important
in adult learning to make meaning of current experiences while questioning assumptions we may
have from previous experiences. Cranton (2016) proposed three types of knowing: technical,
practical, and emancipatory. I am most interested in the idea of emancipatory learning, in which
learning is gained through “a process of critically questioning ourselves and the social systems
within which we live” (p. 10). I believe my participants and I gained valuable insight into the
ways in which we participated within the Archdiocesan system, and perhaps, unknowingly
contributed to the perpetuation of the patriarchy that flourishes in the Catholic Church.
By examination of my assumptions, those things I take for granted or as common sense, I
can rebuild them and explain how I understand what happened to me, and how I might make new
meaning of my experiences. Brookfield (as cited in Mezirow, 1990) believed in examining our
assumptions by first identifying them, checking for accuracy and validity within, and then
“reconstituting these assumptions to make them more inclusive and integrative” (Mezirow, 1990,
Location 2053). Mezirow went on to say that methods found useful in transformative or
“discovery” learning include “critical incidents, metaphor analysis, concept mapping,
consciousness raising, life histories, repertory grids, and participation in social action” (p. 10).
Beginning with the critical incident of losing my job as school principal and leading to the
ultimate goal of social actions could change the fabric of professional life for the lay-woman
Catholic school principal.
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Transformative learning theory lends itself well to the process of writing an
autoethnography, and the critical self-reflection it requires. Adult learners’ structure and access
assumptions to define and understand the world around them. In moving out of a crisis at my
former school and through the process toward a new career, my frame of reference would change
and be fully integrated into my personal and professional life. Mezirow (1997) called this
developing “autonomous thinking” (p. 7). I further explore the process of changing my frame of
reference and beginning to think autonomously in Chapter Five. While in a younger career
stage, I might have been content to accept an explanation from an authority figure; now, I must
make my “own interpretation, rather than act on the purposes, beliefs, judgements and feelings of
others” (Mezirow, 1997, p. 5). This includes the judgement of the Church that women leaders
are less capable than, or worthy of their male counterparts.
Mezirow (1991) described a process that adult learners must experience before they have
a transformation of perspective; or “structural reorganization in the way that a person looks at
himself and his relationships” (p. 162). Those stages include:
1. Experiencing a disorienting dilemma.
2. Undergoing self-examination.
3. Conducting a critical assessment of internalized assumptions and feeling a sense of
alienation from tradition.
4. Relating discontent to the similar experiences of others.
5. Exploring options for new ways of acting.
6. Building competence in new roles.
7. Planning a course of actions.
8. Acquiring the knowledge and skills for implementing a new course of action.
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9. Trying out new roles and assessing them.
10. Reintegrating into society with the new perspective (Mezirow, 1991, pp. 168-69).
I examine how I used this process and moved through these steps in Chapter Five.
Discourse, as Mezirow (1991) described it, is a conversation or dialogue explaining or
integrating competing interpretations by examining closely the available evidence, arguments,
and point of view. Using self-reflective writing, reviewing journal entries, emails, and
conversations, it is possible to recreate, dissect, and re-inform the events that led to my
principalship crisis, as well as collaborate in critical review with study participants. Looking
back—using transformative learning theory engaged me in dissecting, examining, and
interpreting the conflict between priests and principals.
Summary
Using feminist theory of power and oppression, I stepped beyond the experiences of a
single principal and attempted to create a stronger and more positive framework for all women
Catholic school principals. In transformative learning theory, I took the powerful position of
changing the way I interpret my experience so that it became life-altering, rather than lifeswallowing. I used theoretical perspective mapping (Hughes & Pennington, 2017) as a tool to
further illustrate the components of feminist theory and transformative learning theory and how
they are linked to the female Catholic school principal and her relationship with the parish priest.
Table 2 is an example of a perspective map I used. It is similar to concept mapping and involves
the creation of visual charts and figures to display the components of the theories used in writing
autoethnography and to “gain insight that may not have been evoked by narrative alone”
(Hughes & Pennington, 2017, p. 52). In the next chapter, I discuss the methodology and
methods I implemented to accomplish these changes to my worldview.
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Table 2
Perspective Map
Feminist Theory: Background, Scholarly Authority and
Related Findings
Major Tenets
“When our lived experience of theorizing is fundamentally linked Exploring theory and practice in school leadership.
to processes of self-recovery, of collective liberation, no gaps
exist between theory and practice” (hooks, 1994).
All women are oppressed by sexism as a system of domination.
“Being oppressed means the absence of choices” (hooks, 2015).

Oppression at former school, in decision making and
practice. Research of others.

To shed light on social problems and issues which may be
misidentified by a dominant male focus. (Gervais, 2012)

Gender issues in Catholic education, particularly
leadership experiences in schools.

To call attention to the “distressing experiences of patriarchy”
(Gervais, 2012).

My experience story and the stories of my interviewees

[In Catholic schools] The reality that women leaders experience
“deception, disregard, and degradation” in religious and
educational contexts (Gervais, 2012).

Shown by examples of my experience and other
experiences as leaders in Catholic schools

Freedom [for women] is sustained by “Critical knowledge of
one’s self, one’s community, and the world” (Donovan, 2012).

Why autoethnography section?
Cont.
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Transformative Learning Theory: Background, Scholarly
Authority and Major Tenets
Taking a peak experience, and critically reflecting and reframing
it in order to make meaning. “A process by which previously
uncritically assimilated assumptions, beliefs, values and
perspectives are questioned and thereby become more open,
permeable, and better validated” (Cranton, 2015).
Experiencing a disorienting dilemma and undergoing selfexamination (see steps, pp.168-69, Mezirow, 1991).

Related Findings
Unpacking previous experiences in leadership, in Catholic
schools. Asking questions.

Principal’s stories of being fired

Conducting a critical assessment of internalized assumptions and Exhibited in my story and also participant’s
feeling a sense of alienation from tradition. Relating discontent
to similar experiences of others (Mezirow, 1991)
Exploring options for new ways of acting and building
competence in new roles (Mezirow, 1991).

Learning about teaching at the College/University level

Reintegrating into society with a new perspective.

Teaching undergraduate preservice teachers
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
This chapter provides the reader with an overview of the methods I used in my study. It
describes autoethnography as a reliable practice for collecting and analyzing data and explains
how autoethnography is created.
Qualitative Research
Creswell and Poth (2018) defined qualitative methods in which the “process of research”
flows from “philosophical assumptions, to interpretive lens, and on to the procedures involved in
studying social or human problems” (p. 43). Although my study could have traveled a number
of paths, I chose a constructivist/interpretive paradigm in which I begin with “assumptions of
power, identify struggles, document those struggles, and call for action and change” (Creswell &
Poth, 2018, pp. 35-36). Along with the personal motivation for my own work, that is,
constructing meaning from my experiences, I found a need to further explore the problem of
troubled relationships between priests and Catholic school principals to empower individuals to
share their stories, and to hear clearly the voices of other women, especially those silenced by
oppression in the Catholic workplace.
Methodology: Autoethnography
Patton (2015) advocated flexibility, practicality, and creativity in choosing a paradigm for
any particular qualitative study (p. 92). In my study of conflict between priests and women
Catholic school principals, I sought a “methodologically appropriate” approach to collecting,
analyzing, and interpreting data from interviews and stories told by women administrators, as
well as my own story. Patton (2015) defined ethnographic inquiry as using the guiding
assumption that “any human group interacting together for a period of time will evolve a culture”
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(p. 100). Autoethnography, then makes further inquiry about how one’s “own experience of that
culture, offers insights about this culture, situation, event, and way of life” (p. 101).
Ellis and Bochner (2000) described the process of autoethnography as writing and
research that displays multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the cultural”
(p. 739). The authors go on to say that autoethnographic texts feature “concrete action, dialogue,
emotion, embodiment, spirituality, and self-consciousness appearing as relational and
institutional stories affected by history, social structure and culture which are themselves
dialectically revealed through action, feeling, thought and language” (Ellis & Bochner, 2000, p.
739). By using autoethnography as a method, I can closely examine the overall culture of
leadership in Catholic education, as well as how individuals behave, create, and voice that
culture through their singular participation. Thus, I consider both the “we” and the “I” of
situations and experiences.
Hughes and Pennington (2018) described autoethnography as a “research method,
technique, tool, or means for self-examination and relied upon for specific techniques of data
collection, data analysis and representation” (p. 15). It differs from more traditional qualitative
methods in that it focuses on the self in the subject being studied. The most common form of
autoethnography contains data collected from journals, videotapes, interviewing and fieldwork,
although there are other hybrid forms of data collection and analysis such as performance,
poetry, and art. Muncey (2010) explained that autoethnographers also employ written reflection
and scholarly narrative prose.
Autoethnography is not just telling ordinary stories about our everyday lives. In
autoethnography, our stories are embodied so that they make a cultural conflict concrete.
Autoethnography contributes to the field of social science research that intentionally challenges
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existing understandings and foundations of knowledge, while embracing various research
approaches. According to Hughes and Pennington (2018) over 20 different types of
autoethnography exist. Of particular interest to me, and for the purposes of this study, was
estrangement autoethnography, in which “the researcher purposefully performs in
countercultural ways that are counter to the status quo, the norms and rules of the dominant
culture” (Keenan & Evans, 2014, p. 120). In my case, this involved asking hard questions about
the patriarchy of the Catholic Church, the relationship between principal and priest, and how
these realities can negatively impact women Catholic school principals. Analytic, or critical
autoethnography, is a “work in which the researcher is a full member in the research group or
setting, visible as such a member in published texts, and committed to an analytic agenda
focused on improving theoretical understandings of a social phenomenon” (Anderson, 2006, p.
375). In my case, I used my 42 years in the field of education, to provide a framework to my
overall understanding and knowledge of the relationship, roles, and responsibilities between
principal and priest.
Autoethnography allowed me to write a richly descriptive narrative, situated in metaphor,
while attending to the other current research which supports, or perhaps extends my study. An
additional appeal was the ability to “situate one’s self inside the study” (Creswell & Poth, 2018,
p. 49). The study reflects my experience, position of feminist theory, and examination of how
culture, gender, age, and religious background affected my work, as well as reflection about how
other principals in Catholic schools navigated these same issues in their work.
Both Muncey (2010) and Hughes and Pennington (2017) cautioned that writing
autoethnography is not easy. Unlike other forms of qualitative research, it requires a public
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baring and intense scrutiny of the soul. Muncey (2010) described the humbling experience of
writing autoethnography:
Who am I to engage in this feat, and what writers, philosophers, literary critics, poets,
artists and authors of both fiction and academic texts should I hold up to the mirror of my
own ideas? If anyone thinks that it must be easier to write only about oneself then they
have not grasped the complexity of constructing an autoethnographic text and attempting
to position it within a framework which will be accepted by the audience. (p. xv)
I understand the perils of self-disclosure in my writing and was prepared to be brave, in and with
my story. Narrative writing has always been my preferred means of communicating about
events and experiences in my life, while steadily digging through the details to transform myself.
Choosing autoethnography potentially sets me up for a negative response from readers.
The feminist autoethnographer’s style may be criticized for being too “emotive, personal,
unbalanced, biased, or simply too political, when what actually is at issue is a difference of
methodology” (Jenkins, 2014, p. 264). It may be difficult for some readers to embrace the
autoethnographic style, feeling the ethnographer confronts them with too many emotions. “Like
desire, language disrupts, refuses to be contained within boundaries. It speaks itself against our
will, in words and thoughts that intrude, even violate the most private spaces of mind and body
(hooks, 1994, p. 167).
As my study participants and I tell our own stories about attempts to tell truth to power,
and living in fear of tyranny, emotion may come through. However, those feelings will be
tempered by the sound underpinnings of fact, and research data. Current literature supports the
increased use of autoethnography in dissertation work. In Hughes and Pennington’s (2017)
opinion:
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Ideally, future autoethnographic dissertations will continue to convey critical reflexive
accounts of some of the salient encounters, interactions, events, and episodes from the
lives of the authors and how those experiences shape and are shaped by the researcher’s
goal for improving theory, practice, and policy. (p. 180)
To preserve authenticity and cohesion of the autoethnographical study, Hughes and Pennington
(2017) advocated for researchers to continually consider the six revolving tasks shown in Figure
1 below:

Constructing a topic,
problem, or phenomena of
interest

Remembering, member
checking and rechecking
interpretations to address
ethical concerns, IRB, and
overall credibility.

Locating your self within
another releant cultural
experience

Doing
Autoethnography

Assemblage, writing field
notes, translating
metaphors and themes
across narratives

Constructing an
autoethnographic central
research question

Reading theories, studies
and citing current literature
that situates the central
research question and
relevant cultural context

Figure 1. Writing Autoethnography (Hughes & Pennington, 2017, p. 86)
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I used a process called “assemblage” to organize my work. “The concept of assemblage
includes but goes beyond the literal meaning of a range of heterogeneous elements in different
modalities to offer different perspectives on a phenomenon” (Denshire & Lee, 2013, p. 221).
Assemblage “challenges” and “displaces boundaries” between the individual researcher and the
social through a focus on practice, “which offers a new ontology of the social” (Denshire & Lee,
2013, p. 221).
According to Hughes and Pennington (2017) eight tasks of “assemblage” guide the
autoethnographer. I utilized the following steps to systematically create this study of conflicts
between women Catholic school principals and priests:
1. Select relevant journal articles.
2. Produce twice-told narratives (drawing out the central ideas).
3. Straddle multiple temporalities (writing across time).
4. Produce personal professional history.
5. Craft non-fiction (choose stories based on audience interest).
6. Create autoethnographic writing about practice (leading a school).
7. Make critical and analytic “commenting back to the profession (on cultural practices
of education).
8. Reinscribe aspects of practice or thinking critically about practice.
Part of the assemblage process came as I studied the interview transcripts. I had to re-think how
I would display such lengthy and intense narratives. The interviews were conversational,
meaning I asked the written and formal questions, but allowed for dialogue between myself and
the participant to flow normally. I ended up with very lengthy transcripts. First, I told the
participant’s stories from their perspective, without my remarks included. Then I extracted all
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my commentary from the transcripts and printed it separately. I realized that I had only told the
end of my story in Chapter One and wanted to reveal my experiences before I was fired, how I
came to leadership in Catholic schools, and the challenges of principalship. I cut apart each of
my comments and laid them out on the floor, organizing them by the themes of: learning that led
to leadership; the busy life of principalship; my leadership in other schools; my attempts to
disrupt the status quo, realizing I needed help; and the end is near. Finally, I wrote my narrative
and placed it with the other stories. My story in this section is longer than the others because it is
a collection of my thoughts and verbiage during all five interviews.
Patton (2015) additionally suggested several criteria for judging the quality of an
autoethnography:
1. Substantive contribution. Does the piece contribute to our understanding of social
life?
2. Aesthetic merit: Does the use of creative analytic practice open up the text, invite
interpretive responses? Is the text artistically shaped, satisfying, complex, and not
boring?
3. Reflexivity: How has the authors subjectivity been both a producer and a product of
the text? Is there adequate self-awareness and self-exposure for the reader to make
judgments about their point of view?
4. Impact: Does this affect me? Emotionally? Intellectually? Does it generate new
questions? Move me to write? Move me to try new research practices? Move me to
action?
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5. Expression of a reality: Does this text embody a fleshed out, embodied sense of a
lived experience? Does it seem true- a credible account of a cultural, social,
individual, or communal sense of the real? (Patton, 2015, p. 103)
It is my hope that I have matched or exceeded these standards in my work, and that my study
reveals to the field of education, particularly Catholic education, a new perspective and a path to
improving and developing structures that serve women lay leaders in Catholic schools.
As I wrote about and analyzed my experience and listened to the stories of other women
Catholic school administrators, I thought critically toward the future of education and developing
an advocacy perspective in order to assist others in their school leadership. In critical or analytic
autoethnography, an advocacy perspective emerges in response to today’s society “in which the
systems of power, prestige, privilege and authority serve to marginalize individuals who are from
different races, classes, and/or genders” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 92). My dissertation
describes my personal experience, and advocates for other women principals by listening to and
retelling their stories, sharing their perspectives and bringing light to the issues that cause
conflict between priest and principal.
Methods
In this section, I explain the procedures I used to choose participants, gather and record
data, ensure confidentiality of participants, and maintain validity in my study.
Institutional Review Board (IRB)
The purpose of the Institutional Review Board at the University of St. Thomas is to
review proposed research studies to protect the rights and welfare of human subjects involved in
research. The IRB ensures compliance with the Department of Health and Human Services. The
participants in this study are human subjects, particularly women, serving or having served as
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principals in Archdiocese “X.” This study does not include a vulnerable population, but
precautions must be taken to protect their identity and confidentiality during the data-gathering
and writing process. I applied for and was granted approval by the University of St. Thomas
IRB once my dissertation committee approved my research proposal. This ensured my
protection of study participants and that I behaved ethically during the research process.
Role of the Researcher
Understanding myself and what drives my thoughts and actions has been important to me
since I began journaling at the age of nine. This is not because I think my life chronicles will be
of interest to anyone else, rather I use writing as a way to reflect on and better my practice as an
educator and as a person. “Reflexive self-awareness is integral to what it is to be human. Not
only can the individual exist in multiple identities by being immersed in them, but they can also
adopt different perspectives toward themselves by standing back and reflecting” (Muncey, 2010,
p.17). Reflexivity in the autoethnographer’s tradition, involves a deep connection to and
awareness of the influences between the ethnographer and her setting and informants (Anderson,
2006). It also includes “self-conscious introspection, guided by a desire to better understand
both self and others through examination of one’s actions and perceptions in reference to and
dialogue with those of others” (Anderson, 2006, p. 382). In my own story, I included writings
from journal entries, planner entries, emails, letters and other documents.
In addition, autoethnographers situate and frame their stories with personal reflexive
views of the self. Their ethnographic data are situated within their own experiences and the
ways in which they make sense of the world around them. Because I have been in the field of
education my entire adult life, my experience and always growing understanding is colored by
certain biases. Certainly, my negative peak experience in my most recent job as school principal
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has had a multi-layered effect on my practice going forward. During the dissertation process, I
continued to weigh, reflect on, and include the stories of other principals, in order to balance my
own experiences.
Recruitment and Selection of Participants
Engaging women Catholic school principals to participate in interviews is a delicate task.
Many principals in the Catholic system are concerned about their supervisors (priests) finding
they have spoken out about their experiences. I am highly aware of the sensitive nature of each
participant’s story. I spoke at length with principal interviewees to determine their willingness to
participate in my research, and I am grateful for their attention to detail, strength of character,
honesty, and reflection on their own experiences.
Initially, I planned to identify and select eight Catholic school principals to participate in
two hour-long recorded interviews. I sent nine emails (see Appendix D) and followed up the
emails with a phone call to discuss my study and any questions they might have. Only five
responded to my phone and email requests for interviews, and I believe this was due to the
sensitive nature of the topic and fear of possible repercussions by telling their stories. I
conducted face-to-face in-depth interviews and follow-up phone interviews with all five women
who consented to participate in the study. I also had a colleague not in the study interview and
record me, using the same questions I asked the other participants. Some of my women
participants have struggled to maintain a positive working relationship with their parish priest
and/or board at some time during their employ. They were willing to tell their stories and spend
time with me in analyzing their experiences. They are all at different stages in their professional
development and career plans, and between the ages of 35 and 70. Over the last 25 years, I have
observed and collaborated with some of them in a variety of elementary education settings. My
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study was conducted with myself as an insider researcher, meaning I am part of the group being
studied.
As in any qualitative research, it is impossible to be completely objective. However,
insider researchers have a wealth of knowledge which the outsider may not be privy to and
suggests an environment where interviewees may feel more comfortable and freer to talk openly
with someone they know. Rooney (2005) suggested that insider research has “the potential to
increase validity due to the added richness, honesty, fidelity and authenticity of the information
acquired” because trust and relationship has already been created with the participants (para. 21).
As an insider, I am granted access to many principals in Archdiocese X, which was ideal for
identifying and describing multiple meanings in the field, as long as I “assiduously pursued other
insiders’ interpretations, attitudes and feelings” as well as my own (Hughes & Pennington, 2017,
p. 102). My interviews with other Catholic lay-women leaders provided depth and validity to
my study.
Data Collection
The interviews took place in a quiet setting of the participants choice and they were
advised of the possible emotional toll their story disclosures may evoke. Each signed a consent
form document giving their permission for me to use their story in my research and writing. (see
appendix E)
I was most interested in participants’ personal experience working with their parish priest
and/or board. In interviews, I used the qualitative interview techniques of ethnography and
phenomenology suggested by Patton (2015). These techniques involve conversational
interactions that support observations in the field of education and capturing lived experience by
evoking an account of the interviewees experience (Patton, 2015, p. 428). To avoid leading
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participants in any one direction, the initial interview questions were general and used as a
warm-up to increase participants comfort with self-disclosure (see Appendix F). Following the
gathering of demographic data, I asked each of the women to describe three critical incidents and
their effects with regard to their relationship with the parish priest and/or board.
One of the questions I continued to ask myself throughout my study is “What am I
learning by examining my identities, power, privileges and penalties within one or more cultural
contexts?” Creswell and Poth (2018) identified data collection as “a series of interrelated
activities, aimed at gathering good information to answer emerging research questions” (p. 148).
However, different styles, such as autoethnography, require a different approach to data
collection. Earlier in the methodology section, I described Hughes and Pennington’s (2017)
process of assemblage which I used to organize my efforts. This involved emphasizing my
personal account, within the “background of the social and cultural world” and finally reading
the social and cultural through the personal (Denshire & Lee, 2013, p. 223).
I audio recorded each individual interview. Taking great care to protect the identity and
story of my participants, all interview transcripts were kept separately in a secure place. After
transcription by an independent, qualified service, the participant names were redacted, and
documents were kept in a locked file in my home. I assigned pseudonyms for all participants,
and also the location of the Archdiocese, names of individual schools, and other school personnel
who may have had their names mentioned during the interviews.
For the duration of my dissertation process, all documents, transcripts, and recordings
were accessible only to the researcher and will be permanently destroyed when I complete my
work and publish my dissertation.
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Data Analysis
Autoethnographic analysis consists of creating a narrative that ties all stories and
experiences together, with the purpose of the study being self and other emancipating. My study
involves a description of the issue of principal and priest conflict, new and perhaps hidden
reasons for the conflict, and finally, provides alternative ways to assess, address, and potentially
prevent the conflict. The knowledge gained from research, and the theories of transformative
learning and feminism provided an anchor for study analysis.
I placed the information I gathered in blocks or silos. “The process for coding is central
to qualitative research and involves making sense of the text collected from interviews,
observations and documents” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 190). I used categories from my
literature review, and created new categories following the interviews, to organize the data into
themes. The following major themes arose:
1. Principal’s range of duties as outlined by priest
2. Communications with and from the priest
3. Opportunity to explore Justice in Employment
4. Support of Archdiocese X
5. After-effects of the experience including effects on personal spirituality and religious
practice
I anticipated the possibility of new categories emerging and was flexible in adding them and/or
reducing and combining the themes.
Reliability and Validity
In the context of scholarly critical research, autoethnography has a great level of scrutiny
applied to it. Legitimization involves the “existence and prevalence of habitual social acts,
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positions, structures, and practices that become taken for granted objects with established rules
and norms for participation” (Johnson (2010) as cited in Hughes & Pennington, 2017, p. 89).
Because autoethnography can assume multiple forms, critical work involves certain modes of
self-questioning (Hughes & Pennington, 2017). Hughes and Pennington (2017) suggested that
researchers must apply these questions rigorously if the work “toward equity and justice” is to
continue (p. 89). Below is a sample of the questions I consistently applied to my own work to
legitimize my autoethnography:
1. Is my autoethnography a legitimate representation from my life?
2. Is anyone privileged by how I go about legitimizing my autoethnography?
3. Is anyone penalized by how I go about legitimizing my autoethnography? How and
why?
4. Is my autoethnography linked to specific research traditions, methods and
associations? (Hughes & Pennington, 2017, pp. 90-92)
In addition, I followed the constructs already established in qualitative research such as
traditional qualitative methodology and established professional association standards (Hughes,
Pennington, & Makris, 2012).
Another approach toward legitimizing autoethnography in critical social research is by its
“characteristic style of claiming links to existing qualitative concepts” (Hughes & Pennington,
2017, p. 95). Hughes and Pennington (2017) outlined seven areas to concentrate on when
creating authentic autoethnography. These areas of self-questioning showed that I have grown,
changed, and acted on behalf of others as the result of my work. They are:
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1. Fairness is the extent to which different values and social constructions of reality are
named during the self-evaluative process. Did I understand and include different
ideas other than my own?
2. Ontological authenticity involves the extent to which a researcher’s own values and
social construction are “improved, matured, expanded and elaborated” (p. 96). Have
I grown as the result of my study?
3. Catalytic authenticity is the extent to which “action is stimulated and facilitated by
the evaluative writing process” (p. 97). Do I possess evidence that I have changed as
the result of my study? What action am I ready to take as the result of my study?
4. Educative authenticity indicates an appreciation, by the reader and autoethnographer,
of social constructions and assumptions of others outside the study. Have I shown
empathy and validated the position of others, and how can this empathy “create
greater insight into, and strengthening” of my relationships? (p. 97).
5. Tactical authenticity is the amount of action evoked by the self-evaluation process.
Am I, and/or my readers empowered to act on needed changes and are our actions
informed by my study?
6. Methodological rigor pertains to the bridge created by my study. The study should
create a functional bridge between “traditional conceptions of validity, reliability, and
standards of methodological rigor and more interpretive, constructivist inquiry” (p.
98). Does my external researcher voice replace my internal participant voice? Am I
representing the value of personal experience and knowledge?
7. Aesthetic rigor includes the weaving of story and theory in the autoethnography. It
means the writing is accessible and evocative, has an impact, and represents an
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expression of reality. Does my autoethnography “bridge the distance between the
scholarly and the creative?” (p. 99).
Creating authentic work helped me ensure validity and drew others into the process of
learning and transforming. As evidenced in the following vignettes and subsequent analysis,
although all participants saw our experiences as huddling under the same stifling cloth of
patriarchy, each person’s story is unique and valuable on its own. It is not the stories themselves
that tell you who we are as women, how we ended up here, or why we are sensitive to one
experience and not another. Neither do the stories fully explain why our minds are constantly
conjuring images of events and experiences; picking and prodding, poking around in the dust, to
make meaning of just one small life. Our most unexplainable experiences positioned right next
to the mundane of daily life, have given the women in my study a unique watch-point to grapple
with and to assist in understanding. I believe our stories display what is most important in any
woman’s work situation, that is courage.
In the next chapter, I tell the stories of my participants, using their own thoughts and
voices to create the narratives. In autoethnography, the stories themselves are the findings of
research.
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CHAPTER FOUR: OTHER VOICES—THE PALL DESCENDS
“When our lived experience of theorizing is fundamentally linked to processes of selfrecovery, of collective liberation, no gap exists between theory and practice. Indeed,
what such experience makes more evident is the bond between the two-that ultimately
reciprocal process wherein one enables the other” (hooks, 1994, p. 61).
In this chapter, I tell the stories of five other lay-women principals and I add more
information to my own story. As I selected and recruited participants, I chose Meredith, Tina
and Connie who worked in Archdiocese X with me, Laurie works in a different Archdiocese, and
Beverly works in public education. True to autoethnographic form, I wrote each story by
interpreting transcripts of our recorded interviews. “Compassionate research includes
compassionate witnessing, interviewing and storytelling. Researchers share authority with
participants as they connect in a caring and ethical relationship, constructing stories
empathetically and respectfully, accompanied by a desire to relieve or prevent suffering”
(Bochner & Ellis, 2016, p. 176). Each story stands on its own; however, each also contributes to
the overall story of leading Catholic schools as a lay-woman and the challenges posed by the
relationship between lay-woman and priest. All names of people and places have been changed
to pseudonyms. In the process of writing my participants stories, I tried to remain very faithful
to what was said in the interviews. Our interviews were conversational, and I responded to, and
found resonance with, each participant in our one-on-one settings. Instead of citing other works
in these stories, I compose a “concrete episodic narrative that is uninterrupted by academic
jargon or abstractions. I want to draw the reader emotionally to my experience while generating
conceptual ideas about my topic” (Bochner & Ellis, 2016, p. 195). In this sense, the study is not
scientifically replicable because it represents certain people, in a certain setting, in the past.
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The interviews were each more than two hours long, and for further information, I later
contacted some participants by phone. My use of assemblage included removing my own
comments from participant stories and placing them in my own story, so as not to confuse or
disturb the clarity of each transcript. The process of assemblage and how I used it are discussed
in depth in the methodology chapter. In essence, after writing the women’s stories, I removed
my comments and transferred them to other pages. I then cut those pages apart and laid them on
the floor to get a big picture. After extracting several themes, I realized my personal story, at the
end of this chapter, would need to cover the time before I was actually fired. Without that
narrative, my story would be incomplete. Hence, my story section is a bit longer because it
contains my comments from the interviews with other participants and shows the relationships
between my participants’ stories and my own. “Storytellers use analytic techniques to interpret
their world and stories themselves are analytic, addressing the question ‘what is going on here?’
In other words, we privilege the standpoint of the storyteller” (Bochner & Ellis, 2016 p. 184).
The principals in my study shared their own struggles within the patriarchy of the
Catholic church. Their insightful answers to my interview questions highlighted the idea that
there is much work to be done, and advancements made, in balancing the relationship between
priests and principals, as they manage effective PK-8 schools. Each narrative begins with a
participant’s personal quote taken from the transcripts of their interview. The quotes highlight
some of the untenable issues between the participant and parish priest who fired them.
Meredith
“It was horrible, I couldn’t sleep. I finally went to see the doctor and told him I was
losing my marbles. Every night I would want to go to sleep and I’d think of all the
terrible stuff that happened that day and it wasn’t the kids, it wasn’t with the parents, it
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wasn’t with the staff. It was from the pastor. I couldn’t have survived there working
with him, so it ended the way it does always, because the priest doesn’t lose, the principal
does, so … whatever.”
Meredith is a fun-loving person in her late 60s, and always the center of activity,
wherever she is. She has been an educator for 48 years. Leaving the classroom after 28 years
and moving to administration was a bit challenging, as she loved those kindergarteners she had
taught for years, however she had already built relationships with many of the school families.
Meredith was a principal in the same school for almost 14 years and considered it her home and
family. Her own children, nieces and nephews and grandchildren attended the school. She said
it was fun working with the same people she had known for a long time and “everyone loved
each other.” She enjoyed leadership in that she was engaged with all grade levels PK-8. After
the first five years, almost everyone in the building, including staff and faculty were her personal
hires. What she liked the least was handling parent complaints.
I have patience up to a point but when parents would come in with goofy stuff, it takes a
lot of time, and if they didn’t like the decisions you made, they’d go out and talk, talk,
talk to everybody in the community.
I knew Meredith well, we were in the same deanery, and I worked with her on a number of
Archdiocesan curriculum and learning standards implementations. Her outgoing nature enabled
her to make light of hard work, and she understood that sometimes laughter is the best cure. Her
skits, performed for principals who were retiring, were legendary. I always laughed when I was
with Meredith and I admired the grace she showed during tough times.
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Meredith reported that she got along well with the priests in the parish, and that as long as
she kept them informed about the goings on in the school, they had her back. She did her best to
work with the parish priests up until the last one came, and within three years, fired her.
I’m not perfect, but most of the problems were not caused by me and so I felt badly{sic}
when I left because I loved the people that were there but the pastor, you know, he
couldn’t stand me, and I couldn’t stand him.
Meredith went on to talk about the lack of support from colleagues and the Archdiocese which
she attributed to them “being up to their necks” in their own situations and unable to change the
system. The very same system to which she had devoted her whole life as student, teacher, and
leader.
When the new priest came to her parish school from another country, she says the culture
changed entirely. Meredith was concerned about his relationships with the altar servers who
were invited to his private residence for Monday night football on television. She reported he
was not fiscally responsible about the school, perhaps because he had grown up in a family that
was well to do and did not understand the financial pressure. The priest had no prior training in
running a school. He publicly accused her of wrongdoing, based on speculation from a
parishioner. “The bottom line was we didn’t agree on much on academics or liturgical things,
and I couldn’t be myself.”
Meredith described her three years with the priest as the “most horrible experience” she
ever had in all her years of teaching and being an administrator. The priest told her that a
woman, under the seal of confession, came to him and told him she had seen Meredith in a bar,
so drunk that she fell off her stool. In the Catholic religion, it is considered highly unethical for a
priest to reveal confessional conversations. Catholics expect that their identity and confession
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will remain confidential. The priest said he believed the woman over Meredith. When Meredith
went to the priest’s office to refute the story, she brought her sister, an attorney. The priest then
became terribly angry and said he was the ultimate authority on everything and refused to let her
sister enter the meeting. This was just the beginning of Meredith’s troubled relationship with her
priest.
The Friday of Catholic Schools Week, the last week of January, the priest called
Meredith to come to his office in the parish center. The priest said nothing, forcing the two
trustees to bear the bad news that she was fired, needed to leave the campus immediately, and
would get paid for only 30 days. The next day, Meredith was physically removed from the
property in a very public way. With students and teachers on the playground watching, she was
escorted from the building. That same day, several teachers and the school secretary went to
“yell” at the priest and voice their support for Meredith. He would not even look up from his
tablet to address their concerns. The supporters left his office more infuriated than before.
Afterward, Meredith was faulted for “spreading gossip” to her staff and faculty. She had not had
a chance to say a word to any of them before she left.
That was a bad way to end my career, I did come back to teaching in a Catholic school
for a while and was also an assistant principal for a year, but both jobs were short lived
because my career had gone sideways long before.
Meredith now works in retail.
Five years have elapsed since her negative experience and I asked her if she still felt hurt
or angry. “Oh yeah, but I try not to think about it.” Immediately following her departure, the
school lost over half its teachers and the enrollment began to drop. The school closed for good
four years later. “I should know better than anyone being the product of all Catholic schools,
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that the priest is always right. You do not cross them; you do not argue with them.” And then
she began to cry.
After a few minutes, I asked her if her firing, and the way she was treated, had affected
her faith life. She responded,
I never felt like I did not want to be Catholic anymore. I tried to tell myself that this is
just one individual and I happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time. Before I
even left, there was some monkey business going on that made me skeptical of the
system itself, the hierarchy. At the beginning of my principal career, there was a pastor
there who had an affair with the preschool teacher, and she was married and had three or
four kids and then he fathered a child with her. So, the flaws in the Catholic Church are
still there, like when we hear about the priest sexual abuse, it’s just horrible.
Finally, I asked her if there was anything else she wanted to share with me about her experience.
“Well,” she said through her tears,
I’m glad for all the experiences I have had, even the bad ones you know. The only thing
I really regret is that I was not able to retire on my own terms. Having put so much time
into it … it’s just like that was a part and I’ll always remember it, but there were more
good times than bad.
Meredith showed extraordinary strength and resilience in the midst of her crisis. Her devotion to
the Catholic church, and the relationships she built in leading a school, are still very precious to
her. She continues to smile through her tears.
Beverly
“Just the emotional drain that happens in this role. You are isolated on an island already,
and then when you don’t have support. There is lip service in a public way, with the
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priest standing next to me calling me his team. But then the undercutting actions that
were happening, were just inappropriate behaviors.”
Beverly was on my initial list of interviewees because she had worked as a principal in
both Catholic and public-school systems. I thought it would be interesting to compare the very
different settings and perhaps collect some insight into my personal experience. She studiously
avoided my voicemails, e-mails, and letters for several months. Finally, I was persistent enough
and she agreed to be interviewed. She told me she had been hesitant to talk at first because of
the difficult emotions that came up whenever she reviewed her years in Catholic education. “I
knew this would not be an easy conversation to revisit, but I’m resilient.”
When I first met Beverly, she was my principal at a small Catholic school in a Latinx
neighborhood of a large inner city where I taught fourth and fifth grade. This was Beverly’s fifth
principalship and she would only last two years at my school. She was young, energetic, a
faithful Catholic who loved the Church. She even enrolled her three children in the school and
drove an hour one way from her home to attend Sunday Mass with her family. Beverly was
proud of her accomplishments at other schools and brought ideas for making the work
environment more friendly. She noticed some of the student testing data was flat and made
hopeful changes to teacher teams. “You know, I felt trusted as an educator, as a leader.”
I taught fifth grade at the school for six years and had already seen three principals move
through in quick succession. I remember conversations with my colleagues about principals
leaving after a short time and how we, as teachers, had to keep the distinct culture and learning
environment safe, because our leaders would not be there long. In this instance, we had a parish
priest who had been there for more than 30 years who was heavily involved in issues of justice
and beloved by the parish and school families. We knew it was not Father who was making the
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principals leave, rather we were a poor school, the children and their families beleaguered by life
and impoverished. The pay was minimal for faculty, staff, and administration. When other jobs
came open in wealthier, newer neighborhoods, our principals would move on. Late in our
interview, Beverly would come back to this issue noting:
My concern is that schools are going to have challenges come up, whether it is student
behavior, or the pressures of too much work, low pay, long hours. But if people working
in the schools like each other and know they are making a difference in a positive
climate; they will stay as long as they feel supported.
Beverly first worked as a teacher in Catholic education in another state. Although she
was young, only a few years out of her B.A. program, she was encouraged by the priest and her
colleagues to obtain an administrator’s license. With a young family, husband and three young
children, Beverly still had the energy to work hard at her job leading the school. This would be
the first of eight schools she would lead in just over 15 years. She led a school formed by three
parishes and there was talk of her leading a third building in the small diocese. This meant she
was supervised by three different priests with strong ethnic ties to three different immigrant
groups, in three different parish/school buildings. There was only one priest in her initial
interview, a priest who was not in the interview hired her, and finally the third priest took over
her supervision. “I had one priest hire me, then when I got there another priest took over my
supervision, that was hard.” The priests were in conflict with each other over who was making
major decisions and Beverly frequently found herself in the middle. “And then it got to a point
where the relationships were uncomfortable. A male/female expectation thing and joking around
with inappropriate comments. And, um, physical passes were made toward me.”
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Finally, the priest began “seeing” another staff member and left the priesthood entirely.
A new young priest was brought in who had never run a school before. He refused to address the
growing economic concerns of the school, despite Beverly’s pleading and her increasing concern
over finances by saying, “No, no, I do not have time, you need to manage that!” Father avoided
her until there were serious and unresolvable issues and the parish was unable to make payroll or
make required and regular payments to the Archdiocese. He went to Beverly as she stood
backstage, helping the eighth graders with the annual school play and bellowed, “You need to
resign” before stalking off. This led her to move with her family to a larger city and take a
principalship in a small Catholic school, in a lower middle-class neighborhood.
I move up here, and right away have a sexual abuse situation (at my new school) and I
am thinking, I had passes from other priests, then I am treated poorly by that one, and
now this guy is having inappropriate relations with a child. Are you kidding? This is a
crazy system!
It was an understatement to say things were not going well in the new school. The first priest
was sexually abusing children from the school and parish, followed by another young priest who
began a sexual relationship with one of the married teachers at the school. He fathered a child
with her, and then left the priesthood as well. Beverly attributed much of this to a “good old
boys’ mentality.” Her voice became more strident and wounded as she spoke of this time in her
career. As she paced around the room she laughed awkwardly and said,
The closer you get to the top, the more obviously hypocritical, dysfunctional and highly
inappropriate from my understanding of being a practicing Catholic, there is no one in the
archdiocesan hierarchy holding these men accountable. We see it broadcast on the news,
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right? We just slide it under the carpet, or we throw into another department to be dealt
with, or we just move the ponds. It is so hard and really hurtful.
Although Beverly would make yet another school move at this point, it became painful
for her to continue practicing her Catholic faith. As a fervent Catholic, raised in the church from
when she was born (called a cradle-Catholic), Beverly began questioning everything about the
Church. “I love the rituals, and I miss it, but I couldn’t do that to my family anymore because I
knew and saw it all differently.” Her next Catholic school placement would be the last. I
questioned her about any supports she might have had and her comment was, “at that time we
had an office at the archdiocese that we could share thoughts with and I did share but there was
no support to address these gender issues.”
Things began well in her new position which was closer to her home. She was warmly
received and had a solid three years of productive work. She and the priest met frequently and
were on the same page with the vision, future plans, and ways to improve the school
academically and socially. During those busy years, she felt as if she was “the chosen one” in
the eyes of the priest; however, the tables turned again, once the priest focused that status on a
new, younger woman who joined the school staff. Beverly relayed that the “dynamic shift” was
immediate and cruel. The priest began making demands and created “intense layers of
micromanaging.” The priest wrote a specific and detailed discipline plan for Beverly which she
followed to the letter. “That was my last year, my stress level was high, and I walked on pins
and needles all the time.” In August, Beverly took a pay cut to move to a college supervisory
position which would only last one year. There were other staff members that were casualties of
the negative work environment. Beverly said she is still friends with them. The priest would
come into the school office and publicly berate the women.
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We all found positions elsewhere, but he (the priest) was the mean-spirited person who
pushed us out of our careers in the Catholic system. None of us work in the system
anymore and only one of the women has remained a practicing Catholic.
I asked Beverly to talk more about leaving the Church and why she was not a practicing
Catholic any longer. She feels the priest’s behavior in Catholic schools and parishes is shameful.
She was adamant when she told me,
Here was a system where they are not taking care of their people, and we call ourselves
Christian? I think it’s the most un-Christian behaviors I have seen in my life! We are
human, we are going to make mistakes. I have no problem with mistakes, but I am
disheartened by the lack of responsibility.
She went on to talk about her spiritual life,
It took me two years to get back to even any church, and finally it was my husband, who
was feeling a void as well, who pulled me back in. We went to the Lutheran church with
his mom and sister and it was hard. We had to look at church through prayer, through
music, as opposed to the person delivering the message.
One of Beverly’s biggest frustrations was priests who were not dedicated to the work of
the school as part of a larger parish mission. “In my walk{as an educator} I only had two priests
that truly stood at the pulpit and told the families what a gift we have in our Catholic school.”
Her feeling is that priests should not apologize for having a school because they are afraid of the
pushback of families in the pews who choose public education. Beverly’s message, and one she
wishes priests would adopt, at the very least during Catholic School’s Week is, “We are
preparing the future Catholic, ingrained through faith formation, and we want you to participate
in the gift we have, right down the hallway.”
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As we began to talk about Beverly’s transition to public education, her mood noticeably
lightened. She became more animated and was happy to talk about the nine years she has
worked for the public-school system in our area. She was excited to talk about all the ways she
felt challenged and grew in public schools which are quite different than most Catholic schools
in terms of the wide range of skills the principal must have.
Since her move to the public schools, she commented that she did not need as many of
the marketing, finance, payroll, scheduling, and managerial strategies she was strong in from her
time in Catholic schools.
While I was already knowledgeable about being a principal and educator, I knew I
brought value to the table and could lead. I found I am a really good crisis management
leader. You give me a problem and I am right there at the front end, giving direction as
to how we are going to solve it.
Beverly looks forward to gaining more skills and says she is “building her tool belt” around
instructional coaching. She mentioned that this is the first time she has had a woman boss. “She
definitely pushes me, but also gives me validation as well.” Beverly has developed her selfconfidence in this supportive environment saying, “I do not play games. I am there for students.
I am there for the betterment of the program. I will advocate to the Nth degree for a child to
receive what they need.”
Beverly feels like she is “moving beyond” the need for affirmation she had in Catholic
schools because she is granted respect in her current position.
Especially after all the hurt I’ve been through, I truly don’t feel like I came into the core
of who I am, it took these last two years to really gain that backbone. I can say “You
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know what? I’m going to stand up and you can push, and we can have a push-pull
conversation as long as we are still talking about kids.
She is aware of her greatest growth coming from uncomfortable moments. “I think the biggest
thing I’ve learned is resilience, because I still have passion and care for the work, and I love the
difference I know I am making with the kids and their families.”
As we ended our interview, Beverly had some final words to share about education. She
mentioned resilience, an earlier theme, as a necessary attribute.
As leaders, we must be resilient and must do right for students, even when others don’t
agree. At the end of the day, I put my head on that pillow, thinking and knowing that I
have done everything I can to serve children well. And honestly, this is something I need
to remind myself of every week because we all know being a principal is a hard job.
Connie
“It is a good old boys club for most priests.”
Connie is almost at retirement age and taught for 14 years in an elementary classroom.
When we spoke, she had been a school leader for 26 years. All 40 years of her career have been
dedicated to Catholic education. I first met Connie when we were in the bachelor’s in education
program at an all-women’s Catholic college. She fit my research objectives because she had
worked in many different schools within the same Archdiocese and could offer an overall view
of the schools in our area. Her interview, the final one on my list, took much longer to do. By
this time, I had honed my questions and knew what I needed to compose a story that was faithful
to, and honoring of, the interviewees experience. Her story delves into some of the other issues,
beyond her relationship with the priest, that affect lay-women leaders. Connie is a single
woman, so her circumstances in life are a bit different from the other women I interviewed. As a
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classroom teacher, she did not earn much in the Catholic system and so was working another job
outside the school, to make ends meet. Many of the single Catholic teachers in the Archdiocesan
system have to work extra jobs and tutor in the summer. During her 10th year in teaching, her
principal encouraged her to get more education toward being a school principal.
I was head of committees; I was chairing many things. I had run the first school
accreditation back when very few schools were accredited. I had done a lot of
groundbreaking at the school level and felt as though I was plateauing there.
At first, Connie was not at all interested in becoming a principal because she saw how
hard principals had to work and loved being with the students all day in the classroom.
Eventually she thought she might as well consider it, “but if he hadn’t urged me, I don’t know I
would have done it.” Connie told me the best thing about being a school principal was seeing
the impact she had on students and families. “I got to see the kids come up, grow up to be such
responsible young adults. If you developed the culture in the school the right way, all students
would do well, not perfect, but really good.” She told me a story about her eighth-grade boys
going on a hunting trip with their dads. When they sat down for lunch, the dads started eating
and the boys just sat there. One father said, “Aren’t you going to eat?” The boys were waiting
for a prayer to be said over the food. Connie laughed and said,
Now if they were alone who knows what they would have done, but as a principal, I had
an impact on that. I’m not taking full credit, but I think having some influence on their
lives and seeing parents become more involved in their faith because of the things you
did with the kids is the best.
She is also proud of being a very good listener; “you didn’t necessarily have to make a decision
when someone came into my office to vent, just make them feel important and heard.”
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When I asked Connie about the biggest challenges in being a school leader, she talked
about two things. Decreasing enrollment affected her work because she felt torn between being a
good financial steward and supporting best education practices which require more money. The
second challenge she brought up was the difficulty of having a priest or pastor who did not
understand the mission of the school, did not believe in that mission, and how that influenced her
ability to accomplish things like new curriculum, providing professional development, and
keeping the physical plant in working order. “You are kind of like a superintendent, you do
everything, plan the budget, choose all curriculum, do all the hiring …”
Connie also spent a long time talking about standardized student testing, emphasizing
that they are not a good way to measure student success. She said that in the schools she worked
in, the mandates for testing came from the Archdiocesan school’s office, which shut down in
2012. Connie knew her students were critical thinkers because she visited classrooms often, and
offered her teachers support in curricular development. “This was a problem,” Connie stated,
“especially when you had parents who were driven by test results and not cognizant about how
unreliable the results can be.” She said the testing took a good six weeks of instruction time off
the schedule, and left students and teachers stressed, and tech coordinators bewildered.
Connie was also the first participant who talked about childhood trauma, and all the other
things that impact student learning, homelessness, drug use, parenting styles, hunger, and more.
I really felt, as kids went through turmoil at home, that we were the consistent thing in
their lives. No matter what you do, this is how we will help you learn, and what we will
expect from you. It was their safe place, with no surprises.
She talked about the responses to student need, and how the teachers needed to understand that
“it’s called teamwork.” Connie said she had to hold a hard line with teachers who expected to be
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paid extra for every little thing. She told them “there is a sacrifice involved, and you need to be a
community, and pitch in.” One of her former priests collected complaints from teachers about
why they were not being paid extra to proctor tests or learn new technologies. Her response?
Did you pay me the night of the gala when all the maintenance people called in sick and I
cleaned all the bathrooms before the gala started? That is called teamwork, I didn’t ask
for or expect pay, that is what Catholic community is all about! If we are not helping
each other, what does that say about us?
Connie and I had a conversation about teachers and how difficult it can be to manage
them sometimes. She did not like being the “bad guy,” but also had to keep in mind the
mandates of the Archdiocese.
I got tired of the same people always wanting time off and getting paid for extra duties. I
got so I counted all the workshop days, concert nights, conference and open house
Sundays, all of those. I told them after their two personal days were used up, I would
start docking pay. Go read your work agreement!
Connie says curriculum mapping was a huge issue in all the schools she worked at, for both
teachers and administrators. Curriculum mapping is an online program that teachers use to map
out their curriculum each year. It is very time consuming and involves charting what standards
and concepts you are addressing in each class, what curriculum you are using, formal and
informal testing methods, student assignments, and all resources used to teach the concept. For
elementary teachers, this involves mapping out every subject area; religion, math, reading,
language arts, science, social studies, each are a separate map.
When curriculum mapping was mandated by the Archdiocese, it was the late 1990s, and
technology was just beginning to be implemented in Catholic schools. Many teachers were
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resistant to the process. Connie told a story of how she once granted workshop days off to
teachers who had their mapping completed, but those who did not, had to work on the maps at
school from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. that day. Even then, she said teachers did not show up. Connie
then grew visibly upset in talking about First Communion, which occurs for Catholic students in
second grade. The second-grade teacher, along with the religious education director, spend
months preparing students for this most important sacrament. She was appalled when the
second-grade teachers did not attend the Sunday ceremony. “You never told us we had to!”
Another area Connie recognized as problematic is the training of priests. “Some of it is
just ignorance, I am trying to be fair, but I don’t think the priests have the training before they
come in to be pastors and they are just overwhelmed.” In one school, Connie had to convince
the priest that the school held value for the parish and was part of the mission of all Catholic
churches. Connie felt she always had to defend the mission of the school, instead of having the
priest, as leader of the parish, stand up to staff and parishioners. She wishes she had been able to
say, “Why am I the bad guy arguing with teachers and fellow staff, it should come from you,
announcing that these are the reasons the school is valuable.”
Connie told me that she thinks priesthood is the only profession where men are expected
to be good at everything, running a business, counseling, fund-raising, liturgical leadership,
evangelizing, and making all parish decisions, regardless of prior training.
People may expect them to make the decisions wisely, but most of it is just Canon law.
You can’t be an expert at everything, I had to learn early on to call other principals for
help. When I was struggling at one school, I told the priest he had hired the wrong
person. You hired me to do what is best for the school. I can’t make you listen, but you
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are going to have to listen, because otherwise I am not doing my job. You just want
someone to rubber stamp your decisions. I have to advocate for the kids.
Connie also believes that much of the priest sexual abuse scandals, which detract greatly
from the work of the Church and schools, have to do with expectations that priests be perfect in
all things. She talked about one priest who took photographs and collected phone numbers from
children during the sacrament of reconciliation, and another who was always hugging the school
kids. He also was reported for hugging the girls on the basketball team but no one at the diocese
did anything. When she confronted him about his actions, he said he was affectionate because he
came from a big family. “I don’t care what his intent was. In this environment, with the media
and everything else, there was no way that touching should have taken place. As educators we
are trained about these issues.” Connie went to the Archdiocese with her concerns and asked
them to set down some parameters for priests in schools. The Archdiocese responded by making
the priest apologize to her but did nothing about supervising and training the priest to act
differently around the children.
We have to jump through hoops when it comes to protecting our school children from
abuse, but if something shows up about a priest violating that trust nothing happens, they
just shove it under the rug. I think the seminary is a safe haven for social misfits.
Connie feels that men who are attracted to the priesthood are enamored with the idea that
they get to do whatever they want and live rent free, with a car, all their meals, trips to Florida
for golf with parishioners, “and the nice old women of the parish are going to cook me chicken
and apple pie.” Women Religious must all take a vow of poverty as they enter the sisterhood,
but there is no such vow for the priest. Connie described many of her bosses who had no social
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skills and were awkward, and even one priest who self-described as 14 years-old in a grown-up
body.
Few people are perfect, but too many priests think they are, and they don’t strive to
improve. I am not trying to be judgmental, but they think it is all about them. The
Church expects priests to be completely ready when they send them out into the world.
As a teacher and leader, I would have floundered in my first years without help and
consultation.
As she relayed her frustration, Connie told me another sad story from her last
appointment as principal.
I left this school because the priest said you can’t go to heaven unless you are a Catholic.
Right before school began in the fall, I had a parent come in and register their fifth-grade
child. The parent told me that he hadn’t been to church for a long time, but he wanted to
come back. His daughter had not been baptized. I told him that was not a problem and I
promised to get him registered with faith formation classes. Don’t worry about it, you
are welcome here. Later that afternoon the Grandpa came in to pay tuition for the child.
He said the priest had refused the man when he tried to join the parish. The girl’s father
had gone to the priest and told him honestly that he was living with his girlfriend, but
they wanted to get married. The student’s mom was in prison, a drug addict. The dad
had been in recovery from addiction for some time and was trying to rectify his life. The
grandfather was ecstatic that he was making such progress, but now the dad will never set
foot in a church again. The door was slammed in his face because he wasn’t a “good
Catholic,” he could not join the parish, and his daughter could never be baptized.
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Connie ended our interview with a story from one of her early years of principalship in Catholic
schools.
The priest was constantly flaunting that he could do whatever he wanted to regardless of
the Archdiocesan rules. He said the diocese could not tell him how to do his job. He had
one child at a time come into his living quarters in the rectory to look at his pet turtle …
one at a time! Even though the school parents called the bishop, nothing changed.
Connie still attends weekly Mass but separates herself completely from the school in her parish.
Laurie
“I enjoyed many of my years working with priests at my school. I usually felt they would
support me, but at the same time, I gave back a lot of time and service to my career. The
last year with Father Peter, I almost left the church. I could not receive communion from
him. It was so hypocritical to have him standing on the altar, knowing the stories he was
telling about me were untruthful, and ruining my career.”
Laurie was introduced to me by a colleague. I thought it would be interesting to speak
with her as she had similar negative experiences but worked in another diocese. Was her
situation identical to mine or different? How did she get through the experience? I wanted to
know if her process was gentler than mine as she left Catholic education forever.
At first, I planned on driving the 150 miles to visit with her but eventually, we decided to
do a Face-Time session which I audio-recorded with her permission. I sent Laurie my questions
ahead of time and she graciously wrote out her answer in addition to our phone time. She is
about my age, mid-60s, and says that ageism played a part in her being forced to leave her job as
a lay-woman principal in a small Catholic school. She is currently working as a library
technician at a state university. Laurie was a classroom teacher for four years, and a substitute
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teacher for eight years while she raised her own children. When her children were older, she
took a position as principal and 7/8-time teacher at a small Catholic school near her home. She
was at that school for eight years. As a former teacher at the school, Laurie relayed the story of
her first day as principal.
I will always remember the day I walked down the hall, and the teachers were in a
cluster. As I approached them, they all stopped talking. On that day I knew that my role
had changed, and I was no longer one of them.
She understood that even though she had known these people for many years, they could not be
friends any longer. When Laurie left that school, she went on to take the principal position at a
school that was four times larger and was there for 19 years before catastrophe struck.
Laurie was animated when I asked her what was positive and happy during her years as
principal. She did not hesitate at all before she said,
I loved being a servant leader, attending weekly liturgies as a school family, working
with students who required a little extra love, implementing the great ideas her teachers
had, being available to those who needed assistance, attending NCEA and administrative
workshops and doing my best to make the climate of the school I served, a place that
showed Christ’s love to all.
This was the same selfless leadership I witnessed in each of the women I interviewed. Laurie
reported that the worst times in her principalship were “always worrying about money, finding
ways to maintain salaries for her teachers and staff that were just, and keeping tuition affordable
for all the families.” She went on to tell me that it was her strong belief that if parents chose a
Catholic school for their children, they were making a choice and a sacrifice, but that sometimes,
difficult and demanding parents made it rough. This is also when she began to allude to her
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experience after leading at her most recent school. She explained that the absolute worst thing
about her career, was the way it ended. “Priests have all the power and there isn’t much
accountability on their part. It’s so sad that nobody is doing more about it.”
I prompted Laurie to tell me more about her relationships with the priests she served
under for all those years. Her first priest came into the school occasionally, but she was “pretty
much left to do what I thought was best.” She went on to say that she grew tired of the lack of
money for the operations of the school. At an education committee meeting, she pushed for a
higher salary for the teachers because they were so poorly paid (common belief is that teachers
and administrators in “private” schools make more money. In fact, they earn about half of the
salary of their public-school counterparts.) Her voice grew louder as she proclaimed, “all I hear
is there is no money, no money, no money.”
So, when a principalship opened in her last school, she applied and got the job. Her first
priest supervisor was “really good about letting me run the school, and he really supported the
faith formation of our students.” He was, however, a little leery of principals, having four of
them in the five years preceding her hiring. “Then came the wonderful Father Peter.” When he
came to the parish, the principal who had previously worked with him warned Laurie that she
was in trouble, big trouble. The exiting priest warned her as well, begging her to not let him
micromanage the school. Despite these condemnations, Laurie and the new priest worked well
together, and spoke almost daily for years. Suddenly, he stopped talking to her. Laurie asked
the school secretary if he was coming into her office and received “no” for an answer. She asked
the faith formation team if he was talking to them, and they said no as well. “We thought he was
separating himself in preparation for a move to a different parish.” That was not the case.
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During this final year, Laurie was a team member for an accreditation group to examine
another Catholic school in the area, for their seven-year re-accreditation with the Minnesota
Non-Public Accrediting Association. This is a rigorous process for both the school being
examined, and the 6 to 12 volunteer principals who examine them. Volunteer teachers and
administrators who work on accreditation are expected to uphold strict standards. Laurie met
with the principal for an interview and said,
When I went to meet with her the first time, I just wanted to hug her because that priest
was sending her through the wringer! I could tell by her demeanor, her stress level, she
was still trying to keep students as the primary focus, but it was ruining her life. Nobody
was doing anything to help her.
As is customary for Catholic school principals, Laurie received a work agreement in May, along
with a raise to lead as principal the following year.
In August, with the flurry of getting ready for a new school year, hiring teachers,
providing workshops for staff and teachers, and making a master schedule, the priest came to her
office and told her he would be serving as principal and she would be demoted to director of
education. He had a list of “things she had done wrong” and told her she was to move upstairs
and have nothing to do with administration. She commented, “well I needed my job, my
insurance, so I moved upstairs.” Unbeknownst to her, the priest had already transferred her
emails from parents, testing data, and other private correspondence about the school to his own
inbox and was replying to them. “He read them all, he responded to them, it was so
embarrassing on my part because people would send an email to me and he was the one getting
back to them. It just hurt professionally.” Even in mid-September, when school was well
underway, she had not been assigned any duties for her new role. She was just told to “do
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nothing administrative.” Basically, she sat in her office and worried because she was powerless
to affect any change. Her teachers went to Father Peter and asked if she could at least help with
recess or lunchroom duties, but he simply replied that Laurie was “under investigation.” She
reacted to Father’s statement saying, “Someone should have told me if I was under investigation
and why.”
After a few months passed, Father Peter made appointments with each employee to ask
how his leadership was impacting the school in a positive way. Laurie made an appointment and
timidly said to Father, “I’m told you have been telling people I’m under investigation. What am I
being investigated for?” Father “hemmed and hawed” and then said he had talked to the police
and they were not doing an investigation, but she should call an attorney (one of her school
parents). Laurie knew that speaking to a school parent, attorney or not, was an unacceptable way
of doing business. She never found out why the priest would say such things.
Laurie discussed another incident that occurred during this time. During a teacher
workshop on campus, Father came into the room and joined them. Laurie asked if he would
begin the session with prayer, which is the normal way Catholic principals begin meetings. In
the 17 years Laurie had been there, they had never started a meeting without prayer, so she stood
up to lead with prayer. In front of her entire staff, Father Peter yelled out, “Sit down, we are
starting this meeting right now and we are not going to do this. Sit down!”
Finally, in early winter, Father came into her upstairs office with two parish trustees,
asked for her keys and handed her a letter saying she was dismissed immediately. He said, “You
should go now, I’ll pack up your things.” She replied to this unexpected announcement by
telling him, “No Father, I’ll pack up quickly and leave.” At that point, he had the trustees
physically remove her from campus. Father then sent a letter to parishioners stating that Laurie
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was let go to pursue other employment opportunities. That same afternoon, the teachers and
staff received an email from Father which simply said, “Laurie will be working from home for
the rest of the year. But he never told the parents anything. I was gone. I was just gone, and
nobody knew why.” She was told by an attorney that her diocese did not have a Justice in
Employment policy and that even though Father had treated her badly, there was nothing she
could do. Later, Laurie found out her diocese did have JIE, but her diocese was not making the
documents and procedures available to employees.
Her career was over. Although she applied for principalships in three other schools, she
was not even afforded a single interview. She attributed this to both her age and her former
priest/supervisor speaking out against her capabilities. She was eager to tell me that it was not
just her who suffered. She explained the bishop knew and refused to do anything about the many
people who were ridiculed and forced out by this particular priest. Even though they filed
grievances, or asked for mediation from the Archdiocese, “nobody ever did anything.”
Eventually, Father Peter was transferred to another parish, where the principal quit after working
with him for just a year.
As Laurie looked back on her painful experience with the priest in her school, she
reflected on how her retirement could have been so different. She described the situation by
saying,
You know, he has done this to so many people in the parish and school. The stories he
told about me were so untrue…it just hurt so much, and it also hurt my reputation in the
community. I remember sitting at the table with him with my head down and silent. But
what he was really good at, was relational aggression. He pushed, he pushed to the point
where you would leave on your own, so he wouldn’t have to make you leave.
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Laurie explained that it is hard to put a positive spin on things “when your heart is
crushed.” She met with a person to help her put together her resume and could not find a good
answer to questions about how she went from principal, to director of education, to no longer
being employed there. “I gave my life to Catholic education, that is the way I feel. I worked 1012 hours a day, giving up a lot of time with my own children, and this is what I get in return?”
Laurie commented that it took a long time for her to go back to her faith in Catholicism.
I was done. If this is what the Catholic Church meant, then why were we bothering
going. I never want to work for a Catholic school again, or in any Catholic institution. I
know we should fight, those of us who have been through this, we should fight, but I just
cower. I have no desire left to fight, none. This situation crushed me, and I am done.
Tina
“You know what is missing? Part of it, I think, is we need to do a better job with our
younger priests coming in, of getting them to realize what leadership is like and what that
means for the school.”
Out of the six women who graced my study with their stories, Tina is the only one still
working in Catholic education. When I spoke with Tina, she was beginning her 34th year in
education, 14 of those in leadership as a school principal. She enjoys being a principal because it
still allows her time with the children and lets her enable teachers to become better at their jobs.
Originally, she worked in large consolidated Catholic schools with multiple parishes. She is in
her second year as principal of a small, African American school in a Black urban neighborhood.
She herself is White, and when she interviewed for the job, she asked if they really wanted to
interview a White suburban woman. She laughed as she told me that, and went on to say that she
has had great support from the president of the academy who told her, “I knew you were right for
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the job when you said you would be culturally open to whatever happens next at the school, and
had upfront claimed to not be a Black or Brown person.” The academy has an African American
dean of students who has been of great help to Tina in settling into the culture of the school.
Tina humbly added, “Do I know all the nuances yet? No, but it has really opened my eyes to
cultural differences.”
Although her current enrollment is only 85 students in grades PK-8, she said she has
more support than she did at her last school of 600 students. Tina has professionals on staff who
work with development, finance, marketing, as well as a director of instructional coaching.
Three years ago, her small school was on the verge of closing, but the academy funders told her
she had five years to turn the school enrollment around and make the school sustainable on its
own.
When I asked her if the extraordinary support had seen results, she replied, “Yes! Our
enrollment grew by 22% this year.” Tina said the experience has given her a renewed passion
for Catholic education, especially being a leader in a mission-driven school that is so important
to the community. I asked Tina about outside support, for example the Catholic Schools Center
of Excellence (CSCOE) in her city. Originally, she needed more support from the organization
in her larger school, but now the academy “gives her so much support” she does not rely as much
on CSCOE.
It has not always been so great for Tina. Previously, Tina worked at a large tri-parish
school. She had three priests to work with, along with the canonical administrator. The school
board was different from the typical advisory-only status of most Catholic schools in the area.
They were a corporate board and although the three priests were on the board, they only got one
vote. Tina said it kept the power struggles somewhat in check as they had to agree. The three
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parishes that made up the school were very different from each other as well. There was a
“middle of the road” Church, a very large parish with a greater demographic mixture, and the
oldest Catholic church in the state. Tina stated she had to get to know all three of the priests and
their associates to work with them on school Masses and they each had a very different style of
leading their parish, “throwing in all sorts of personalities.” Tina relayed that, “it was all about
building those relationships, as in any school.” I asked her to tell me more about the school and
its board structure.
The school opened in 2000 and has struggled to find an administrative style that actually
worked. Originally, there was a very large enrollment, pulling from the three parishes. There
were 600 students when it opened but after the second year the enrollment started dwindling.
Tina explained all the changes that took place during her years there. The different models were:
one year of principal and assistant principal; one year of two assistant principals co-leading; the
next year it was a principal and a retired principal who came in part time; then for three years it
was back to a principal and an assistant principal; her final year there was one principal and a
development director who was the top of the hierarchy, and ruled all decisions for the school.
This development person did not have any training in running a school and was constantly at
odds with Tina. Her initial response to the new situation was, “this is great, you have different
gifts and I have different gifts, it will be good that we can lead this team together.” The
development director immediately responded to her positive and inviting statement with, “We
are NOT leading together.” “So, right away, red flags” she said, “As he was coming into the
position, he would have meetings with the teachers without me, trying to figure out what was
going on, so it was terribly divisive from the outset.”
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Tina relayed that throughout that school year, relationships escalated, with teachers
coming to her with things that the development director was doing, that she knew nothing about.
She said the chasm between her and the teachers grew as the result of his actions. “No principal
is loved by every teacher but …” He had been hired as a development person, not the president,
and he had no background in education. He was clearly taking on all authority in the school.
Eventually Tina was called to a meeting, supposedly about first communion for the second
graders. This was a lie. When she arrived, two of the three priests were there with the
development director. They handed her papers, terminating her position immediately, stating
they would not have a principal anymore, and the development director would be taking over. I
asked Tina if she thought the priests knew ahead of time. “They did, and that is the part that is
really painful. In my mind the development director was just an ass, but the priests did not stick
up for me or talk to me ahead of time.” When Tina talked about that day, she had tears in her
eyes and said,
Lynn, when you called me, saying you would like to meet and interview me, it brought
up all kinds of hurt feelings. I don’t think I’ll ever get rid of that hurt, because I take my
job so personally as a principal, and you take the position and the time and emotions you
throw into your job, so it still hurts even when I think I am over it.
Tina is still angry that he lied to her and had the temerity to ask her to stay out the year to help
him get settled, an offer she refused. Right after the meeting, when the priests and development
director left to go to lunch, Tina packed up her office and left. She stated the school went
without a principal for almost a year. Tina explained she was told by an attorney that she should
have sued, because they hired a principal within a years’ time, but she said it was not worth the
time and energy for her to pursue a lawsuit.
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I asked her whether she was able to say goodbye to the staff, or the students and she sadly
shook her head no.
What I did, I had some really good advice so before he put out the notice to the staff and
parents, I was able to write an attachment that stated my case, and talked about all the
things I had wanted to accomplish, but wasn’t allowed to. So, that felt like closure to me,
but it was hard, like pulling off a band aid, because I had no closure with the teachers or
any of the kids.
She spent the next several months unemployed and worried. “I had to be very conscious of the
financial piece of being unemployed, it was scary, but I needed that time to just decompress after
the stressful year at my former school.”
Tina said that summer was really tough, but she was in a position to say, “I am not going
to rush into things. I needed time.” In mid-August, as she attended daily Mass, she posed her
questions to God. “What do you want me to do? Do you want me to go to public schools? Do
you want me to use my gifts in the greater community, education community, something else?”
Her answers came almost immediately, in the form of a voicemail left while she was at Mass,
asking her if she would be interested in an interim position at the school she currently leads.
“OK, you can’t really say no to a sign like that.” The idea that it was an interim job was
appealing because “you’re just coming in to hold things together.” Even though school was
about to start, she took time to research the school, making sure that the priest was new, and not
the former priest who had some issues in the Archdiocese. Everything fell into place, and she
and the new priest both started on the first day of school. Now Tina believes that her prior
experience at a dysfunctional school, was the best thing that could have happened to her. “I truly
believe my gifts are being used in such a positive way here, that they were never used in my
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prior principalship.” At her former school, she was an accomplished leader and collaborator,
especially around learning targets and standards-based learning.
Now Tina can wholly use her innate skill at leading professional development. “The
piece that really keeps me here is the idea that I am supported by so many people. I am a
collaborative, team player, and at my old school, it did not feel like a team.” We end our
interview with her thoughts on building up a Catholic school.
When someone asks you, what is not working, it is easier to think about all the things that
are not functioning well, rather than thinking about how did this other approach work,
and why is it doing so well? How can we work together as a team to get to the next step?
Just Before the Pall—My Story
“I am not free while any woman is unfree, even when her shackles are very different
from my own” (Lorde, 2007, p. 133).
In my introduction, I told the story of my firing. In this segment, I tell the story of
happier days, as I started my career in leadership. I also discuss the culture in my last school that
led up to my firing. I asked a colleague to interview me using the same questions as other
participants. I wanted to see if any new themes would emerge for my story compilation and to
explore the commonality between stories. Following is the account of that interview, in essence,
the beginning of the end.
I Love My Job
The best thing for me, being a principal in Catholic schools, was being able to share my
faith with students and faculty. That ability added another piece to the dynamics of the school,
to talk about what we believed in, what we felt was appropriate and good and virtuous. I did not
have to filter myself the way I would have in a public-school setting. By sharing, watching, and
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listening to other’s stories about their Catholicism, I was able to grow in my own faith. I really
loved being a part of student’s formation, preparing for and attending their First Reconciliation,
First communion, and Confirmation. When students talk with you about their spirituality, ask
questions about Catholicism, and attend Mass with you every week, relationships grow faster
and deeper. For me, building relationships is the most elemental piece of teaching, learning, and
leading in a Catholic school. It has always been easy for me to care about children and I
genuinely want to know what they are thinking and feeling and what they might need from me as
an adult.
The school I was teaching in when I embraced Catholicism and joined the Church, was
an incredible place. It was very diverse, very active, and had a priest who had been there more
than 30 years. He completely supported the work of the school. He was often present at the
school, but not in an interfering way, he was extremely socially conscious and always wanted to
provide for the neighborhood and its diverse population of Mexican and South American
immigrant families. Some families were recent immigrants, and some had been there for four
generations. My students ate both breakfast and lunch at school, for some of them, it was their
only food of the day. I personally served breakfast to students in my classroom. It was a great
opportunity to look them in the eye and do a check-in as to how they were doing. Did they sleep
in the car last night? Had they eaten since lunch yesterday? Did mom or dad give them their
medication? Did they have a place to wash their clothes? Did they need socks or shoes or
mittens or hats? Were they dealing with any trauma or problems at home? I was at St. Mathias
for nine years. I taught fifth grade, 4-5th grade science, and middle school religion. The last two
years I was there, I was the middle school coordinator and assistant principal, in addition to
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teaching. It was a busy, happy time, and I often say that St. Mathias was where I did my best
and most rewarding work.
Learning the Ropes
While I was working at St. Mathias, I had an opportunity to obtain an Education
Specialist degree with licensure in K-12 administration. Always ready for new learning, I
jumped at the chance and enrolled at the University of St. Thomas in its three-year program. My
original thought was, if I did not like the administrative side of schools, I could always stay in
the classroom where I was content. If I did enjoy the work, I would look for a principalship in
the Catholic Elementary schools in my Archdiocese. The three years I invested in the degree
were stimulating and encouraging, so after completing the program and obtaining licensure, I
found a principalship in a suburb about 35 miles from where I lived. I told my husband I would
commute for two years, and then if I wanted to stay there, we would sell our Victorian home,
downsize, and find an apartment closer to school. By this time, my five sons were grown and
out of the house, and there was no longer a reason to keep the 100-year-old monstrosity that
always had repair issues and was way too big for empty nesters. When we did move, two years
later, it was much harder than I had anticipated. We lived in the house for over 25 years. I
longed for the stain-glassed windows and beautiful egg and dart patterned woodwork. I missed
my gardens, my privacy, and most of all I missed living in the neighborhood within walking
distance from St. Mathias, among my students and their families.
Before I was even officially working at my new school, I attended marketing and budget
meetings, hoping to get comfortable with how the school ran. I held many conversations with
stakeholders and was excited about the positive energy of the faculty, support staff, and parish
leaders. They were extremely invested in the school and seemed to have the means to keep up
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the good things they were doing for students. I quickly became wholeheartedly invested in my
new school, which could not have been more different than St. Mathias. It was a newly
remodeled building, attached to the Church narthex, and I had a beautiful office, looking out at a
large lake. Our students were all from upper-class families and they were extremely generous to
me. On my first day, there was a huge bouquet of fresh flowers on my desk from the school
advisory commission. There was, however, little racial diversity in my students, 99% of whom
were White, and only 2% of whom received free or reduced lunch prices. It was a new world for
me.
So Little Time
There is always so much to accomplish as a principal, I had to wear many hats. Catholic
school principals have to be able to do everything, and the distractions are abundant. However,
building connections with students is my top priority, regardless of my role in the school. I tried
to be with kids every single day, whether it was sitting on the floor during story time with the
Kindergarteners, leading service-learning adventures, or eating lunch with them. I was out on
the playground, I talked to them in the hallways. I played my djembe (an African drum) at
prayer services and sang with students in their music classes.
The parish priest was very kind and talented in managing a business. He was
knowledgeable about the structure of the Catholic church, and always presented opportunities for
me to grow in my leadership capabilities. The children’s Masses were both reverent and joyful
and my faith continued to develop. Father was always supportive and helpful, and I enjoyed
running “our” school with him. I also had an assistant principal when I started, Mike, who
helped me look at the financials, make sense of the accrual system, and even make some frugal
and necessary reductions in the overall budget. My teachers were amazing, if a little resistant to
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new ideas, and we began a year-long process of reading, learning about, practicing grading based
on standards, and ultimately designing a standards-based report card. It was beautiful and I was
so proud of our work, particularly a woman Carlie, who designed all the graphics and categories
for the report card. She had been a teacher there for almost 40 years and I recognized her right
away as someone who loved to try new things, resisted falling back on old, ineffective ways of
teaching, and fully embraced technology. Carley was surprised when I asked her to lead the
group in our efforts, but I knew she was right for the job. At her retirement party four years
later, she thanked me profusely for giving her a chance to lead and told me how much she had
grown from the experience. Ultimately, she and I would be invited to teach other principals in
the Archdiocese about our process and share with them our template for report cards based on
learning standards.
My second year there, I gathered a committee to help me with the sustainability report
now required by the Archdiocese. The report was highly successful and gained praise and
recognition from the Office of Catholic Schools. I received many emails from school parents
and commission members saying how pleased they were with my work and offering both their
support and their money. We had some turnover among teachers and staff, but we managed it
nicely with teachers and Father helping run the interviews. I was able to hire some very capable
teachers who were younger, right out of college, but they were highly skilled with technology
and curriculum development. I was happy to have them as faculty, because they brought high
energy, were willing to try new things, and very good with discipline of students. We used a
program called Discipline with Purpose (DWP), that focused on teaching children the skills of
self-discipline. Even though DWP was designed by Catholic teachers, some of the older teachers
struggled with it because it was non-punitive and involved a significant amount of talking
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through situations with kids and asking how they might do things differently in the future. Those
teachers were used to just kicking students out of class or sending them to my office; even so, we
made great progress on implementing the program in the school. Parents loved the program.
I was more than a little disheartened when after four years, both Mike and Father were
moved to different parishes. The new priest was a micromanager who often, and loudly
proclaimed, “I am the school superintendent around here, so everybody listen up!” He criticized
my oral presentation skills relentlessly. Being more of an introvert, I knew those skills were not
easy for me to exhibit, but instead of supporting and helping me, he just took over himself. I
began to seriously doubt my capacity as a principal. After one year with him at the helm, and
three years living in a neighborhood with no diversity and little tolerance for outsiders, we
decided to move back across the river, and I began looking for principal opportunities there.
The Next Place
I felt so fortunate to interview and be hired at a school back in my hometown across the
river. When I met with Father Jim, it felt like a meeting with an old friend, and he hired me on
the spot in late May. He was a quiet man who loved to read and learn, but he had lost quite a
few families from the parish and school because of some financial and community decisions he
made. I felt supported by him though and he mainly left the workings of the school to my
judgement. During the interview with the trustees and school parents, I hesitantly asked,
I noticed there have been four principals in five years here. Is there something I should
know because your principals are not staying? I do not object to problems, but it would
be nice to know ahead of time so I could plan some strategies and help make things
better.
They responded with, “everything is just fine.”
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On the first of July, when I began my tenure, the business manager pulled me aside, “The
school owes the parish $450,000, what are you going to do about it?” My heart sank. I was to
discover that, although the parish previously had many affluent donors and contributors, most of
them had left in the last six years. The parish had sold everything they had of value, even the
rooftop of the school for a cell tower, and there was nothing left. Now it was my problem we
could not afford even basic repairs and maintenance, much less enhancement. Even the faculty
and staff salaries were at stake. When I asked to see the monthly financials, as I had regularly
done at my previous school, there was some uncomfortable stalling, followed by reports that
made no sense. They even hired a forensic accountant to come in, but her report was even more
appalling. When I asked where the designated scholarships and school improvement funds were,
I was told, “Well, we had to make payroll.” It seemed pointless to initiate a conversation about
what “designated funds” meant. It was a mess, and the Archdiocese was not happy with us. Not
at all.
Disrupting the Status Quo
Money was not the only problem we had. I soon became aware of some behavior issues
in the middle-school. At lunch, the sixth graders traumatized the younger students by climbing
on the tables, throwing food, and yelling obscenities. The seventh graders were hiding in the
bathroom and sending text messages, and the eighth graders? Let’s just say they were creative,
independent, anti-authority, and rambunctious. There came a point where teachers and students
had formed an “us against them” mentality and someone needed to step in. One evening after
listening to teachers complain about the eighth graders while demanding I expel many of them, I
spent a restless night, worrying about how to engage the students in fixing the situation
themselves. There was something missing, and I wondered if anyone had asked the kids how
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they felt about the discord. I woke at 3 a.m. with an idea. The following morning, I asked the
middle school religion teacher to let me have his eighth-grade class and homeroom hours to
speak with the 40 students. We gathered in a large classroom. I let all the teachers know ahead
of time about the meeting and how no other adults would be attending this first meeting. The
teachers knew my intent was not to verbalize anything negative about individual teachers and
that I would work to find a peaceful resolution.
I could tell the students were nervous, and one student even said, “Are you going to yell
at us Mrs. Volkenant?” We sat in a circle of chairs and I began.
This is a meeting where you can air your differences in a respectful way. I am not here to
make judgements or decide on consequences. I just want to hear what you have to say.
After our meeting, I am going to think and pray seriously about what you have said.
When we meet again, we are going to be solution-centered on the issues. I am not here to
undermine your teachers.
A few of the things they brought up were completely outlandish, typical middle-school ideas,
however mostly they were respectful talking about their need to be seen and heard. They said,
“notice me, be in tune to who I am, let me be myself, let me show you what I am good at.” They
also brought up the idea of creating, writing, directing, and acting in their own musical
production and I thought this was great, with some parameters. Leaving the meeting, the
students were positively giddy, so happy that someone had finally listened. That evening I
received voicemails from about half the parents who were genuinely encouraged by my response
to their children. “Keep going,” they said. The middle school teachers came to my office after
school and asked me why I was “babying” the students. They felt threatened by my easy
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conversation with the eighth graders. I went home frustrated thinking, “well someone had to do
something!”
The teachers continued to press me to punish students, even after I gave them rationale
for trying something new; showing students respect and kindness. One morning, I received a
message over the intercom from a middle school teacher, requesting that I immediately come to
her classroom. As I ran up the stairs, I could hear the commotion of yelling and furniture
breaking. I poked my head in the door and saw a sixth-grade boy holding a chair over his head,
ready to throw it at the teacher. The teacher was yelling at him, “YOU NEED TO CALM
DOWN.” I knew the young man had been struggling with academics and behavior since he
transferred in earlier that school year; he had already been sent to my office on several occasions.
I had already chastised the lunchroom coordinator for loudly announcing his lack of lunch
money in front of the whole middle school and making him eat plain bread for his lunch.
However, in my office he was affable, charming, and very polite, so I knew he had the social
skills he needed, just not at that moment.
As the teacher scurried out the door, the student curled up on the floor in the corner of the
room and began sobbing. I sat on the floor beside him and asked him to breathe while assuring
him he was not in trouble with me. After a while, he calmed enough to sit up and tell me what
had happened; why he was feeling so angry. I did not tell him this, but later wrote in my journal:
Why do teachers believe that screaming at a child, exhibiting the same immature
behavior as he, is going to deescalate the situation? Clearly something is wrong in this
place. Children are mimicking the teachers out of control behavior. What should I do as
a school leader and a Catholic, to give everyone, students and teachers alike, the tools to
fix this?
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Realizing I Need Help
I increasingly turned to Father Jim for support, both for financial clarity and in creating a
positive school culture, but by this time he knew he was leaving the parish to teach at the college
level within a few years and he did not want to cause any disturbance. Avoiding conflict at any
level was his leadership style. He had supported our application to the Healey Foundation and
was willing to follow the model they provided but did not want to be more involved than that.
“Do whatever you want,” he said. He became increasingly distant from the activities of the
school, making me feel the heavy burden of implementing the foundation model, all by myself.
At the same time, the advisory commission, and some outspoken parents, disagreed with
the implementation process, feeling they were losing control of the school. Even after providing
educational opportunities to help stakeholders become knowledgeable and participatory in the
process, holding countless branding and marketing meetings for families and staff, they
continued to whisper in the corners. Unknown to me, they were already planning to sway the
new incoming priest to their viewpoint, mainly by throwing me under the bus. I tried to keep my
composure and do my job.
The End is Near
On Monday, June 20, 2016, I sent the following email to the incoming priest:
Hello Father,
I cannot tell you how excited myself and the school staff are to have you as our new
pastor and such an important member of our school community. I promise not to
bombard you with school things as soon as you walk through the door … however …
I understand you are composing a letter to the parishioners, introducing yourself and
talking about your excitement to be pastor at our parish. I am wondering if you could
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compose something like that for the school families as well. It would be a wonderful
unifying message to everyone here, especially those school families who are not
necessarily parishioners and might only have contact with you at school. I know you
have many things you must focus on right now, but if you could take a few minutes and
write something I can send to all our families, I would greatly appreciate it. I am looking
forward to seeing you this weekend. Thank you so much, we are all looking forward to
your arrival with happy and hopeful anticipation.
Sincerely, Lynn Volkenant
In the introduction to this dissertation, I wrote about the events that occurred after Father
Walter arrived on campus. I was heart-broken and full of self-doubt. I wanted to pull my quilt
over my head and sob forever. I could not believe that my career as a Catholic school principal,
that had started out so well, had come to such a sad ending. I tried to think about what I might
learn from this experience, knowing that pain always teaches me something. Feminist writer and
poet Lorde (2007) reminded me:
When I move through pain without recognizing it, self-consciously, I rob myself of the
power that can come from using that pain, the power to fuel some movement beyond it. I
condemn myself to reliving that pain over and over and over whenever something close
triggers it. And that is suffering, a seemingly inescapable cycle. (Lorde, 2007, p. 172)
I did not want to be stuck in the dark hurting place forever, however it took a long time, not to be
triggered every time I passed a Catholic school or saw children in uniforms playing on the
playground. I cried all day on the first day of school in the autumn. It would be the first time in
more than 60 years, I was not excitedly getting ready for a day in the classroom.
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My final task as principal was to update the school’s accreditation plan and send my
annual progress report. My cover letter to the accrediting association read in part:
The school continues to place itself in transition. With the coming of the new pastor last
summer, many key positions have changed in both parish and school. I was informed in
early February that I would not be returning as principal for the 17-18 school year. Since
that time, the incoming principal has made all decisions for the school, from a distance of
1800 miles. This has caused issues in the management of the school, discipline
procedures, trust in leadership, school finance and the general school culture, which is
perceived as very unstable. Over half the teachers and some families have indicated they
will not return to the school next year. I have great regret about my inability to turn
around the culture of our school and focus on doing what is best for children and their
learning.
None of the adults in the building said goodbye to me on the last day of school. Father Walter
had already told them to just leave me alone. I left the school with the last box of children’s
books from my collection. It was only 5:00 p.m. What was I going to do with the rest of my
life?
Summary of Interviews
I identified many areas of commonality between the participants in my study and myself.
All of us had something to say about the dynamics of priestly power and how it affected our selfesteem, our reputations in the community of Catholic schools, our desire to continue to
contribute to Catholic education, and even in some cases, a loss or disruption of personal
religious faith.
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In addition, all participants indicated their role as Catholic school principal was obscured
by the fact that “he [the priest] operates with impunity” within the parish structure. Each woman
told stories of the priest over-riding their decisions for the school, despite their sterling
reputations and academic accomplishments in the education field. Each commented on the lack
of training the priests had in running an elementary school and how the advisory council’s lack
of understanding frequently undermined the advancement and innovation we were trying to
implement.
The process of collecting and examining my participant’s stories was more difficult than
I thought it would be. In every interview, I was reliving my own horrible experience. It was
disheartening to hear participants perspectives of how they had been so poorly treated. Every
single one of us cried during our conversations. We cried in anger, in frustration, but also in
solidarity. Perhaps, more importantly, we laughed together about some of the ridiculous
moments in our careers. We were joyful about our futures and determined to move forward in a
positive manner. In the next chapter, I connect our stories by analyzing how they identify with
feminist theory and transformative learning theory.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
“Theory is not inherently healing, liberatory or revolutionary. It fulfills this function only
when we ask it to do so and direct our theorizing toward this end” (hooks, 1994, p. 61).
In this chapter, I apply the theories of feminist and transformative learning to my story
and the stories of my participants. I explore and highlight comments and observations made
during the interview process. Overall, participants previously held a variety of leadership
positions and were well known in the Archdiocese for their excellent work in creating a team
with their teachers, valuing professional development for everyone on staff, and maintaining a
school environment that supported students in their learning.
Analysis is the part that autoethnography writers struggle with the most. I found
autoethnography because of my interest in storytelling and making meaning of lived experience.
As Bochner and Ellis (2016) described, “a theoretical frame should be thought of as just another
story though less concrete. You must work inductively, keeping analysis close to the
experience” (p. 189). To theorize, I must think about how my experience might relate to others
outside experiences. Participants in my study demonstrated a passion for Catholic education by
their attention to careful Mass planning, providing opportunities for staff development, keeping
current on best practices in the field of education, building positive relationships with students
and their parents, all while working a minimum of 60 hours per week.
Feminist Theory
All participants in my study were White women. To my knowledge, there have only
been two Black principals in the Archdiocese, one woman, one man. They both worked in the
same, predominantly Black, elementary school and left for public education after a few years. I
am not familiar with their reasons for leaving Catholic education. I note this because being
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White offers me privilege in the workplace. Not as much as men enjoy, however, as Lorde
(1984) suggested: “White women face the pitfall of being seduced into joining the oppressor
under the pretense of sharing power. For white women there is a wider range of pretended
choice and rewards for identifying with patriarchal power and its tools” (p. 118). As this quote
exemplifies, I, as a White woman, must always be aware of female differences of race, class, and
age, color, religion, and sexual identity in addition to my conditions in a gendered workplace and
world.
My participants and I were deeply wounded by the dismissive actions of our priest
supervisors. We were told we were stupid for wanting more education, more training, and
salaries that matched our male counterparts. We only wanted to be treated with respect for our
professional contributions to the school and parish. The participants in my study each asked me
what I hoped to accomplish by researching and writing my dissertation. My answer was always
the same: I hope to affect some positive change in terms of the relationship between priests and
principals, the professionalism of that relationship, allowing lay-women to do their jobs well and
enjoy what they are doing. Doing fruitful work should not have to be disheartening or
demeaning or uncomfortable. hooks (1984) provided a poignant description of how women’s
perspectives are important to understanding knowledge and social interactions:
Feminist ideology should not encourage (as sexism has done) women to believe they are
powerless. It should clarify for women the powers they exercise daily and show them
ways these powers can be used to resist sexist domination and exploitations. Sexism has
never rendered women powerless. It has either suppressed their strength or exploited it.
Recognition of that strength, that power, is a step women can take together towards
liberation. (p. 93)
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As I collected data through the interviews I conducted, I was surprised by how many
women had non-supportive relationships and negative directives from a male supervisor.
Through the writing of this dissertation, I came to realize my participants, and my own sense of
powerlessness, was universal among all women who were stifled by a male boss or supervisor.
What I originally thought was unique to my experience and those of my participants, stretched
far and wide into every woman’s place of employment. Lay-women Catholic educators were not
alone in being oppressed. Destructive relationships between male supervisors and the women
they employ, occupy space in almost every business, school, entertainment venue, and place of
worship.
Early on in the dissertation process, I decided that telling my story and the stories of other
women had the potential to heal my anger and bitterness against my employer, the Church, and
its patriarchal rigidity. I could only hope that on the other side, I would emerge with the
knowledge that my future would be made better by digging-in and making sense of my firing;
the time before it and the time after. I also longed to replace the fear and pain my participants
and I experienced, with hope and resiliency. I feel strongly about the power of women’s rage to
effect positive change in the culture of schools, particularly Catholic schools. That is the rage
which emerges from the smothering and claustrophobic realities we all faced as school leaders.
We each, in our own way, faced the devastation of being torn away from what we fervently
believed was our calling.
My participants and I were all passionately involved in Catholic education, sometimes to
the exclusion of our own self-care and family life. It was time to find a new direction for our
leadership skills. However, hooks (2015) advised us of the need to be fully prepared to act:
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Before we resist male domination, we must break our attachment to sexism; we must
work to transform female consciousness. Working together to expose, examine, and
eliminate sexist socialization within ourselves, women would strengthen and affirm one
another and build a solid foundation for developing political solidarity (p. 48).
However, it was and still is, difficult to develop solidarity with other Catholic school leaders in
our Archdiocese. We were extremely isolated because of the decentralized nature of the schools
in our area. No one seemed to be in charge, and priests were allowed to freely exercise their
authority in all areas of the school.
Speaking candidly with others about gender bias and oppression in Catholic education is
a good beginning, however many more conversations need to occur before women can make
headway in gaining full recognition for their work. In 1999, we had an Archdiocesan
superintendent, a lay-woman, who was supposed to work with us and offer professional
resources and assistance. However, the succession of superintendents never visited our schools
or tried to get to know us as individual leaders. We had to go to their offices downtown, which
prevented them from being in and understanding the cultures of our individual schools.
Eventually, in 2012, the bishop took even that away, firing the superintendent and her colleagues
and hiring a man to answer questions about employment issues or concerns, via phone or email
from his office in the chancery. We were on our own again. “It is crucial that critical thinkers
who want to change our teaching practices talk to one another, collaborate in a discussion that
crosses boundaries and creates a space for intervention” (hooks, 1994, p. 129). There was,
however, no space for us collegially or professionally, and in all of our cases, we had been
sternly admonished not to speak with anyone about our firing. Even as we kept our silence, our
priest supervisors denigrated us in the community, overtly warning other parish priests not to
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hire us for leadership positions. Four of six participants in the study were replaced by male
principals in their former schools and this fact alone made us furious. In her book Good and
Mad, Traister (2018) revealed:
What becomes clear, when we look to the past with an eye to the future is that the
discouragement of women’s anger—via silencing, erasure, and repression—stems from
the correct understanding of those in power that in the fury of women, lies the power to
change the world. (p. xxiv)
None of us necessarily wanted to change the entire world of Catholic education, but understood
that certainly, if we kept our silence, nothing would ever change. As Catholic school leaders, we
were incredibly anxious, because everywhere we turned, there were men making decisions for
us. Decisions that impacted our school culture by creating disagreement among teachers,
decisions about what is best for students and their families, and decisions about how to
responsibly spend the resources of the parish school.
An added dilemma for high-potential, high capacity women called to the ministries of the
Church, is to watch ill-equipped, immature, incompetent, and inexperienced men move
up the leadership ladder in Church, passing by exceptionally qualified, godly women—
simply or only because they are men. (Jones, 2014, p. 42)
Because they are men! My study participants and I were frustrated at every turn by the lack of
proper training and overt incompetence of the men who employed us. Unfortunately, the
disrespect of women comes naturally to the parish priest. He is well prepared by his introductory
circumstances. Priests are trained and formed in a singular environment. Traditionally they
spend eight years in an all-male hierarchically structured environment. According to Powers
(2002), a man becomes a man because he learns the required behavior and defines himself from
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the perspective of the men around him. Priests, thus, have eight years of opportunity to learn
behavior “to fit in with the characteristics that characterize patriarchy” (p. 112), and to exercise
gender identity. Coming from such a strictly male viewpoint, most priests are bound to treat
women at best differently than men, and in some cases more cruelly. According to
Bhattacharyya (2018), actions need to be taken “to redress the conventional balance of power
and privilege” enjoyed by powerful men in every workplace (p. 4). I would add priests in
Catholic institutions to the long list of men whose behavior must be checked.
Priests need to understand their training, their fears, their celibacy, and their identity, in
order to allow shared leadership to take place. Originally priests were the only educated
people or the best educated. This is no longer true, leading to fear and identity crisis in
clergy. Until this is owned by priests and bishops, women will be seen only as threat;
this needs to be out in the open. (Macdonald, 1999, p. 97)
The United States, where I live, is currently in the thick of the #MeToo movement. And
it is not only sexual assault which is invasive and pervasive. Women everywhere are challenged,
and even baited, by the multiple microaggressions directed at them daily. Every time a woman is
patted on the head, treated as though their ideas are unimportant, refused admission to meetings
and gatherings where change is on the horizon, or silenced in the midst of discussion, she is
made less than. Noted theorist bell hooks (2017) stated in a recent interview, “patriarchy has not
been deeply challenged enough and changed” (p. 2). hooks believed we should not be shocked
that the 2016 election, and the defeat of Hillary Clinton in the presidential race, brought
“patriarchy a publicly sanctioned voice and silenced the feminist voice” (p. 2). Since that
election, and on the eve of another contentious presidential race with no women candidates,
women in the U.S. are speaking openly about their traumatic experiences with men, in and out of
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the workplace, and how those experiences intersect within the negative spaces of racism,
classism, ageism, and sexism.
As women, we still have a long fight ahead of us, and it is easy to succumb to the
weariness of the seemingly endless battle. Lorde had this to say in 2007, and it still applies today
in 2020:
It is easier once again for white women to believe the dangerous fantasy that if you are
good enough, pretty enough, sweet enough, quiet enough, teach the children to behave,
hate the right people, and marry the right men, then you will be allowed to coexist with
patriarchy in relative peace, at least until a man needs your job or the neighborhood rapist
happens along. Unless one lives and loves in the trenches it is difficult to remember that
the war against dehumanization is ceaseless. (p. 119)
We believe the fantasy even when the trench is the Catholic church, a place that not only
employs us, but is also supposed to nurture and feed us spiritually. We are trudging in the right
direction, but the Church makes it especially difficult. In Chapter Two, I wrote about how
Canon Law deeply affects women in leadership positions by excluding them from the most basic
and necessary functions of the Church. It seems we have only two choices; to shut down
completely and maintain an ineffective system or fight back and face termination and disregard.
As experienced and professional women educators, we are barred from inclusion in many ways.
According to Fiorenza (1994):
Women are excluded from full participation in the sacramental system, from ecclesial
centers of significant decision making, from law-making and symbol making and from
official public leadership roles, whether in governance or liturgical assembly. They are
called to honor a male savior, sent by a male God, whose legitimate representative can
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only be male, all of which places their persons precisely as female in a peripheral
role…In a word, women occupy a marginal place in the official life of the Church; that is
necessarily there but of restricted value. (Fiorenza, 1994, para 3)
How then, are lay-women to fully function as leaders in their schools? In our interviews, all six
of us described the intense desire to hide from the wrath of our priests and our subjection to their
arbitrary use of power. We wanted to scurry into a dark room and close the door quietly—but
firmly. We are conditioned to believe that we are never enough, unworthy, and certainly not
powerful. We are afraid of our own angry thoughts which the Church has told us are unseemly
for women of God. Better we should keep our bitter tears a secret.
Participants in my study who were married, talked about how much a burden their anger
and unhappiness were to their spouses and partners. Beverly recalled her husband telling her to
“just quit right now.” Unmarried principals primarily bore their pain alone or vented to other
colleagues. I personally spent hours weeping and screaming in outrage to my husband. He
almost came unhinged with my daily barrage of “you won’t believe what that priest said to me
today, he called me stupid, he called me incapable, he demeaned me in front of the parish
council!” I would make it through the school day but as soon as I got in our elevator I would
begin weeping in frustration. At several points during my last few months at the school, my
husband pleaded with me, “Lynn, just leave there now, please.” My angry reply was,
Oh God no, I am not going to let them see me like this. They can be whirling around all
they like, but they are not entitled to see what is going on inside me. They never asked
how I felt before. Why should I tell them now?
“Suffering on the other hand is the nightmare reliving of unscrutinized and unmetabolized pain”
(Lorde, 2007, p. 171). While I loathed the nightmare, I was not yet ready to let go.
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Eventually, for all six of us, the hurt lessened, but the anger remained. A silver lining
that all my participants spoke about was how their anger actually fueled them to keep going and
not allow their negative experience to be the defining moment in their careers. I was especially
impressed with Meredith and her willingness to persevere in Catholic education, at least for a
while. Meredith has now resigned herself to her reality and said:
Priests should not have that kind of power, but they do. And not only because the Church
says so, but because this is hurting people and it is ruining people’s lives. The people
who are doing it are just blithely going ahead with their life and not … seemingly not
concerned at all with those of us who get left in the dust.
Tina went on to find a rewarding position where she could make a difference with children in her
new school setting. Laurie is happily working as a librarian and Connie tutors students in her
home. Beverly believes moving to public education was an excellent decision. I am preparing to
teach college level courses in higher education. None of us wishes to be buried under regret.
Feminist bell hooks (2015) cautioned us against becoming victims:
Women who are exploited and oppressed daily cannot afford to relinquish the belief that
they exercise some measure of control, however relative, over their lives. They cannot
afford to see themselves solely as victims because their survival depends on continued
exercise of whatever personal powers they possess. It would be psychologically
demoralizing for these women to bond with other women on the basis of shared
victimization. They bond with other women on the basis of shared strengths and
resources. (hooks, 2015, p. 46)
In other words, recording and writing about our experience is only the beginning, and it is
important to note that not a single woman in my study used the word “victim,” but were all
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focused solely on their futures in the field of education. It was inspiring. I wondered whether
our shared Catholic faith, regardless of how difficult our experiences within it, was contributing
to our resilience, our fortitude, and our grace.
Transformative Learning Theory
“Change means growth, and growth can be painful. But we sharpen self-definition by
exposing the self in work and struggle together with those whom we define as different
from ourselves although sharing the same goals” (Lorde, 2007, p. 123).
During the three years since I was fired, I continually asked myself if I was learning
anything new about me, whether I could turn such a negative experience into positive personal
power, and how it felt to write about such an emotional time in my life. In this section, I talk
about how I worked through the steps Mezirow (1991) suggested for a transformative learning
experience.
But have I been transformed? I was fired during my second semester of the doctoral
program, and I had just begun working on some ideas for my dissertation. I was grateful to have
my studies to focus on while I was experiencing what Mezirow (2000) described as a
“disorienting dilemma” (Location 35). I knew from past experiences that if I reflected and wrote
about my dilemma, a path forward would show itself, and advise me how to respond to the
situation and what to do next. Writing about difficult situations had always worked for me
before; facing health crisis in my family, relocation, the turmoil of raising five children,
alcoholism and drug abuse in family members and friends, lack of financial resources, adoption,
and academic challenges. In other words, the normal life of a 60-ish woman. I discovered I
could still be a learner without knowing the exact nature of tomorrow. “Learning may be
defined as the process of making a new or revised interpretation of the meaning of an experience,
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which guides subsequent understanding, appreciation, and action” (Mezirow, 1997, location
160). I threw myself wholeheartedly into my studies thinking: I am not the only one to suffer a
loss like this, other people have survived much worse, I have experience in facing dilemmas, and
I have the skill to come out the other side; if not victorious, then at least steady and strong.
In Chapter Three, I discussed the idea of transformative learning according to Mezirow
(1991) who described a process that adult learners must experience before they have a
transformation of perspective; or “structural reorganization in the way that a person looks at
himself and his relationships” (p. 162). During all my interviews, participants and I were quite
willing to talk about how our experiences changed us for the better, invited new practice, and at
the very least, provided catharsis. I had already experienced step one, a disorienting dilemma,
and was ready to move beyond it. “Self-transformation is a process by which we rethink our past
and gain an understanding of the formation of our self” (Cranton, 1994, p. 36). In this section, I
primarily include my personal journey through the transformative process. Although I cannot
speak about the internal personal transformation of my participants, or climb inside their hearts
and minds, I include some indicators of transformative learning I witnessed during my interviews
with them.
Undergoing Self-Examination
“Individual transformative learning depends on a person calling into question her or his
assumptions, beliefs, and values” (Cranton, 1994, p. 42).
In the beginning of my dilemma, I was riddled with self-doubt. I kept telling myself I
was bad at my job, too stupid, too unworthy to be a principal. I would never find another job and
I was an embarrassment to my family. The pain would never go away. I could not sleep or eat
and barely made it through my days. I felt the darkness enveloping me would never recede. I
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was afraid about feeling so inadequate and I knew I needed to try something different. I started
by spewing my emotions in my journal and began to see patterns in both the firing and my
responses to it. I continued with my education, even though I was not sure I could ever finish it.
Gradually, I believed that I couldn’t possibly be alone in this situation and began incorporating
ideas from other women and men in the doctoral program and in the Archdiocesan schools. All
the participants in the study talked about the helplessness and anger they felt when they were
fired. Even our Catholic faith was challenged by the bullish behavior of the parish priests and
the futility of trying to build strong schools in toxic environments. Some of us “hid” for a while,
avoiding the school, the church, even the neighborhoods where our former students lived. Both
Meredith and I spoke about feeling humiliated and how we were afraid to even go grocery
shopping, a place where we might run into someone from the school. Laurie spoke at length
about the degradation she experienced when she was demoted and had to accept it only because
she needed the health care coverage.
Conducting a Critical Assessment of Internalized Assumptions and Feeling a Sense of
Alienation from Tradition
Mezirow (1990) suggests I must examine my assumptions, coming to understand that
what I previously experienced may not be the way relationships and support look in other
contexts. Here, I finally realized that my initial experience of joy and productivity at St. Mathias
was not the norm. While my leadership there had been accepted and honored, now I was in a
bigger pond with different iterations of Catholic beliefs and practices, and people who were
unkind to, and dismissive of women. I suddenly, and uncomfortably, understood no one would
care about me the way Father Stan had, nor would I have the option of trying collaboration and
innovation to create a better school for students and their families. The status quo was firmly in
place and it had created a much narrower vision of Catholic education. I was also, for the first
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time since becoming Catholic, questioning my faith and the structure of the Church. I began to
notice all the negative aspects of Catholicism; priest abuse of children and adults, keeping secrets
from the faithful, moving priests from one position to another, the brokerage of power in the
parish structure, and the unconscionable subordination of women. I was not at all sure I could
remain a practicing Catholic in this environment. In our interview, Laurie told me it took her a
long time to go back to Sunday Mass in her parish. She even sought out a church in a different
diocese, where no one was familiar with her situation. Beverly left Catholicism completely and
is now worshipping in a different religion. I have tried other parishes but still have not gone
back to my regular weekly Mass attendance, limiting myself to special holidays, weddings, and
funerals. Connie still attends Mass regularly but will have nothing to do with the school in her
parish, causing the parish to lose out on the valuable and critical skills she possesses.
Relating Discontent to the Similar Experiences of Others
“Transformative learning related to social justice involves calling into question social
norms, social values, and issues related to oppression, abuse, brutality, violence, and war”
(Cranton, 1994, p. 42).
Although the priest severely restricted my ability to communicate with others, I did have
some discreet conversations with other women principals who had been fired from their
leadership roles. I also relied on my parents, spouse, adult children, and close friends to allow
me to talk and express my deep disappointment in the priest, school, and Archdiocesan structure
I felt had betrayed me. In my doctoral program I was learning more about power, freedom, and
change. It seemed that everything I was reading for classes had some application to my
situation. I added books by Didion, hooks, Lorde, and Foucault to my bedside table. I saw gross
injustice everywhere I looked; in K-12 classrooms, public transportation, the grocery store, at
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church—everywhere. I was unable, at this point, to focus my thoughts, intentions, and actions
on any one injustice. In spite of all this, I was overwhelmed by the strength of women rising.
The interviews I did for the purposes of this study opened my eyes to the pervasiveness
of the issues that led to my downfall in Catholic education leadership. This was much bigger
than I originally thought. While the interview process provided each of us catharsis, we would
have to move beyond our pain and speak out publicly. I urgently needed to tell the stories of
women who had suffered, and my participants also expressed their own sense of urgency in
expressing, addressing, and working toward change in the procedures and structures of Catholic
education. It was time to speak up. I was not yet exactly sure how to proceed, but I knew that
this study might be a good beginning. Lorde (2007) encouraged me to go beyond the betrayal
when she said, “Pain is an event, an experience that must be recognized, named and then used in
some way in order for the experience to change, to be transformed into something else, strength
or knowledge or action” (p. 171). I had recognized and named my pain, now it was time for
action. I was sick and tired of just talking about my situation.
Exploring Options for New Ways of Acting and Planning a Course of Action
Transformation occurs dramatically for the individual who is courageous enough to
reveal himself or herself to the world and readily embarks on a fantastic journey through
autoethnography. It also occurs for those who participate in the process of introspection,
reflexivity, and contemplation with the autoethnographer. Autoethnography is a transformative
research method because it changes time, requires vulnerability, fosters empathy, embodies
creativity and innovation, eliminates boundaries, honors subjectivity, and provides therapeutic
benefits (Custer, 2014, p. 11).
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I began reading autoethnographical accounts of leadership and fell in love with the
method. Using words in both scholarly and lyrical forms appeals to my sense of aesthetics. I
know that writing has been a solace to me in the past, especially when I engage in multiple
artistic ideas in creating a series of words that dance, and sing, and are pleasing to the senses. I
read about crafting autoethnography and ended up having to explain the method to everyone,
colleagues, professors, and if I am honest, myself. Every time I went through my explanation, I
learned more, and I began to craft a trial methodology section for my proposal. The more I read,
talked, and wrote about autoethnography, the more excited and hopeful I became. Should I try
it? Was it possible to put my narrative next to other principal’s stories, and create something
new? Would focused listening to the voices of my participants grant me freedom from my
negative experience? Would this lead to a new career in higher education? I had to try.
Building Competence in New Roles and Acquiring the Knowledge and Skills for
Implementing a New Course of Action
As I scribbled and sighed, I engaged in discourse about my past experiences in the
graduate courses I was taking. I explored my history as an educator and connected what I
already knew about teaching to my learning about developing college students and adult learners.
I reflected on my own college undergraduate experiences, that occurred some 40 years ago and
listened to the stories of more recent college graduates. With their help, I held up all the things
that have changed in colleges and universities and discovered many were positive and
appropriate for the world we live in today. I read about using critical frameworks to develop
new theories about how and why people learn. I was interested in using what Abes, Jones, and
Stewart (2019) described as “using theory as liberatory practice” (p. 13).
As educators in higher education interested in promoting the success of all students, we
must both scrutinize the theories available to us and use theories to open up possibilities
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to understand complexity rather than reduce it. What has been enduring, when taking a
longer view on the evolution of student development, is a commitment to understanding
the whole student, recognizing that approaches to understanding what constitutes
wholeness have been different over the years. (Abes et al., 2019, pp. 13-14)
I understand student wholeness as teachers tending to the physical, emotional, spiritual, and
social needs and growth of each child.
Suddenly, I have moved from self-liberation through writing and discourse, and
participant liberation through telling women’s stories, to thinking about what liberation looks
like in classroom practice. I am awed by the ways in which my study participants moved on
without allowing their pain to hobble them. Tina is in her third successful year working with
Black students and creating a positive culture in her Catholic school. Laurie has found happiness
in her new job as public library technician. Students are enriched by their private tutoring with
Connie. Beverly’s leadership is highly acknowledged in the public-school sector. Although
Meredith tried to get back into Catholic education for a few years, she has retired and works parttime in retail. I am moving to higher education teaching and looking forward to my new career.
Trying Out New Roles and Assessing Them
“Those among us who strive to develop theories to explain others’ learning are also
human beings looking at ourselves and the world through a lens of our meaning
perspectives” (Cranton, 1994, p. 41).
While taking an adult learning course, my instructor gave me the opportunity to
experience teaching a college-level course. I designed a syllabus for a differentiated instruction
class for preservice elementary educators and was able to give a lesson from it to my classmates.
The syllabus included a course rationale, course description, learning outcomes, IDEA learning
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goals, expectations of students and what they could expect from me as their instructor.
“Educators must assume responsibility for setting objectives that explicitly include autonomous
thinking and recognize that this requires experiences designed to foster critical reflectivity and
experience in discourse” (Mezirow, 1997, p. 10). The syllabus also included grading criteria,
required course materials, and an outline of assignments. I had only done K-12 lessons prior, so
this was excellent practice for me. I found I enjoyed teaching adult students and look forward to
developing these skills further. I also created a new curriculum vitae and an updated teaching
philosophy which focused on the future. Here is an excerpt from that philosophy statement:
After more than 40 years in PK-12 education, I am changing my focus. As I move
toward teaching undergraduate, preservice teachers in a college or university setting, I am
excited for the possibilities. As a colleague and school leader, I have, too often, observed
many teachers give up with despair within their first five years of teaching. Teaching is a
difficult profession … not just working with students but parents and colleagues,
principals, and district leaders. Flexibility is key in managing these important
relationships. While the beliefs and values I carry with me have grown over the years,
the foundation has not changed. The guiding question has always been: how can I make
a difference in the lives of students? No matter the age of my students, building caring
and supportive relationships with them is of primary importance.
Cranton, (2014) suggested that “educators doubt, question, and revise their roles
continually” (p. 78). I believe the ongoing process of self-reflection is imperative for educators
to adopt if we are at all conscious of our students learning styles and preferred intelligences.
Educators are able to engage with students as whole people, only if we are working toward
wholeness ourselves.
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Reintegrating into Society with the New Perspective
“Transformation includes not only structural change in the individuals way of seeing
himself or herself and the world, but also structural change in the social world that
provides the context for the individual’s life” (Cranton, 1994, p. 35).
It seems obvious to me now, as I end my dissertation process, that my path forward has
been here all along. Moving from a place of anger and pain, to a future filled with possibility,
has not been easy. I imagine I will struggle and fall again in my life. I can only hope I do not hit
the ground as hard next time. Palmer (2018) affirmed my life in progress by telling me:
Offer yourself to the world—your energies, your gifts, your visions, your spirit—with
openhearted generosity. But understand when you live this way, you will soon learn how
little you know and how easy it is to fail. To grow in love and service, you must value
ignorance as much as knowledge and failure as much as success. (p. 45)
I am a life-long learner who continues to be surprised and delighted every day I choose the
opportunity to grow. I am a teacher, I have always been a teacher and I will continue to be a
teacher, only with different student faces around me in our circle of learning.
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the previous chapter, I discussed and analyzed my narrative and those of my study
participants through the lens of feminist and transformative learning theory. This chapter
focuses on constituents who may benefit from changes implicated by the study, concentration on
new ways of doing things to live our Catholic mission in schools, and recommendations for the
future of priests and principals working together in Catholic schools.
Constituents
The constituents, or groups and individuals who may benefit from this study are women
Catholic school principals, parish priests, school boards, parish communities, and organizations
which support the work of Catholic education. The study’s relevance to constituents is to gain
awareness of effective models of leadership in both preparation for, and practice of, leadership in
Catholic elementary schools. The study may help me and other women leaders to identify and
work to begin to conquer gender bias in our schools.
My study’s main purpose was to call attention to the voices of previously unheard laywomen leaders in Catholic schools, to assist them in making meaning of their experiences, to
ensure quality and thoroughness in priest and principal preparation programs, and to lay the
groundwork for building of positive and productive relationships between the parish priest and
the Catholic school lay-woman principal. The study may also help the readers understand the
complexities of Catholic education and lay-women leaders and inspire, build empathy for, and
understanding of priests and principals and their important roles in Catholic education.
Discussion
This study examined the unique and sometimes contentious relationship between parish
priest and lay-woman Catholic school principal. I used autoethnography as a means to tell my
own story and the stories of other lay-women principals. Through a sustained focus on a very
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complex and emotional topic, I was able to reflect on and assess my personal and professional
life as an educator and life-long learner. I also depended on the honesty and integrity of other
lay-women to help keep the narrative moving toward our agreed upon goal of transformation of
self. I am hopeful the study will help me and other women leaders in Catholic education to
identify and eradicate the overt gender bias in Catholic schools.
Where did our mission go?
As my parish school prepared for the arrival of the new priest in 2016, I received a letter
from Archdiocese X. In part, it stated:
We are working to secure the future viability of our Catholic schools as strong, successful
centers of religious and academic excellence. Success must begin with outstanding
leadership and a strong pastor/principal partnership that believes in the power of Catholic
schools and their ability to enrich the Church and impact the community. We have also
learned that school sustainability depends on implementing a better business model while
ensuring greater school engagement of the laity. (Volkenant, personal archives letter)
Now, almost four years later, I wonder what happened to the ideals expressed in this letter. I
know they are being lived out in only a few of the Catholic schools in Archdiocese X, where
pastor and principal join forces as equal partners in school management, school long-term
viability, and the common good of students and their families.
Power Imbalance: Where do we Begin?
Of necessity, continued efforts toward balancing the patriarchy of the Church with
evolving strategies for equalizing male and female roles must be employed. “Respecting
diversity does not mean uniformity or sameness” (hooks, 2015, p. 59). This does not require a
complete makeover of Catholic theology, only that priest and principal begin in earnest to
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recognize and appreciate one another in Catholic schools and uphold each other’s work with
respect. At our core, we are the same, both of us teachers and leaders, priests and principals,
men and women, working together to promote education as the practice of freedom in a caring
and supportive environment. Among other things, principals are deeply committed to
progressive pedagogical practice that educates and sustains the whole child. Priests and
principals are dedicated to the spiritual and religious life of children in their schools. There is no
space that benefits from “the exercise of power and authority within a mini-kingdom” (hooks,
1994, p. 17). We must also remember that we are, whether we like it or not, setting example and
creating working and living models for our students. They are watching us carefully and
learning how to be. Being a school leader, regardless of gender, carries an imperative to promote
and maintain respect, both in the school and outside its walls.
Support from the Catholic Community
In my interviews and my own experience, Catholic principals spoke openly about the
lack of support from their priests and school boards or advisory commissions. In Chapter One, I
explored a current option, The Healey Foundation, for school board models used in Catholic
schools. Until very recently, most boards in the schools of Archdiocese X, were advisory only in
nature and made up completely of school parents already investing heavily in their student’s
education. This was confusing for both the board and the principal. The status of the board
created tension in decision making. Although advisory commissions were not formed to “tell the
principal what to do,” many took it upon themselves to create opposition to most of the
principal’s ideas for innovation and to privately visit the priest to complain. However, I am
encouraged by the new board models of recent years. When “boards of specified jurisdiction”
are implemented, a more diverse group comes to the table to make decisions with the principal
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and to help manage marketing, recruitment, and fundraising efforts. Since this board is not made
up solely of school parents, there are opportunities for experts in the business areas of Catholic
school management, to contribute to the common good of the school. Another feature of the new
Catholic foundations growing across the country is their ability to create business where needed,
while remaining true to the Catholic values, traditions, and celebrations that have served Catholic
education well.
In addition, many U.S. diocese are forming centers of excellence for their Catholic
schools, to support and guide the professional development, continued improvement, and
sustainability needs. While principals are on-board for these critical improvements, some parish
priests, afraid of losing power and authority, are not engaging in this development. Such was the
case at my school where I worked for two years to be awarded a large grant from a nation-wide
Catholic educational funding source, only to have the new priest “fire” the foundation which
created the grant for us. Had the priest and I been able to work together toward this goal,
without fear of losing power and control, our school would have had the potential to double in
size. This is no small feat in today’s crisis of Catholic schools closing their doors forever, due to
decreasing enrollment. I will forever regret this loss of opportunity.
Recommendations for Further Research
On the surface, it may seem as though nothing has changed in Catholic education for
hundreds of years. My research shows this is not true. There are many of us, principals and
priests who daily face the challenge, and the delight, of growing better in our practices. Right
now, we need to spend more time talking to each other, while illuminating and drawing forth the
best in each of us. This is not just for our own individual good as school leaders, but also to keep
all Catholic schools vibrant in a time when enrollment continues to drop.
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Given the disparity between the training and development of professional principals and
parish priests for managing elementary schools, more investigation and research is needed in
priest preparatory programs. As evidenced in my literature review, most priests receive only
cursory coverage of school administration in their training, so there is a great deal of room to
improve their knowledge on this critical ministry of the parish. Boyle and Dosen, (2017) in their
article about seminary curricula, contended that no current research exists to “systematically
analyze the programs of Catholic seminaries to identify specific course work that would prepare
future priests” (p. 110). The goal should be a seminary curriculum directed toward full
preparation of priests, including knowledge of good practice in the management of a parish
school.
It would also behoove principals and priests to engage in meaningful conversation and
planning sessions to enhance the sustainability of their schools. Perhaps intentional small group
discussion and study, including members of each group, could further the relationships and lead
to more career fulfillment and mutual trust and respect. Both sides must learn to communicate in
fruitful ways, in order to ensure an excellent place of learning for our students and their families.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I end with a quote from Parker Palmer (2018) who has inspired and
goaded, mystified, and delighted me for many years. Palmer always manages to speak the truth,
so much better than I:
For me, writing is not about gathering facts, wrapping them in lucid thoughts, then
getting them down on the page. It begins with dropping deep into my not-knowing and
dwelling in the dark long enough that my eyes adjust and start to see what is down there.
I want to make my own discoveries, think my own thoughts, and feel my own feelings
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before I learn what the experts say about the subject. Write about what you want to know
because it intrigues and puzzles you. (p. 91)
Through the use of autoethnography, I wrote what I wanted to know about priests and principals
and found my participants voices, and my own. Our individual voices are loud and clear, and
together, make a strong and visionary statement for future, more collaborative, approaches to
leading Catholic schools.
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Appendix A
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB)
The Seven Principles of Catholic Social Teaching
LIFE AND DIGNITY OF THE HUMAN PERSON
The Catholic Church proclaims that human life is sacred and that the
dignity of the human person is the foundation of a moral vision for
society. This belief is the foundation of all the principles of our
social teaching. In our society, human life is under direct attack
from abortion and euthanasia. The value of human life is being
threatened by cloning, embryonic stem cell research, and the use of
the death penalty.
Catholic teaching also calls on us to work to avoid war. Nations must
protect the right to life by finding increasingly effective ways to
prevent conflicts and resolve them by peaceful means. We believe
that every person is precious, that people are more important than
things, and that the measure of every institution is whether it
threatens or enhances the life and dignity of the human person.
CALL TO FAMILY, COMMUNITY, AND PARTICIPATION
The person is not only sacred but also social. How we organize our
society in economics and politics, in law and policy, directly affects
human dignity and the capacity of individuals to grow in
community. Marriage and the family are the central social
institutions that must be supported and strengthened, not
undermined.
We believe people have a right and a duty to participate in society,
seeking together the common good and well-being of all, especially
the poor and vulnerable.
RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The Catholic tradition teaches that human dignity can be protected and a
healthy community can be achieved only if human rights are
protected and responsibilities are met. Therefore, every person has a
fundamental right to life and a right to those things required for
human decency.
Corresponding to these rights are duties and responsibilities–to one
another, to our families, and to the larger society.
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OPTION FOR THE POOR AND VULNERABLE
A basic moral test is how our most vulnerable members are faring. In a
society marred by deepening divisions between rich and poor, our
tradition recalls the story of the Last Judgment (Mt 25:31-46) and
instructs us to put the needs of the poor and vulnerable first.
THE DIGNITY OF WORK AND THE RIGHTS OF WORKERS
The economy must serve people, not the other way around. Work is more
than a way to make a living; it is a form of continuing participation
in God’s creation. If the dignity of work is to be protected, then the
basic rights of workers must be respected–the right to productive
work, to decent and fair wages, to the organization and joining of
unions, to private property, and to economic initiative.
SOLIDARITY
We are one human family whatever our national, racial, ethnic, economic,
and ideological differences. We are our brothers’ and sisters’
keepers, wherever they may be. Loving our neighbor has global
dimensions in a shrinking world.
At the core of the virtue of solidarity is the pursuit of justice and peace.
Pope Paul VI taught that “if you want peace, work for justice.” The
Gospel calls us to be peacemakers. Our love for all our sisters and
brothers demands that we promote peace in a world surrounded by
violence and conflict.
CARE FOR GOD’S CREATION
We show our respect for the Creator by our stewardship of creation. Care
for the earth is not just an Earth Day slogan, it is a requirement of
our faith. We are called to protect people and the planet, living our
faith in relationship with all of God’s creation. This environmental
challenge has fundamental moral and ethical dimensions that cannot
be ignored.
Source: U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops
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Brock and
Fraser
(2001)

Relationship
between
priests and
principals

Brown
(2010)

Imagination
and Canon
Law

Buddin

Charter and
private vs.
public

(2012)

Creating a
team

Two dioceses 36
randomly selected
49 principals 24
pastors

Catholic
Charities
website
(2018)

Principles of
Catholic
Social
Teaching

What do
leaders focus
on in schools

Teaching
religion?

ChisholmBurns, et al

Women,
leadership,
glass-ceiling

Leadership in
pharmacy,
healthcare
and higher
education

See Table 1,
p.317 Barriers
and Strategies

Work/life balance

Collard

Principal wellbeing

(2003)
Collins
(2005)

Feminism and
the Vatican

Break down of
relationships
during
transition and
priests not well
prepared

2, 3

1

impact

Code of
Canon Law

Ignorance,
injustice,
feminism

Interviews
and
narrative,
communicat
ion,
support,
trust, pastor
not
involved,
adjustments
during
transitions
of either

Can documents
be interpreted
creatively??

Canon Law
Society
(1983)

Code (2014)

10, 11

Use stats from
this

1

Use for stats

1

12

Gender
bias,
stereotyping
; salary gap
and
depression

Increased
diversity
needed to
combat
homogeneity

6

5, 6

How things have
changed over
time
Theology
behind
women in the
Church

6

5, 6
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Congregatio
n documents

Religious
dimension in
CS

(1998)
Convey
(2013)

Bishops,
Priests and
Catholic
Schools

Corr (2016)

Church
leaders fail
women

Cranton

Transformativ
e Learning

Use for theory

9

Qualitative
research

Research

11

(1994)
Creswell
and Poth

National
survey

1

Questionnaire

10% of US
priests and
bishops

design
1990 moral
panic
regarding
abuse by
males

Bad press, low

Social

Principals in

status of teachers,

construction

this article male

Principal
applicants in
Catholic
schools

Sisters,
brothers and
priests in
leadership

Vatican II, why
aren’t principals
applying

Autoethnogra
phy

Assemblage

Dills and
Hernandez
(2010)

Publicity and
Catholic
schools

Demographic
s and
negative
publicity

Donovan
(2012)

Feminist
theory

D’Arbon
(2006)

Denshire
and Lee

Principal,
male role
models

2

6

(2018)
Cushman
(2008)

Worth, Quality
Access,
Government

women’s work

3

and female
Diocesan
chart of
vacancies
and
applicant’s
ratio

Unwilling,
unsure and
willing

3

Check on
education
research journal
Use/ describe in
methods

10

Need for
positive and
minority
enrollment

3,4,2

(2013)
Measurements
economics priest
abuse, summary
statistics

5

book
Duemer,
Juarez, Sand
(2001)

Clergy
involvement
in Public
schools

Place of
religion in
public
schools

2, 3
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Durow and
Brock
(2004)
Ewert
(2013)
Feldman
(2003)
Fiero and
Hankins

Principal
retention and
attrition in CS

Lit review facts

Enrollment
decline in CS

History of and

13

and figures
13

stats

Quality in
self-study

Validity of
autoethnogra
phy

opinion

Two Texas
principal

(2007)

10

Relationship

Not a study

2

between pastor
and priest

Frabutt and
Nuzzi
(2008)
Fraser,
Brock
(2006)

Review of
Catholic
education
research
CS principal
job
satisfaction
recruit and
retain

All

Demands of
job less
appealing

Principal shortage

WHY?

Qualitative
paradigm,
narrative surveys,
47 random
principals

See for
drawbacks,
long list
Foote
(2015)

Transformatio
nal learning

Frabutt,
Nuzzi, Hunt
and Solic
(2008)

10-year retro
on catholic
educ.
Research

1, 2, 4, 6

Written
narrative/
phone
interviews

Reflective
Review of
scholarship
1997-2007

Data base and
fields

254 people42.1% female,
57.9% male

Author,
gender,
affiliation,
occupation,
religious or
nonreligious

18%religious

Geelan
(2000)
Geruson, et
al ,
Healey(201

Pastor and
school boards
CS boards and
governance

Themes of,
encourage
retention,
drawbacks of
role, changing
schools’
factors, ideal
principal
position

3, 7

9
Authorship,
article type,
focus/scope,
methodology,
book reviews

All

Of, 117, Only
11 were on
leadership at
3.5 percent

Witness

10 essential
must haves

Long-term
sustainability,

Change
agents,

See p.
197
conclu

7
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3)

boards**

mission,

sion

select
members
based on
needs
Engage
pastor,
Doers and
donor’s
recruitment,
Structure,
Clarify
roles, datadriven
decisions,
Gervais
(2012)

Negotiation of
feminism and
Catholicism

5, 12, 13

Glickstein

Ministerial
exception

Apply to
functions not
persons?

1

Grocholews
ki (2008)

Canon law
code

See for code
of canon law
in CS

1

Hanson

Neglected
Ministry of
lay principals

(2016)

(2001)

In Church
documents

2

Harding and
Norberg
(2005)

Feminist
approach to
social science
methodology

Dominant
groups can’t
identify
oppression

Social science
produce
knowledge and
power

No cites

Hernandez
and
Marshall
(2009)

Aspiring
admin, equity,
diversity and
social justice

Identity
development,
intercultural
sensitivity

Critical reflection

10
reflections
of 110pages

Hertling

Retaining
principals

(2001)
Heyer

Feminist
appraisal of

15 aspiring
principals
analyzed using
constant
comparison
method
Public and private

5

Patterns in
thinking see p.
308

3

2

5
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(2007)

Catholic
social thought

Hoggan,
et.al

Trans/theory

Holter and
Frabutt
(2012)

Mission
driven datainformed
leadership

hooks
(2015)

Feminist
theory

Perspective
transformatio
n/ Mezirow,

Praxis, edgeemotions,

Process of
becoming
critically aware
of ourselves
p.49

9

Using stats in
research
writing and
leading

11

5

book
hooks
(1994)

Teaching to
Transgress

Education as
freedom

Use for theory
argument

5

Improve
viability

See lit
review

book
Huchting, et
al 2017

CS and
collaboration

Distributed
leadership

Interviews, site
visits, faculty
meetings

3 schools
Case study
protocols, 3
codes

Marketing,
financial
integrity
Catholic
identity

Hughes and
Pennington

Autoethnogra
phy

A great
“how to”

10, 11

(2017)
Ippolito et.
Al ((2008)

Priest duties

Jacobs

U.S Catholic
schools

(1998)

2

Demography,
enrollment,
changing
face of US
Cath

No. of schools

Stats on lay
and
religious
leaders

History

13

Maintain
affordable

Stewardship
model, hybrid
model interparochial,
diocesan

7, 4

James
(2007)

Funding and
governance of
CS in US

Jenkins
(2014)

Feminism and
academia

5

Jones

Empowering

6

Economic issues,
lack of leadership
by bishops and
priests,
governance,
finance, tuition
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(2014)
book

women for
leadership in
the Church

Lerner
(1986)

Creation of
patriarchy

2, 3, 5

Sister,
Outsider

5

Mathews
(2017)

Gender roles
and God

4, 5, 6

Malkki
2012

Disorienting
dilemmas

Manning

Women in
divided
Church

book
Lorde
(1994,2007)
book

(1997)
Meyer
(2007)
Mezirow
(1997)
Mezirow

How they
trigger
reflection

!

!

!

9

5

Can Catholic
schools be
saved?

Opinion
piece with
some facts

Transformativ
e learning

1,2,3,6

Theory section

9

Transformativ
e dimensions

Theory

9

Mezirow et
al. (1990)

Fostering
Critical
reflection

Theory and
Methods

9

Mirci 2008

Educational
justice

Muncey

Autoethnogra
phy

(1991)

(2010)
Neidhart
and Carlin
(2003)

12, 8
Gives short
examples of
writing

Pathways,
incentives and
barriers

Notre Dame
task force
2008

Future of CS

NCEA

Data on CS
demographics

Women
Principals

Schools
closing, need
to do
something
different

10, 11

3, 6

Building
initiative
s

3, 4, 7
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report

and leadership

Ozar and
WeitzelO’Neill
(2013)

Standards and
Governance

Polka, et al
(2016)

CS Principal
decision
making

7

Principal
preparation,
history,
enrollment
by decade
1920-2010

See Fig.
1,quantitative
demographics and
decision-making
approaches p. 232
Survey

Approaches
Classical,
garage can,
shared,
sacrificing,
mixed
scanning,
political

64%female,
other male, age
demographics

2

American and
Catholic
schools are
similar in
approach.
Recommend
focus on
mission of
church

Pope
Francis

Website and
quotes

Powers
(2002)

Dissertation
on
relationship of
priests and
principals

Ramsey, et
al (2016)

School
climate

Rieckhoff
(2014)

Faith
leadership and
principals

She is a
Canadian
Sister

Safety,
connectednes
s of staff and
students

Factors analytic
techniques on
order, safety,
discipline;
academic
outcomes; social
relate; facilities,
engagement

Individual
perceptions

CSPSP (like
CSCOE)

Display
leadership in
student and adult
learning, diverse
communities, 21st
century learning,
continuous
improvement, use
of knowledge and
data, parent,
family, and
community
engagement

Academy
training,
challenges
and
responsibilit
ies of CS
leaders,

Sample
4,244
students,
727 staff,
3113
parents in
55
elementary

22 new
principals, 9
schools,
surveys and
interviews.

ALL

BCPSSCS,
parallel items,
see table on p.
634

3

Quantitative
studies
perception of
role in CS,
modeling faith,
community and
culture
building,
nurturing faith
in others,
Catholic
mission,
leading
learning

3
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RopersHuilman
and Winters
(2011)

Feminist
research in
Higher ed

Rooney

Validity in
autoethnograp
hy

Researching
from the
inside

10

Russo
(2009)

Canon law
and
governance of
CS

See for
American
canon law
and
governance
rules

1, 7

Sanchez
(2016)

Women’s
wisdom in the
church

Quotes Pope
F. positive
messages for
women’s
work,

How we
understand truth,
Sensus Fidei
docs.

Women as
workers but
not decision
makers

Schafer
(2004)

Role
expectations
of principals
and pastors

Wrongful
termination

History, staffing,
roles of principal
and pastor

Skills,
private,
public

Church
structure,
Canon law

2,3,4

Schuttlofel
(2013)

Contemplative
leadership

Leaders in
faith-based
educational
institutions

Theoretical
framework,
metacognition,
how leaders in CS
make decisions

Principals,
teachers,
diocesan
officials,
school
board
members,
higher ed
researchers

PD for CS
leaders’
adaptive
experiences
supporting
spiritual
leadership,
opportunities
for reflection
that leads to
Catholic
identity

3

(2005)

5

Hermeneutical
phenomenologica
l

Semi-structured
interview,
observations,
examination of
documents
Shaughness
y (2009)

Civil law and
Catholic
education

Solnit
(2014)

Men explain

Themes:
Life story,
leadership
as vocation,
and
relationship
as priority

5,6

See for civil
law and
Catholic
education

1,7,2

5

book
Spesia
(2016)

Forming
principals as

Pope F. and
missionary

Unique role of
principals

See p. 252

CS must
become more

2, 3, 6
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evangelizers

Starr

transformatio
n

(2010)

Autoethnogra
phy in
education
research

Sullivan
(2012)

Justice and
well being

Title 7 gov
2018

Civil rights

1964 act

Thomson
(2004)

Severed
heads/
compliant
bodies

Cultural
politics,
principal
identity

Intentional
formation

mission driven,
animated by
gospel,
Dissertation

10

8
3
Personal story!
Identity

Interviews!

Changed
means to
unchanged
end,
“emotional
labor,

Declining
supply of
principals,
becoming
someone don’t
like

5,3,6, 18

Interconnection
of work and
identity!!,
heroic leaders,
entrepreneurial
governance,
accountability
marketing
intensified
work,
Vacek
(2005)
Walbank
(2012)

Feminism and
the Vatican
What makes a
school
Catholic?

5

Primary ed,
history

Active interviews,

2, 4, 6, 7

questionnaire,
definitionwholistic,
dualistic and
pluralistic

Walch

Parish schools

History

13

Perspective

2, 3, 6

(1996)
Weiss
(2007)

Pastor
principal
relationship in

Reframing
CS
Leadership,

Lit review
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CS

Structure and
governance
roles and
relationships

CS= Catholic School
Codes:
1. Canon Law
2. Principals and Priests
3. School Leadership
4. Parish Influences
5. Feminist Theory
6. Lay-Women and the Church
7. CS Governance
8. Justice in Employment
9. Transformative theory
10. Autoethnography
11. Research methods
12. General education.
13. Church History and Facts
Codes for Interviews:
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Range of duties as outlined by priest
Nature of Communications
Emotional statements
Experience of professional review
Opportunity to explore Justice in Employment
Deanery support
CSCOE support
Council comments

Organizational
learning
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Appendix C
Bylaws Recommended by Archdiocese for School Advisory Council
THE GOVERNANCE MODEL RECOMMENDED FOR ALL PARISH SCHOOLS. ADOPTION OF NEW PARISH
SCHOOL ADVISORY COUNCIL BYLAWS IS SUBJECT TO APPROVAL OF THE PARISH BOARD.

BYLAWS OF THE
SCHOOL ADVISORY COUNCIL
OF ST. BARTHOLOMEW CATHOLIC SCHOOL
INTRODUCTION
The School Advisory Council of St. Bartholomew is established to assist the Pastor and the
Principal in the governance of this parish school. The Pastor is the Canonical Representative of
the parish, including the school, and the enactor of local policy. The Pastor hires, supervises, and
annually evaluates the Principal, using the assessment tools and guidelines provided by the
Office of Catholic Schools. In addition, the Pastor is responsible for the supervision of religious
education and formation programs and approves the school’s annual budget.
The Pastor entrusts to the Principal the daily operation of the school program, as specified in
his/her terms of employment and/or job description. This responsibility includes the general
administration of the school’s operations, management of the school’s financial affairs within the
limits of ordinary administration 1, recommendations regarding employment of new staff,
supervision and evaluation of teachers and school staff, the establishment of curriculum and
other educational programming, and the evaluation and management of student behavior. The
Principal shall be responsible to the Council for carrying out its policies and informing the
Council of the need or the requirements for policies.
The establishment of policy is accomplished through the activity of the School Advisory
Council. The Council is composed of the administrative team (Pastor and Principal) and the other
Council members. When the Council (administrative team and members) meets and agrees on a
policy matter, it is effective so long as it does not conflict with Archdiocesan mandates or
applicable law. The Council’s responsibility is solely for policy matters; it has no authority for
the school’s administration or daily operations, including employment-related matters for school
administration, faculty, and staff.
The School Advisory Council’s primary purpose is the fostering of faith development and the
advancement of the school community, in accordance with these Bylaws and the SEAC mission
statement:

1

The phrase “within the limits of ordinary administration” refers to canonical limitations on the authority of local
parishes. For example, financial transactions in excess of $25,000 (amount as of 11/1/11) require
Archdiocesan approval.
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To create, through teaching and example, a Catholic community which respects individual
differences and is committed to challenging children’s spiritual and academic growth toward
their fullest potential.
ARTICLE I
NAME
The name of this body shall be the St. Bartholomew School Advisory Council (“School
Advisory Council” or “Council”).
ARTICLE II
NATURE AND FUNCTION
Section 1. Nature: The School Advisory Council is an advisory council and is consultative to
the Pastor and the Principal. The members cannot act apart from the Pastor and the Principal and
cannot make decisions binding for the parish school without the approval of the Pastor and the
Principal. Consultation also means that decisions by the Pastor or the Principal will not be made
in major matters affecting the parish school until and unless the School Advisory Council has
been consulted.
Section 2. Function: The School Advisory Council has responsibilities in the following areas:
1. Advancement
a. Represent and communicate the work of the parish school with all segments of the
school, parish, alumni, and broader community.
b. Assist in public relations and marketing.
2. Education Programs
a. Provide ongoing review of the school’s Mission Statement and Philosophy.
b. Provide support to the school’s administration in the development of the parish school’s
Catholic Identity and its curriculum.
3. Finance
a. Assist the Principal in developing the annual budget for submission to the Parish Finance
Council and Parish Pastoral Council.
b. Recommend rates of tuition and fees.
c. Review fundraising efforts and allocation of those funds.
d. Prepare and update five (5) year budget projections.
4. Policy
a. Formulate policies for the governance and direction of the parish school consistent with its
Mission Statement and the mandates of the Archdiocese.
b. Recommend policies for the Parent Student Handbook.
5. Selection of the Principal
Assist the Pastor in the search process for the Principal. Pastor makes ultimate hiring decision.
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6. Strategic Planning
a. Establish and review goals of the school, both immediate and long range, in consultation
with the Parish Pastoral Council.
b. Develop plans for implementation of goals including but not limited to: physical plant,
space needs, and technology.
c. Communicate and collaborate with the parish’s other strategic planning groups.
7. Technology
a. Establish immediate and long-range technology goals for the school.
b. Assist the administration in achieving established technology goals.
c. Assist in developing the annual technology budget.

ARTICLE III
ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Section 1. Parish Pastoral Council: The parish pastoral council is a consultative council
to the Pastor which advises him on all aspects of parish life. . The School Advisory Council should
inform the council of the school’s accomplishments and needs and may bring to the attention of
the parish pastoral council any matters which are broader than the educational programs of the
school. 2
Section 2. Parish Finance Council: The parish finance council advises the Pastor in
administering the temporal goods of the parish. The finance committee of the School Advisory
Council and the parish finance council should meet to plan the financial contribution to the school
from the parish, which should be in accordance with any applicable Archdiocesan mandates. The
school income and expenditure budget is prepared by the finance committee of the School
Advisory Council and the Principal and is subject to final approval as a part of the parish-wide
budget prepared by the parish finance council and parish pastoral council and approved by the
Pastor. 3
Section 3. Parent Organization: The vice president of the parent organization is an ex
officio non-voting member of the School Advisory Council. The parent organization is the
primary vehicle through which parents can provide service to the school (e.g., volunteers, fundraising) and parent education programs can be offered. The Council works with the Principal
Each parish is encouraged to consider whether the Vice Chair or other member of the School Advisory Council
should be invited on a standing basis to attend parish pastoral council meetings in order to ensure good
communication and that all of the parish ministries are working together to serve the mission and ministries
of the parish. Should a decision be made to make a member of the School Advisory Council an official
member of the pastoral council, then changes must be considered to the pastoral council’s constitution and
will require approval from the Chancery. If a parish does not have a pastoral council, it is encouraged to
consider how the establishment of one might be extremely helpful to the faith community.
3
If the finance council is a standing committee of the pastoral council, then this section can be revised to reflect that
fact. Each parish is encouraged to consider inviting the finance chair of the school advisory council on a
standing basis to the parish finance council meetings in order to ensure effective and frequent financial
communications.
2
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and the officers of the parent organization in order to understand parent needs and concerns and
to coordinate overall fund-raising programs of the school.
Section 4. Archdiocese: Local school policies may not conflict with Archdiocesan
mandates. The Bylaws of the Schools Advisory Council must be approved by the parish
corporate board after review by Archdiocesan staff. The same approval is required for any
changes to the bylaws. In addition, the school submits a copy of its annual accreditation report,
including progress on the school’s strategic plan, to the Archdiocesan Office of Catholic Schools.
The school or the Council also may submit recommendations for Archdiocesan-wide mandates,
policies, practices, or programs to the Chair of the Archdiocesan Catholic Schools Advisory
Council.
ARTICLE IV
MEMBERSHIP
Section 1. General Eligibility: Each member of the School Advisory Council shall be:
• at least 18 years of age;
• a registered parishioner who is a fully initiated and actively participating Catholic, a
parent of a student(s) in the school, an alumnae of the school, or a person active in the
business or development community for the geographic area in which the school is
located;
• prepared to give time and energy to the advancement of the parish school, including
importantly, attendance at Council meetings;
• competent in at least one of the areas of responsibilities set forth in Article II, Section
2;
• willing to maintain high levels of integrity and confidentiality and to work effectively
with others in achieving consensus; and
• ready to support school/diocesan philosophy and mission.
Except as may be set forth in these Bylaws, salaried parish employees or their spouses, or
anyone currently holding elected or appointed parish office, are ineligible to be a member of the
Council.
Section 2. Number of Members and Representation: Members of the School Advisory
Council shall consist of the Pastor, the Principal, six (6) Pastor-appointed members and three (3)
members chosen by a process of spiritual discernment. The vice president of the parent
organization also will attend Council meetings. Voting members are the six (6) appointed
members and the three (3) members chosen by discernment. Non-voting members are the Pastor,
the Principal, and the parent organization representative. The Principal shall function as the
executive officer of the School Advisory Council. The Principal is responsible for implementing
policies formulated by the School Advisory Council and approved by the Pastor, informing the
School Advisory Council about the education system, and proposing the adoption of needed
policies.
Section 3. Term: Each member shall serve a term of three (3) years and may serve one
additional term. The term of office shall run from July 1 to June 30. The members’ terms shall be
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staggered equally over a period of three (3) years to provide for continuity of a majority of the
membership from year to year.
Section 4. Appointment: Every year, one (1) voting Council member shall be appointed
by the Pastor and one (1) voting Council member shall be appointed by the School Advisory
Council, as follows:
• In March of each year, a Nominating Committee consisting of the Chair, two other
Council members appointed by the Chair, and a parent/guardian appointed by the
Principal shall be formed. This Nominating Committee, acting on behalf of the
Council, shall advertise for candidates, publishing the eligibility requirements for
Council members.
• A packet of information about the Council is given to each potential candidate,
and the Nominating Committee shall confirm that each candidate is willing to
expend the appropriate time and energy to participate as a Council member.
• The Nominating Committee will then work with candidates to prepare bio packets
for Council review.
• A list of not less than four (4) suggested appointees shall be submitted to the Pastor
and the School Advisory Council by the School Nominating Committee for
consideration.
• Appointments may be made from the nominees on this list or other persons may
be chosen; provided that in all cases such persons meet the eligibility requirements
of Article IV, Section 1.
• In making its appointments, the Council will give primary weight to ensuring that
the Council members will have a diversity of talent so as to be effective as a whole.
Section 5. Discernment: Every year upon completion of the appointment process
described above, one (1) voting Council member shall be chosen by a process of discernment by
the Council. Any suggested appointee not selected for appointment shall be included in the
discernment process along with all other eligible Council candidates who identified themselves
to the Nominating Committee. Calling upon guidance from the Holy Spirit, the new member is
chosen from a vessel which has been blessed by the Pastor and prayed over by the Council.
Section 6. Vacancies: With the exception of ex officio members, any vacancy in
membership shall be filled by appointment of the then current Council. The Nominating
Committee shall provide the Council with a list of recommended candidates from which the
appointment shall be made. All appointees must meet the eligibility requirements set forth in
Article IV, Section 1 above. The successor member shall serve on the Council for the unexpired
term of the vacating member.

Chair.

Section 7. Resignation: Any member may resign at any time by written notice to the
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Section 8. Removal: A member may be removed by the Pastor with the approval of the
Principal and the parish trustees.

ARTICLE V
OFFICERS
Section 1. Officers: The Council’s officers shall be the Chair, the Vice-Chair, and the
Secretary.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 2. Chairperson: The Chair shall:
preside at all meetings of the School Advisory Council;
plan Council meetings with the Principal;
make all committee assignments and see that the committees function properly;
execute all written documents on behalf of the School Advisory Council;
ensure that Council recommendations are addressed; and
in general, perform all duties pertaining to the office of the Chair.

Section 3. Vice-Chair: The Vice-Chair, in the absence of the Chair or at his/her request,
shall perform the duties and exercise the functions of the Chair and, when so acting, shall have
the authority of the Chair and shall perform such other duties as are delegated by the Chair.
Section 4. Secretary: The Secretary shall maintain minutes of all School Advisory Council
meetings, provide such minutes to members, notify members of meetings, and, in general,
perform all duties pertaining to the office of the Secretary.
Section 5. Election and Term of Office: The Council’s officers shall be elected at the
annual meeting of the Council for a term of one (1) year, which shall begin on July 1. Nominations
of officers shall be presented by the Nominating Committee. Election may be by voice vote or by
secret written ballot. The Principal will count the ballots in a written ballot. The officers shall
hold office until the next annual election and thereafter, until their successors are duly elected
and qualified. No member shall hold the same office for more than two (2) consecutive years.
All voting Council members are eligible to serve as an officer, but the Chair must be a registered
parishioner who is a fully initiated and actively participating Catholic.
ARTICLE VI
MEETINGS
Section 1. Meetings: Regular meetings shall be held [on the first Tuesday evening of each
4
month] except in July and August when no meetings are held. Any deviation from this schedule
will be decided at the prior month’s meeting. Special meetings may be held when requested by
the Pastor, the Principal, the Chair, or a majority of the members. The Principal must be present
for a meeting to take place.
4

This should be an established schedule at a time and day that the Pastor and the Principal can regularly attend.
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Section 2. Notice: Written notice stating the date, time, location, and purpose of the
meeting shall be given to members at least seven (7) days before the meeting. Such notice shall
be mailed to each member, delivered to him or her personally, or given by a form of electronic
communication.
Section 3. Conduct of Meetings: The School Advisory Council shall operate in a spirit of
collegiality and shall seek consensus. All meetings of the Council are open meetings unless
designated as being an executive session. Motions approved in executive session must be
presented at an open Council meeting for approval before becoming effective.
Section 4. Quorum: Two-thirds of the voting members of the School Advisory Council shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at a meeting, and each such member
shall be entitled to one (1) vote, either in person, by proxy, or by remote communication.
A majority vote of those present and voting (an abstention is not a vote) shall be sufficient
for any recommendation or election, except as set forth in Article IV, Section 8 and Article
IX. A member not physically present in person or by proxy at a meeting may, by means
of remote communication, participate in a meeting.
Section 5. Annual Meeting: An annual meeting of the School Advisory Council shall be held
each year. The meeting shall constitute a planning meeting and shall include on its agenda the
election of officers for the ensuing year, the recognition of those members whose terms have
expired, and a review of the results of the Council’s self-evaluation and plans for the following
year.
Section 6. Written Authorization Without A Meeting: Any action required or permitted to
be taken at a meeting of the members may be taken without a meeting by written action signed
by all of the members entitled to vote on that action.
Section 7. Visitors: Visitors wishing to make a presentation at a School Advisory Council
meeting must request a place on the meeting agenda by contacting the Principal or the Chair,
verbally or in writing, at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to the meeting. Such presentation shall
be no longer than ten (10) minutes in length.
ARTICLE VII
COMMITTEES
Section 1. Committee Membership: All School Advisory Council members are expected
to serve on one (1) or more standing committees. Each standing committee shall have such
authority and shall perform such duties as may be assigned to it by the School Advisory Council
Chair. The Chair shall assign and appoint committee memberships, including committee chairs,
after consultation with the Principal. Committee chairs must be Council members. Committee
members may include persons who are not Council members, but who are competent or expert
in an area of responsibility of the committee to which they are appointed. Teachers and other
staff at the parish school are eligible to serve on committees but are not eligible to serve as Council
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members. The Chair of the Council’s Finance Committee shall also be a non-voting member of
the parish’s finance council. The Principal and/or his/her designee may attend all committee
meetings.
Section 2. Standing Committees: To carry out the functions set forth in Article II, Section
2, review your school’s needs and form committees to address your school’s needs. It is strongly
recommended that all schools have standing Advancement (marketing, development, and
student recruitment/retention) and Strategic Planning Committees. You may also find value in
standing Education Programs, Finance and Technology Committees.

Section 3. Ad Hoc Committees: The School Advisory Council may appoint such ad hoc
committees as it deems advisable and may discontinue the same at its discretion.
Section 4. Committee Work: Committee meetings shall be conducted in a spirit of
collegiality, and committee chairs shall seek consensus, striving to reach outcomes that all
committee members can support. Committee recommendations shall be forwarded to the
Council for a vote or further action.
ARTICLE VIII
PERIODIC REVIEW OF BYLAWS
At least once every five (5) years, or more often if determined by the School Advisory
Council, a review of the current Bylaws shall take place.

ARTICLE IX
AMENDMENTS TO BYLAWS
Subject to the approval of the parish corporate board, these Bylaws may be amended by
seven (7) of the voting members present and voting affirmatively at a regular meeting; provided
that the amendment was presented in writing at the preceding regular meeting. Publication of
the amendment to the school and parish community prior to approval is encouraged.
(Archdiocese of St. Paul and Minneapolis Office of Catholic Schools, 2015)
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Appendix D
Email Sent to Possible Study Participants
Dear Friend and Colleague,
As many of you know, I am in the process of writing my dissertation at The University of St.
Thomas. As part of my research, I am interviewing current and former principals. I would like to
interview you about your experiences in Catholic education, especially your leadership in
schools and your professional relationship with the parish priest. There will be an initial
interview of one hour, a short follow-up interview and perhaps participation in a focus group.
All names of schools, Archdiocese and interviewee will be changed for the purposes of my work
and in the interest of your privacy. I’ll be calling you in the coming week and would appreciate
you considering being a part of my study. If you have any questions or concerns, you may reach
me at 651.260.1240 or volk0024@stthomas.edu I look forward to speaking with you.
Sincerely, Lynn A. Volkenant
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Appendix E
Consent Form

IRB-1199288-1/ The Hidden Conflict Between Priests
and Lay Catholic School Principals
The purpose of this study is to talk about my experience as a school leader and examine the
experiences of others. You were selected as a possible participant because you have experience as a
Catholic School leader.
This study is being conducted by Lynn A. Volkenant. This study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board at the University of St. Thomas.
If you agree to participate, I will ask you to answer several survey questions focused your experience as
a school leader in an unnamed Archdiocese. This study has no foreseen risks, although you may talk about
things that affected you emotionally as a school leader. There are no direct benefits for participating in the
study.
The records of this survey will be kept confidential. In any sort of report I publish, I will not include
information that will make it possible to identify you.
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will
not affect your current or future relations with the University of St. Thomas. If you decide to participate,
you are free to withdraw at any time up to and until the survey is submitted. You may withdraw by
closing the survey on your computer. You are also free to skip any questions I ask.
You may ask any questions you have now and any time during or after the survey by contacting the
researcher. You may contact me at volk0024@stthomas.edu or 651-260-1240 You may also contact the
University of St. Thomas Institutional Review Board at (651)962-6035 or muen0526@stthomas.edu with
any questions or concerns.
By signing “Agree,” I consent to participate in the study. I am at least 18 years of age.
Please print this form to keep for your records.
I agree to participate in this study:
Name:___________________________________
Date:____________________________________
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Appendix F
Interview questions
1. How long have you been in education? Teacher? Principal?
2. How long were you a principal for the Archdiocese?
3. What was the best thing about being the principal of a Catholic school?
4. The worst?
5. How did you get to know the culture at your school?
6. Which colleagues were supportive of your work at the school?
7. What was your experience with the Priest at your school/parish?
8. What specific strategies did you use to work with the Priest on school improvement?
9. How has the parish priest influenced your leadership?
10. How has the school board/advisory commission/council influenced your leadership?
11. How have school parents influenced your leadership?
12. How have students influenced your leadership?
13. Is there anything else you want me to know about influences that impacted your
leadership?

